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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the design of complex artificial systems. For such systems, there is a growing need to deliver value to stakeholders beyond the initial functional requirements and to cope with rapidly changing outer environments. This thesis presents a conceptual framework and a structured approach for thinking about and designing systems that can exhibit the emergence of desirable lifecycle properties (i.e., ilities). To set the ground for the research contributions, a literature overview on (1) complex sociotechnical systems, (2) uncertainty in such systems, and (3) ways to cope with such uncertainty is given. Furthermore, the larger research effort concerning a method for architecting Systems of Systems with ilities is discussed to frame the remainder of the thesis.

The dynamic system perspective for design is discussed, as well as a formal way of modeling the space of possibilities for designers of complex systems (i.e., what the system can be, as well as what its outer environment and expectations can be). In this perspective, uncertainty is modeled as perturbations, which are operators on this space of possibilities. Similarly, ility-driving elements (IDEs) are introduced and modeled as operators on such spaces as well. Two main types of ility-driving elements are discussed and formally defined: change options and resistance properties. The former, akin to real options in business, enable the system to change over time so as to cope with perturbations and sustain (or enhance) value delivery. The latter, on the other hand, impede undesired changes in system value delivery.

Lastly, IDE Analysis – a structured approach for generating, evaluating and selecting ility-driving elements – is introduced, and demonstrated on a running case application to a Maritime Security System of Systems. This approach requires an initial baseline design concept, and considers a set of relevant perturbations as a starting point. The thesis ends with general discussions around applicability of research and possible areas for future research, as well as conclusions regarding key contributions.
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1 Introduction

“The term "design" comes from the Latin word “designare,” a composite of “de”- (i.e., “out”) and “signare” (i.e., “to mark”). Hence, at its core, it symbolizes the act of marking out, of defining – omnipresent in human life. Within what is in their might, human beings are always designing the next course of actions to undertake.

This thesis is concerned with the design of complex artificial systems. The designer of such systems must cope with three important moving targets: (1) the system, (2) its purpose, and (3) its outer environment (Simon, 1996). However, he or she holds control over the design of only one of them, the system. If the latter two were in perennial stasis (an ineffable state of affairs), the task of designing would be simple (relatively to the structural complexity of the system). However, if there is a truth one can grab on, that is the fact that things constantly change. This fact is the very basis and the very curse of system design.

1.1 Motivation

This section explains the motivation for this thesis. The hardship of designing complex systems is described, and some relevant empirical examples are given. Lastly, a summary of the main needs driving this research effort is given.

1.1.1 Complex Artificial Systems

Artificial systems are those designed and instantiated by human beings, rather than occurring naturally (Simon, 1996). The concept of complexity in such systems is multifaceted: it can be related to the structure of the system, to its interaction with the outer environment, to the way it is perceived, and so on (a more in depth description of the different types of complexity affecting system design is given in chapter 2). For systems that are very complex and feature a pronounced social component, the relationship among the three terms of design (system, purpose, and outer environment) becomes blurry very rapidly, making the task of design difficult. Complex artificial systems lie on a spectrum that goes from the mostly technical (e.g., cars, aircraft) to the
socio-technical (e.g., transportation systems, some military systems of systems, policy decisions). Considerations, frameworks and analyses in this thesis apply to systems that span across this spectrum.

Modern-day systems operate in highly dynamic and interconnected environments: technologies improve at an increasing pace; geo-political scenarios change; economies and markets fluctuate. If focused solely on the present state of the affairs, designers may incur into designing systems that operate in contexts for which they were not intended. Furthermore, such systems may end up delivering capabilities that are no longer of interest to stakeholders. A report from the systems engineering Research Center (to the U.S. Department of Defense) summarizes this problem eloquently (Deshmukh et al., 2010, pp. 9):

Complex DoD systems tend to be designed to deliver optimal performance within a narrow set of initial requirements and operating conditions at the time of design. This usually results in the delivery of point-solution systems that fail to meet emergent requirements throughout their lifecycles, that cannot easily adapt to new threats, that too rapidly become technologically obsolete, or that cannot provide quick responses to changes in mission and operating conditions.

Hence, a designer must think not only about the immediate functional requirements, but also about the ability of the system to endure in a rapidly changing environment, with (possibly) changing goals. As Neches and Madni (2012) state in their manifesto on Engineering Resilient Systems (ERS), “it is important to realize that, when needs are prematurely translated into requirements or key performance parameters, both the process and the product of engineering suffers the consequence.” However, traditional system engineering tends to define and freeze requirements early in the conceptual design phase. This happens mainly because of the need for clear guidance in terms of the functions and performance levels that are to be achieved by the system. As de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson (2007) point out, “one of the dangers of this approach, when applied blindly, is that it does not adequately address situations where there is uncertainty.”

1.1.2 On the Effects of Change and Uncertainty

The presence of irreducible uncertainty in systems design, coupled with the absence of strategic ways to respond to it, has led to some failures in system design. In other cases, such uncertainty was well managed by systems. Some important examples are described below.

Iridium. The Iridium satellite constellation was initially conceived as a way to provide a global communications system that would enable people to communicate by telephone anywhere on Earth. The technical goals of the system were very ambitious, as it attempted to make space communications viable by using Low-Earth Orbit (LEO)
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1 The process of selecting and synthesizing the application of the appropriate scientific and
satellites. Over the course of a decade, the technical design of the system was completed, leading to over 1,000 patents. However, despite such incredible technical breakthroughs, Iridium resulted in a colossal commercial failure, going bankrupt after losing about $5 billion. The major cause behind such failure was the fact that ground-based competitors quickly captured the market for wireless telephony. These came to be in the time period between Iridium’s conception (1980s) and its launch (in 1998). Iridium management team failed to hypothesize unfolding of events that did not align with their forecasts and (unrealistic) expectations, and this led to a system that was not capable of responding to changes in the operational environment. In fact, the system was not capable of downsizing or changing its operational goals. A snapshot of the events for the Iridium system is shown in Figure 1-1.

![Figure 1-1: Unfolding of events for the Iridium satellite system, using the Epoch shift-Impact-Response-Outcome framework (Beesemyer et al., 2012)](image)

**M1 Abrams tank.** This tank was conceived and designed in the 1980s. At the time, because of the Cold War, the main location for any war engagement was expected to be central Europe. This led to the design of a system that was going to perform in moderate climate conditions and a specific type of terrain. When the system was then fielded in the Middle East years later, it could not perform optimally. Sand would infiltrate into the system and clog up mechanisms, leading to the failure of certain subsystems and parts much earlier then expected. In this case, the inability to anticipate such different environments undermined the overall performance of the tank.

**Boeing B-2 Stratofortress.** A (somewhat serendipitously) successful design is that of the B-2 aircraft. The design of this system was initially formalized in 1945, and the aircraft became operational ten years later. Through time, it has demonstrated great ability to manage the unfolding of uncertain events. In fact, the aircraft has participated in
many missions for the U.S. Air Force, performing a variety of tasks: from air interception, to offensive counter-air, to maritime operations. The B-2 is a highly reconfigurable system, and, as such, it has managed to provide value in many different contexts with diverse missions and stakeholders. In fact, the aircraft has been capable of dispensing a variety of weapon systems (from gravity bombs, to cluster bombs, to guided missiles), as well as other payloads (e.g., UAVs). Part of the secret of its success is hidden behind its inherently simple design, characterized by ample margins for reconfigurability. As Saleh et al. (2003) point out, the U.S. Air Force has had many other aircraft that were much more complex (from a technical standpoint) than the B-2, and whose lifecycle has lasted only a fraction of the still operational B-2 (e.g., the B-58).

1.1.3 Need

The unfolding of uncertain events may result in major risks the system must be able to manage and respond to. However, such uncertain events may also have in stock great opportunities for generating extra value. In any case, it is important that designers think strategically about conceptualizing systems that are capable of responding to such uncertainty. Due to this dynamic complexity, it has become crucial that, early in the conceptual design phase, attention be devoted to system lifecycle properties, such as flexibility, robustness and affordability. (Neches and Madni, 2012) It is in this light that these ilities\(^2\) (i.e., system lifecycle properties) have become a very desirable trait in systems.

Designing for ilities is a strategic effort that involves not only technical knowledge, but also creativity. First, one must think about possible unfolding of events, and then about possible ways to design systems that are able to cruise this space of possibilities (and more) by resisting value loss and capturing extra value. So, in addition to identifying a meaningful uncertainty space, it is fundamental that system designers incorporate ways to enable a continual (or enhanced, when possible) value delivery in spite of the existence of uncertainty.

The main needs this thesis tries to address can be summarized as follows:

1. A formal way of modeling the key spaces of possibilities that characterize the effort of designing systems with desirable lifecycle properties
   a. A formal way of modeling and capturing information related to uncertainty characterizing the performance of the system over time
   b. A formal way of modeling and capturing information related to possible ways of responding to such uncertainty

2. A structured approach for instilling in systems the elements that drive the emergence of such lifecycle properties (i.e., ilities) over time

\(^2\) It is important to clarify here that, for the purposes of this thesis, the use of the word “ility” (or “ilities”) refers to these lifecycle properties that are related to the dynamic behavior of systems.
a. A structured approach for exploring (and capturing) the uncertainty space related to a system

b. A structured approach for generating, evaluating, and selecting ways to respond to the unfolding of the modeled uncertainty – thereby designing for ilities

1.2 Scope

The focus of the larger research project in which this thesis fits is that of delineating a method for architecting systems of systems with ilities. Chapter 3 gives a broad overview of this overarching method. The focus of this thesis is around two main steps in this method: that of brainstorming and modeling uncertainty, and that of identifying possible responses to it (which drive the emergence of ilities over time). In order to perform these two activities, this thesis discusses a formal way of modeling uncertainty and its responses based on a specific view on the design effort, the dynamic system perspective (Ross and Rhodes, 2008). From this perspective, and within the context of complex system design, the following three research questions may be useful for the reader to keep in mind throughout the remainder of this thesis:

1. The nature of uncertainty in system design
   a. How can uncertainty be modeled effectively?
   b. What can the dynamic impact of uncertainty be on the system?
   c. In what ways can the modeling of uncertainty be useful?

2. The nature of responses to uncertainty in system design
   a. What drives the emergence of ilities throughout the lifecycle?
   b. How can one model these ility-driving elements?
   c. What can the dynamic impact of these ility-driving elements be in response to the unfolding of uncertainty?
   d. How have ility-related behaviors emerged in systems of the past (and the present)?

3. Approach for identifying ility-driving elements
   a. Can there be a structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of such elements?

1.2.1 MIT SEArI

The content of this thesis has been generated within the context of the larger research program of the MIT Systems Engineering Advancement Research Initiative (SEArI). SEArI is a research laboratory affiliated with the Engineering Systems Division
Since the former spans most departments within MIT (from those within the School of Engineering, to those within the School of Science, the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, and the Sloan School of Management), SEAri finds itself in a unique position for interdisciplinary research in advancing systems engineering to meet contemporary challenges of complex socio-technical systems.

SEAri seeks “to advance the theories, methods, and effective practice of systems engineering applied to complex socio-technical systems through collaborative research.” (SEAri, 2014) Research efforts within SEAri (this included) are predicated on the fact that the early phases of the conceptual design and development of a system require careful consideration. In fact, decisions made this early in the conceptual phase have a significant impact on the nature of the new system, and ultimately can enable or limit its success in time. In this perspective, and for the design of complex systems, it is useful to consider the trends of incurred and committed cost, management leverage, and knowledge over time. Blanchard and Fabrycky (2006) discuss the typical trends of these terms in the classic design paradigm (left side of Figure 1-2). Research in SEAri is aimed at influencing these trends, extending managerial leverage and delaying committed costs further into development, while increasing knowledge gained earlier in design.

![Classic paradigm vs New paradigm](image)

**Figure 1-2: Desired Shift in Critical Front-End Complex System Design.**

### 1.3 Methodology

Most research in SEAri, including the one presented in this thesis, is strategically placed in both theory-based and practice-based methods (Figure 1-3). While prescriptive methods seek to advance the state of the practice using normative principles, they must also be informed by practical limitations and constraints that come from descriptive research (Ross and Rhodes, 2008). This research focuses primarily on advancing a theory-based framework for the description of uncertainty and ity-driving elements (IDEs – formally described in chapter 5) within the context of system design. This work lays the foundations for a more prescriptive research thrust, wherein a structured...
approach for identifying ility-driving elements (appropriate for a given uncertainty space) is developed. Lastly, the research also features a descriptive thread, with the empirical investigation of a particular type of ility-driving element (change options) in military systems (as well as other fields).

Figure 1-3: Underlying Structure of SEAri Research Program (Ross and Rhodes 2008).

1.3.1 Theory-based Research Thrust

Much research has been performed in the systems engineering community on what it means to design in the face of changing operational environments and needs, which has led to a large literature of definitions and constructs (building on large descriptive research efforts), as well as an array of methods for facilitating and improving system design in such circumstances. Part of this research aims at delineating a formal (set theoretical) framework for modeling and defining some key concepts that have emerged over time (e.g., perturbations, change options), as well as new ones (e.g., resistance property). In such a formal framework, uncertainty and ility behaviors are characterized (through perturbations and ility-driving elements).

1.3.2 Descriptive Research Thrust

Part of this thesis presents an empirical investigation of how and when changes options (one type of ility-driving element, as discussed herein) have been instilled and used in systems of the past (that are still operational). In particular, change options related to the ability of some military system of systems to evolve over time are presented. These are then linked to some generalized architect’s intents when designing such complex systems in the face of continual change. Lastly, a brief discussion is provided on some adaptive policy efforts, and how well they fit within the framework laid out in this thesis.
1.3.3 Prescriptive Research Thrust

Given the formal framework delineated in the theory-based research effort, a structured approach for the identification of design elements that can drive the emergence of ilities in systems is proposed. This approach proposes different ways of generating, evaluating and selecting such ility-driving elements. The approach is highly scalable in time and effort, and a (or a set of) stakeholder(s) can choose to perform it in the most appropriate way for his or her decision problem, and given limitations in time and knowledge.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This chapter has introduced the basic motivation behind this research effort, as well as the essential elements that constitute it. A brief description of what is discussed in the remainder of the thesis follows below.

Chapter 2: Literature Overview. This chapter provides an overview of the relevant literature with regard to the nature of complex sociotechnical system, the nature of uncertainty in such systems, and how people have dealt with such uncertainty in various disciplines. The chapter ends with a brief discussion on Systems of Systems (SoS) and the Maritime Security SoS that is used throughout the thesis as a case study.

Chapter 3: A Method for Architecting Systems of Systems with Ilities. This chapter presents a broad overview of the SoS Architecting with Ilities (SAI) method and serves as a frame for the remainder of the thesis. Several activities involved in the architecting of Systems of Systems with an emphasis on enhancing lifecycle value sustainment from the early phases of design are discussed. The remainder of the thesis is centered around two of the steps in SAI: chapter 4 explicitly addresses the modelling and characterization of uncertainty (related to step 3 in the method); chapter 5, 6 and 7 discuss the nature, usage, and identification of change options and resistance properties in system design (related to step 5 in the method).

Chapter 4: Formal Modeling of Uncertainty via Perturbations. This chapter provides a more in depth investigation of the concepts and activities involved in Step 3 of the SAI method. It is concerned with the conceptualization and modeling of uncertainty. It provides a formal way of modeling uncertainty in system design under the dynamic system perspective. Furthermore, it discusses a variety of descriptive fields for the parameterized uncertainty. Lastly, it presents an application of some of the activities in Step 3 in SAI directed at the elicitation and parameterization of uncertainty to the Maritime Security SoS.

Chapter 5: Formal Modeling of Responses to Uncertainty: Ility-Driving Elements. This chapter provides an in depth description of the possible ways in which designers can cope with uncertainty. It introduces and models the concepts of change option and resistance property in a formal way. Furthermore, the chapter discusses the ways in
which these two ility-driving elements can be used in the face of unfolding uncertainty. Lastly, several descriptive fields for the characterization of the two types of ility-driving elements are introduced.

Chapter 6: An Empirical Investigation of Change Options. This chapter presents the results of an empirical investigation of change options. First, it presents some of the results from an investigation on evolvability in military SoS. For a given evolution increment, the change options that enabled it were investigated. Then, the idea of planned adaptation in the policymaking realm is also discussed in relation to the concept of a change option. The link between the two is explained through the lenses of some policy cases (the most prominent of them being the regulation of particulate matter).

Chapter 7: Ility-Driving Element Analysis. This chapter builds on the foundations laid out in chapter 4 and 5 for describing uncertainty and ility-driving elements in the system design effort. It introduces Ility-Driving Element Analysis (IDE Analysis), a structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of ility-driving elements during the conceptual phase of system design. Using this approach, it is possible to formally think about the introduction of design- and enterprise-level elements that can drive the emergence of ilities in complex systems.

Chapter 8: Discussion. This chapter presents general discussions around three main topics: applicability of research; general considerations with regard to the main research contributions; and possible areas for future research.

Chapter 9: Conclusion. This chapter presents some general conclusions, as well as a brief recapitulation of the key contributions of the thesis.
2 Literature Review

“Hegel was right when he said that we learn from history that man can never learn anything from history.”

– George B. Shaw

This chapter presents a review of the most relevant literature with regard to (a) the nature of complex engineered systems and the need for illties; (b) the conceptualization of uncertainty around complex systems; (c) addressing uncertainty in the design of complex systems through the use of (real) options. The chapter closes with a short discussion of Systems of Systems (SoS) – to which most examples in this thesis relate – and a description of the Maritime Security (MarSec) SoS, used as a case study throughout the thesis.

2.1 Basic Motivation

Due to the complex and highly dynamic operational environments in which engineering systems operate nowadays, it has become crucial that, early in the conceptual design phase, attention be devoted to system lifecycle properties, such as flexibility, robustness, etc. (Neches and Madni, 2012). That is, it is important to identify key uncertainty categories and associated stimuli that could disrupt system value delivery, or that could introduce opportunities for delivering more value (de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson, 2007). As pointed out in chapter 1, in addition to identifying a meaningful uncertainty space, it is fundamental, then, that systems engineers incorporate in the design of their systems ways to enable a continual delivery of value (or enhancement thereof) in spite of the existence of such uncertainty.

2.2 Complex Artificial Systems

The application domain for this research is the design of engineered systems, aimed at providing value to a (set of) stakeholder. Such systems can span from the very technical to the more sociotechnical (e.g., an aircraft and a mass transportation system, respectively). The complexity of such systems has been growing over time, not only due to scale and interconnectedness, but also due to increased scope in our ability to describe the systems themselves and their continual evolution over time.
2.2.1 On the Design of Complex Engineered Systems

Simon (1996) explains that, “… everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones.” This idea is pervasive in all professions, and very much so in the design of complex engineered systems, where a system is aimed at improving the current situation of a stakeholder (e.g., the government, the scientific community, society as a whole). An artificial system (i.e., man-made, different from natural systems like the human body, or a cell) constantly interacts with the external environment. Simon (1996) discusses how there are three principal components in the design of a system: (1) the system itself, whose design is controlled (the “inner environment”); (2) the environment in which the system operates, which is exogenous to the control of designers (the “outer environment”); and (3) what is desired of the system, i.e.: a set of objectives. He goes on to state that the good designer is able to “insulate the inner system from the environment, so that an invariant relation is maintained between inner system and goal.” This is often a hard task when designing complex engineered systems (a special kind of artificial system), most of which are inherently open. The openness of such systems makes it so that even the goals of the system may change over time, upon the unfolding of uncertain events. This is the so-called “wicked problem,” first described by Horst Rittel in the 1960s. Churchman (1967) provides the first published report of Rittel’s idea, in which wicked problems are described as a "class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing.” Buchanan (1992) points out how this description evinces a “fundamental indeterminacy in all but the most trivial design problems.” Rittel (1969) elucidates ten key properties of wicked problems (e.g., among others: no definitive formulation; no stopping rule; solutions are not true-false, but good-bad; no possibility of testing solution; every solution is a “one-shot operation”).

In designing complex engineered systems of the future, models have become essential tools. Analysts and engineers are often forced on using models and simulations in order “to explore…system performance without actually producing and testing each candidate system” (Blanchard and Fabrycky, 2006). The nature of the data produced by these models is inherently artificial – i.e., it is not obtained by direct measurement of system properties, as no identical (or even similar) system may yet exist. Hence, the artificial data (as well as the model) “cannot be classified as accurate or inaccurate in any absolute sense” (Blanchard and Fabrycky, 2006).

In addition to models of system performance, there are value models, which attempt to capture stakeholder preferences on performance (i.e., their values). The need for
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3 CW Churchman and HA Simon are often seen as the founding fathers of Management Science, albeit with somewhat different views of it. Ulrich (1980) provides a (very insightful) fictitious debate between these two illustrious figures.
constructed value models arises from the fact that the many dimensions of value (and their interactions) are often beyond the capability of a stakeholder’s mental model, and that stakeholders are often interested in comparing many alternatives. Value models are more intricate than performance models: while assessing performance can have a certain degree of objectivity and measurability, stakeholder satisfaction is inherently subjective and difficult to measure. Fischoff (1991) discusses a spectrum of philosophies with regard to the nature (and elicitation) of values. On the one end of the spectrum is the philosophy of articulated values, which assumes that values are self-evident in people’s choices (e.g., empirically gathered willingness-to-pay measurements, i.e.: demand curves in microeconomics). On the other end of the spectrum is the philosophy of basic values, which assumes that a core set of values exist, from which it is possible to derive value models through an inferential process (e.g., interviews). This assumption pervades classical decision theory (Keeney, 1996), and it also underlies the remainder of this thesis (in which the problem of sustainment of value delivery over time is addressed). Examples of constructed value models are customer value models (i.e., a representation of the worth — in monetary terms — of what a company does for its customers), or multi-attribute utility functions from classical decision theory (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). The value model’s reliability is critical to success in system design; for as Hall (1989) points out, “to design the wrong value system is to design the wrong system.”

Lastly, it is important to mention that in many large-scale engineered systems, there exists a pronounced social component (these systems are often referred to as “socio-technical systems”). This adds another layer of complexity in the design of such systems because, unlike the natural sciences for which there are universal laws⁴, in the case of the social sciences it is only possible to construct models by means of “situational analysis” (Popper, 1967), (i.e., models of typical social situations). These models can’t be “animated” from the universality of natural principles, but have to compromise for the assumption of a different principle: the rationality principle⁵. This principle has been proven false under many circumstances, e.g.: Tversky and Kahneman (1986). Popper (1967, pp. 345) defines it an “almost empty principle,” but also admits its inescapable nature:

I hold, however, that it is good policy, a good methodological device, to refrain from blaming the rationality principle for the breakdown of our theory: we learn more if we blame our situational model.

### 2.2.2 Five Aspects of Complexity

As discussed in the subsection above, Simon (1969) points out the involvement of three terms in the design of an artifact (or system): “the purpose or goal, the character of the artifact, and the environment in which the artifact performs.” These key terms each
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⁴ Universal only within the current scientific paradigm (Kuhn, 1962).

⁵ Which Popper (1967) defines as “the principle of acting appropriately to the situation,” where a situation can be summarized by what is known and what is aimed for.
induce different types of complexity, which make engineering complex systems an arduous endeavor. First of all, the system (artifact) is complex in its structural form, as well as in the way it operates. Furthermore, there is complexity embedded in the interaction of the system with its outer environment over time. Lastly, it is complex to decipher and quantify the way in which stakeholders perceive value delivered by the system (over time).

Rhodes and Ross (2010) describe in depth these types of complexity with their five-aspect framework for the engineering of complex systems. In their work, they acknowledge that modern day systems have extraordinary levels of complexity and uncertainty. In fact, these systems exist in a very dynamic world, whose pace of change continues to accelerate. They state that, “while the structural and behavioral aspects [of complexity] remain at the core of the systems engineering method, there is an urgent need to more effectively address three additional aspects: contextual, temporal and perceptual.” The five aspects of complexity in (Rhodes and Ross, 2010) are described here:

- **Structural**: related to the form of system components and their interrelationships. For instance: heterogeneous components and constituent systems; elaborate networks; loose and tight couplings; layers; vertical or horizontal structures; multiplicity of scales.
- **Behavioral**: related to performance, operations, and reactions to stimuli. For instance: variance in response to stimuli; unpredictable behavior of technological connections; emergent social network behavior.
- **Contextual**: related to circumstances in which the system exists. For instance: many complexities and uncertainties in system context; political, and economic variations; market factors; stakeholder needs profile and overall worldview.
- **Temporal**: related to dimensions and properties of systems over time. For instance: decoupled acquisition phases; context shifts; systems with long lifespan and changing characteristics; time-based system properties (flexibility, survivability, evolvability, etc.)
- **Perceptual**: related to stakeholder preferences, perceptions, and cognitive biases. For instance: many stakeholder preferences to consider; perception of value changes with context shifts; cognitive biases.

This research is not concerned with (static) structural and behavioral complexity of a system. Rather, it focuses on addressing concepts around the remaining three types of complexity. Particular attention is devoted to the temporal aspect of complexity: i.e., complexity in the interaction of the system with its outer environment and its purpose or

---

6 Cognitive biases are omnipresent in people’s actions. For an in-depth (much recommended) read on such biases (e.g., availability, contaminations, anchoring, etc.), refer to the collection of articles in Gilovich, Griffin, and Kahneman (2002).
2.3 Uncertainty in the Design of Complex Engineered Systems

The design of complex engineered systems is unavoidably plagued with irreducible uncertainty. Part of this thesis focuses on a way to model the uncertainty space (chapter 4) – i.e., contextual, temporal, and perceptual complexity, as well as how to respond to it (chapters 5 and 7) – using generalized ability-driving elements.

Uncertainty is ubiquitous, especially in highly dynamic environments. When considering complex systems, it can take a variety of different shapes and impacts. In general, uncertainty can stem from endogenous and exogenous sources, where the latter are usually related to context and expectation changes. The following subsections cover some salient aspects regarding uncertainty.

2.3.1 On the Nature and Characterization of Uncertainty in Design

This subsection presents literature on the nature, classification and identification of uncertainty from the fields of system design and policy making. It discusses how prediction (and its uncertainty) in science is different from that in the field of design; it then presents some relevant taxonomies for classifying uncertainty that can be used in the process of modeling uncertainty in design (see chapter 4), as well identifying relevant sources of uncertainty.

Simon (1996) discusses at length the notion of design, describing it as “devising courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones.” However, since the consequences of design lie in the future, “it would seem that forecasting is an unavoidable part of every design process.” Hence, when devising courses of action for future states of the world, one is inevitably faced by uncertainty. Pielke (2001) discusses the important difference between prediction in science and prediction in decision making, where the latter is “forward looking,” formulating alternative courses of action extending into the future, and selecting among alternatives by expectations of how things will turn out. He then defines uncertainty as the state in which more than one outcome is consistent with reasonable expectations. He goes on to state (pp. 116):

Expectations are a result of judgment, are sometimes based on technical mistakes and interpretive errors, and are shaped by values and interests. As such, uncertainty is not some feature of the natural world waiting to be revealed but is instead a fundamental characteristic of how human perceptions and understandings shape expectations.

Furthermore, Pielke (2001) discusses the difference between aleatory and epistemic uncertainty. The former is associated with random processes, and can be studies using statistics. This kind of uncertainty, by definition, can be known but can’t be reduced. The latter is associated with incomplete knowledge of a phenomenon, as well as of the limits
of one’s knowledge (Hoffman and Hammonds, 1994; Stewart, 2000). Decisions made in the conceptual phases of engineering complex systems are often plagued with epistemic uncertainty, which is inevitably carried into the models used for prediction.

van Asselt and Rotmans (2002) propose a taxonomy for different sources of uncertainty (Figure 2-1) in the context of Integrated Assessment modeling for decision makers (in the realm of complex policy issues). At the highest level, they assert that two major sources of uncertainty can be distinguished:

- **Variability.** The system/process under consideration can behave in different ways or is valued differently. Variability is an ontological attribute; it includes (but is not limited to) aleatory uncertainty.

- **Limited knowledge.** Limited knowledge is a property of the analysts performing the study and/or of our state of knowledge (epistemological).


![Figure 2-1: Typology of sources of uncertainty (van Asselt and Rotmans, 2002).](image)
van Asselt and Rotmans (2002) further distinguish different sources of variability (providing some examples related to the climate change policy issue):

- Inherent randomness of nature. The non-linear, chaotic and unpredictable behavior of natural processes (e.g., the behavior of clouds).

- Value diversity. Differences in people’s (stakeholders’) mental maps, worldviews, moral norms and values, due to which problem perceptions and definitions differ. This is also referred to as moral uncertainty (de Marchi, 1995) (e.g., discounting rate in cost-benefit analysis for environmental impacts of CO$_2$ emissions).

- Human behavior (behavioral variability). Non-rational behavior, discrepancies between what people say and what they actually do (cognitive dissonance) (e.g., consumption patterns)

- Social, economic and cultural dynamics (societal variability). The non-linear, chaotic and unpredictable nature of societal processes (macro-level behavior) (e.g., infrastructural changes in energy supply).

- Technological surprises. New developments or breakthroughs in technology or unexpected consequences (‘side-effects’) of technologies (e.g., renewable energy options).

van Asselt and Rotmans (2002) further discuss how limited knowledge partly results from variability, but knowledge with regard to deterministic processes can also be incomplete and uncertain. They introduce a continuum of sources of limited knowledge:

- Inexactness. This source of uncertainty is concerned with the fact that it is only possible to “roughly” know. There is always going to be lack of precision, inaccuracy, and measurement errors (e.g., life-times of greenhouse gases).

- Lack of observations/measurements. Lacking data that could have been collected, but haven’t been (e.g., temperature feedbacks).

- Practically immeasurable. Lacking data that in principle can be measured, but not in practice (too expensive, too lengthy, infeasible experiments).

- Conflicting evidence (Zimmermann, 1996). Different data sets/observations are available, but allow room for competing interpretations.

- Reducible ignorance (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1990; Wynne, 1992). Processes that are not observed, nor theoretically imagined at a given point in time, but may be in the future.

- Indeterminacy (Wynne, 1992). Processes for which it is possible to understand the principles and laws, but that can never be fully predicted or determined (e.g., weather dynamics).
• Irreducible ignorance. There may be processes and interactions between processes that cannot be (or not unambiguously) determined by human capacities and capabilities.

These uncertainties discussed in the context of decision making for complex policy issues are relevant also in the design of complex systems. McManus and Hastings (2006) propose a framework to aid in the understanding of uncertainties and techniques for mitigating and even taking advantage of them. In their work, they attempt to clarify the wide variety of uncertainties that can affect complex systems. They describe two major classes of uncertainty: lack of knowledge and lack of definition. The former concerns “facts that are not known, or are only known imprecisely, that are needed to complete the system architecture in a rational way.” The latter concerns “things about the system in question that have not been decides or specified.” They further specify that, for both classes of uncertainty, there can be different flavors, of which they give three points in a continuum:

• Statistically characterized (random) variables/phenomena: Things that can’t always be known precisely, but which can be statistically characterized, or at least bounded (e.g., weather conditions). This type of uncertainty can be handled by analytical techniques (e.g., risk analysis).

• Known unknowns: Things that it is known are not known (e.g., performance of new technologies, future political adversaries, or future budgets). These are most often handled qualitatively, and at best semi-analytically.

• Unknown unknowns: “Gotchas.” By definition, these can’t be known.

A remarkable literature survey of uncertainty definitions and classifications from various fields was performed by Thunnissen (2003). First he provides a summary of classifications and definitions of uncertainty in social sciences, physical sciences, and engineering. Then, he discusses how none of the uncertainty classifications described in for these fields are directly applicable to the design and development of complex systems. In an attempt to remedy this shortcoming in the literature, he proposes a new classification of uncertainty for the design and development of complex systems, shown in Figure 2-2.
Within the context of engineering design, de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson (2007) reduce the relevance of uncertainty to the following two questions:

1. Will the product, system or artifact that is being designed meet its functional and form requirements once it is on sale or in use? Will it function properly and perform adequately?

2. Are the functional and form requirements the right ones that will lead to market success?

Then, they also examine the generic classification of uncertainty. Similar to McManus and Hastings (2006), their sources of uncertainty range from known to unknown in a continuum. Furthermore, they take a system-centric view and, after making the distinction between endogenous and exogenous uncertainties, they describe specific sources of uncertainty in engineering design (e.g., technology, suppliers, contractual arrangements, etc.). Figure 2-3 illustrates the sources of uncertainty de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson (2007) identify in their work. Such diagram can also be very helpful in terms of recognizing uncertainty – categories and instantiations thereof – that can impact the ability of the system to meet its functional and form requirements over time. A similar approach – the enterprise boundary analysis – is described in Ross et al. (2008) within the context of the Responsive Systems Comparison method. This approach is discussed in further detail in chapter 3.
2.3.2 On the Modeling of Uncertainty in Design

In this subsection, a literature review on the effort of modeling uncertainty –and the implications therein – is discussed. Formal and practical approaches for modeling uncertainty are discussed, as well as the implications of using models that are intended for the explorations of possible future states of the world. These considerations play a key role in the practical uncertainty modeling effort discussed in chapter 4.

There are many different approaches for modeling uncertainty in the literature. de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson (2007) distinguish between formal approaches and practical approaches. The former are theories grounded in probability theory, logic and epistemology, which require a numeric expression of the likelihood of future events. Two examples of such theories are Probability Theory and Possibility Theory. Probability Theory is the traditional setting for representing uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence. It is the so-called Bayesian approach, first introduced in Bayes (1763). In this setting, a cognitive state is represented by means of a single probability measure ($p$) on the set of possible worlds. In Possibility Theory, a cognitive state of the world is modeled by a possibility distribution instead. As such, Possibility Theory can be thought of as an imprecise Probability Theory (or a complement to it), devoted to the handling of incomplete information. It differs from the latter because of the use of a pair of dual set-
functions – possibility and necessity – instead of only one (probability). Possibility Theory was first introduced in Zadeh (1977) as an extension of his theory of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic.7

More practical approaches to uncertainty modeling can be distinguished into two main categories (de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson, 2007): continuous variables and discrete events (or scenarios). The former represent uncertainty as random variables. This approach is particularly useful when representing uncertain demand or supply. Within the context of engineering design, among the most common methods in this category are continuous diffusion models (de Weck, de Neufville, and Chaize, 2004) and discrete lattice models (de Neufville et al., 2004). Discrete methods like lattice models rely on statistical sampling methods, such as Monte Carlo simulations (Rader, Ross and Rhodes, 2010).

The latter category (discrete events and scenarios) is used for representing uncertainty that is more discrete in nature. It involves “either estimating the likelihood, time of occurrence, and magnitude of certain discrete events (e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes, etc.), or representing the future as a set of more or less well defined scenarios.” (de Weck, Eckert, and Clarkson, 2007) Examples of methods within this category are scenario planning (Schoemaker, 1993) and Epoch Era Analysis (EEA) (Ross and Rhodes, 2008). Such techniques basically consist of defining a finite set of possible futures (“scenarios” for scenario planning and “epochs” for EEA) that, collectively, capture a set of possible future circumstances that are deemed relevant to decision makers at a given point in time (e.g., design). Epoch Era Analysis is discussed in further detail in chapter 4.

It is important to recognize that, although there exist closed systems for which uncertainty can be directly quantified (e.g., error analysis in engineering, probabilities in blackjack, actuarial science for insurance), most complex engineered systems are inherently open, and it is very difficult to characterize uncertainty in these instances. For these systems, it is arduous (often impossible) to predict the future environment they are going to operate in, as well as any new needs that may emerge. In these cases, the most one can do is to explore the behavior of the system under a variety of different (probable) circumstances (Bankes, 1993). Particularly useful in doing so are scenario-based models of uncertainty. In fact, when used to explore possible contingencies, models can help mitigate (not solve!) the problem of coping with uncertainty of prediction during the decision making process. Bankes (1993) describes such models as “prostheses for the intellect.” Exploratory models – such as scenario planning and EEA – can be beneficial in many ways (Pielke, 2001, 115):

First, they can shed light on the existence of unexpected properties associated with the interaction of basic assumptions and processes (e.g., complexity or surprises). Second, in cases where explanatory knowledge is lacking, exploratory

7 For an in-depth comparison of the two theories, refer to Dubois and Prade (1994).
models can facilitate hypothesis generation to stimulate further investigation. Third, the model can be used to identify limiting, worst-case, or special scenarios under various assumptions and uncertainty associated with the model experiment.

Abbass et al. (2008) reinforce this idea in their discussion of computational scenario-based capability planning (defense planning). They state that scenarios represent different frames for plausible futures, and that the aim of these frames is “to focus the planner’s mind on establishing future contexts and help make a case for the development and justification of strategies. They also assist the planner in defining intermediate goals along the path towards the future.” Abbass et al. (2008) highlight how common to all scenarios is that they deal with uncertainties and illustrate major issues a planner has to deal with. Quoting (Schoemaker, 1993), they assert that the elements in a scenario can be thought of as uncertainty-bounding. And thus, “one can think of scenarios as the edges that bound a multidimensional sub-space of uncertainty.” They point out that there are many critics of the scenario method, who rightfully claim that the future is inherently unpredictable and that using scenarios to anticipate futures is an illusion. However, they also admit that entering such philosophical debate would be useless from the pragmatic standpoint of someone that has to make a decision without falling into paralysis. Similarly, in response to social constructivist invectives (Jasanoff and Wayne, 1998) claiming that modeling – by definition – denies the essence of uncertainty, van Asselt and Rotmans (2002) argue that downplaying the usefulness of models as structuring devices corresponds to “throwing away the baby with the bath water.”

Lastly, Pielke (2001) points out how conventional wisdom mistakenly holds that uncertainty is best understood or reduced by advancing knowledge. In fact advances in knowledge can add significant uncertainty. In the end, “one of the most critical issues in using models to develop information for decision making is to understand uncertainty, its sources, and its potential reducibility.” As Weber (1999, pp.43) observes:

> If uncertainty is measurable and controllable, then forecasting and information management systems serve a high value in reducing uncertainty and in producing a stable environment for organizations. If uncertainty is not measurable and controllable, then forecasting and predictions have limited value and need to be understood in such context. In short, how we view and understand uncertainty will determine how we make decisions.

### 2.4 System Lifecycle Properties: Ilities

The unfolding of uncertain events (related to temporal complexity) makes the design effort much more difficult. Unfortunately, the degree to which a system meets static functional requirements does not describe much insofar as how well the system can cope with the unfolding of uncertainty. Hence, non-traditional design criteria (e.g., flexibility, survivability or robustness) – i.e., ilities – that describe the aptitude of a system in coping with changing contexts and needs (or forced changes in the design itself) have
become a fundamental interest in the systems engineering community. McManus et al. (2007) point out how ilities are system properties that are increasingly recognized as qualities that lead to successful systems.

Over the years, specific ilities are defined differently depending on the field they are conceived in (e.g., computer science, systems engineering, etc). Furthermore, the language used in the description of ilities is characterized by poorly defined terminology (McManus and Hastings, 2006). This research is generally concerned with the effort of engineering complex systems, and the meta-definition of an ility that underlies the reminder of the thesis is provided in de Weck, Ross and Rhodes (2012, pp. 1):

The ilities are properties of engineering systems that often manifest and determine value after a system is put into initial use. Rather than being primary functional requirements, these properties concern wider impacts with respect to time and stakeholders.

Ilities, as defined above, are most related to the part of the conceptual-phase engineering effort that deals with strategic level thinking. The aforementioned contextual, perceptual and temporal aspects of complexity characterizing modern-day systems engineering put pressure on system engineers to think strategically about systems’ lifecycle properties. In light of these considerations, Rhodes and Hastings (2004) point out how the practice of systems engineering must evolve to meet the requirements of increasingly dynamic operating environments.

McManus and Hastings (2006) describe how ility behaviors are a direct outcome of how well a system manages to respond to uncertainty. They introduce a framework (Figure 2-4) that relates the problem of uncertainty to the desired ility behavior. In this framework, it is evident how the numerous types of uncertainty (further discussed in the next section) can cause an array of consequences – both positive and negative (opportunities and risks, respectively). These consequences can be either mitigated or exploited through certain decisions or actions like introducing in the design of the system instantiations of design principles such as margin, redundancy, modularity, standardization, or scalability. These decisions enable the emergence of ilities over time. However, in most cases these decisions come at a cost. This cost is often hard to justify, given the fact that stakeholders are unable to draw any immediate benefit from it (Ross, Rhodes, and Hastings, 2008).
Beesemyer (2012) discusses how at the core of the need of any type of ility, there is a key desire of maintaining system value delivery over time. He terms this all-encompassing goal *value sustainment*. Value sustainment, then, encapsulates the idea that the interest of a stakeholder is that systems *keep* providing value throughout their lifetime, in spite of the occurrence of value-disruptive uncertain events (i.e., perturbations, which are discussed in depth in later chapters). This can be achieved in two different ways: either by (1) passively resisting changes (that ultimately cause reductions in value), or by (2) actively changing (to increase value delivery – perhaps after the occurrence of a negative perturbation – or reduce chances of value reduction). Example ilities related to (1) are robustness and survivability; example ilities related to (2) are flexibility and evolvability.

In the literature, different scholars and practitioners have defined the same ility differently. A vibrant example of this is flexibility, for which several different definitions have been provided over time – e.g., (Fricke and Schulz, 2005), (McManus and Hastings, 2006), (Butterfield et al., 2008), (Viscito and Ross, 2009). In an attempt to form a coherent semantic framework for defining ilities (as well as tracing them into verifiable system requirements), Ross et al. (2011) introduced a semantic basis for ilities. This is a structured approach for exploring the existence of one or more semantic fields, thereby enabling the classification of ilities over multiple categorical dimensions. Examples of such semantic fields introduced are: *agent* (internal, external or none), *parameter* (level or set), and *perturbation* (disturbance, shift, or none). For example, the definitions of flexibility and adaptability change only in the agent of change: external to the system for the former, and internal for the latter. Table 2-1 illustrates the definitions of some of the most relevant ilities within SEAri (de Weck, Ross, and Rhodes, 2012). It is important to remind the reader at this point that, in this thesis, an approach for formally thinking about
the introduction of design elements that can drive the emergence of ilities in complex systems is introduced and discussed.

Table 2-1: MIT SEArI definitions for selected set of ilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ility</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>The ability of a system to maintain its level and set of specification parameters in the context of changing system external and internal forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changeability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to alter its form, and consequently possibly its function, or operations, at an acceptable level of resource expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>The ability of a system to be changed by a system-external change agent with intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to be changed by a system-internal change agent with intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolvability</td>
<td>The ability of an architecture to be inherited and changed across generations (over time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to minimize the impact of a finite duration disturbance on value delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versatility</td>
<td>The ability of a system to satisfy diverse needs for the system without having to change form (measure of latent value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to change the current level of a system specification parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifiability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to change the current set of system specification parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to effectively interact with other systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfigurability</td>
<td>The ability of a system to change its configuration (component arrangement and links)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>The ability of a system to change in a timely fashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility</td>
<td>The ability of a system to accommodate new features after design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Managing Uncertainty: (Real) Options

Options theory was originally conceived in finance, a field also plagued by unavoidable uncertainty (but one that, in general, can leverage a lot of data). Inspired by the more abstract financial options, real options theories emerged over time for capital investment decisions in business. The appeal of such systematic approaches for the management of uncertainty were so high that the field of systems engineering also adopted and adapted some of the concepts around options theory. Real options in system design have been linked to flexibility – one of the most frequent abilities discussed in the systems engineering literature. This section presents an overview of options theory and valuation techniques in these three fields.

2.5.1 On the Concept of Option

The word “option” comes from the Latin noun “optio, optionis,” which means: “power of choosing.”\(^8\) This connotation has survived the years (and expanded into new ones as well), and it has become the main concept behind the following theories in finance, business and system design.

2.5.1.1 Options in Finance

The idea of a financial option can be dated back to Bachelier (1900), who derived a closed formula for the pricing of standard call and put options in his theory of speculation. However, the fame and importance of financial options rose only with the groundbreaking work of Black and Scholes (1973), who directly connected option pricing to hedging strategies. Ever since, option theory has been very successful in finance, and many books have been written on it – e.g., (Cox, 1985) and (Hull, 2006).

In finance, an option is an instrument that gives its owner the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying stock at a previously specified price (the strike price). He or she can do so on or before the established expiration date of the option. Two main types of financial options exist: call options and put options. The former provides the right to buy, while the latter the right to sell. Fundamental to the generation of profit is the strike price. In fact, for a call option, the right to buy the stock is only exercised when the strike price of the option is less than the price of the stock. Similarly, for a put option, the right to sell the stock is only exercised when the strike price exceeds the price of the stock. It is important to note that the value of the option lies in the fact that its acquisition limits downside uncertainty (i.e., risk) and exploits upside uncertainty (i.e., opportunity).

---

\(^8\) Among other slightly different connotations (http://www.latin-dictionary.net/search/latin/optio)
### 2.5.1.2 Real Options in Business

The field of Real Options emerged from the intention to apply concepts similar to financial options theory to capital investment decisions in business (i.e., in the context of strategic decision making). Myers (1984) first introduced the term “real option,” with the adjective “real” signifying a certain tangibility of the assets underlying the option (as opposed to the more ethereal financial options). The whole idea behind the concept of real options in strategic decision making is to value investment decisions by taking into account also options (i.e., the power of making a choice) that are available in the future.

Real options are associated with flexible decisional frameworks, wherein it is possible to make decisions at later points in time, depending on the unfolding of uncertainty. In the literature, there are a variety of strategies that use real options to embed flexibility in the strategic design concepts. Trigeorgis (1998) describes six canonical strategies: (1) deferring capital investment until more favorable exogenous (market) conditions arise; (2) staging asset deployment strategically over time (as opposed to fielding all capacity at once); (3) scaling up or down the operations by expanding or reducing production capacity; (4) abandoning a project that is likely to fail (when there is the possibility of making profit from selling existent assets); (5) switching production output and/or input; (6) investing in research and development. Abandoning a project (4) and expanding an investment (3) are two important kinds of real options often taken into account when valuing the decisions of whether to invest. The former is often compared to a financial put option, insofar as it aids in managing downside uncertainty (risk). The latter is often compared to a financial call option, insofar as it aids in managing upside uncertainty (opportunity).

Important differences exist between real options and financial options. Mikaelian (2009) points out how “analogies have been made between financial and real options, mainly to justify the use of financial option valuation methods to value decisions.” However, such “analogies are quite weak because of many differences between financial and real options.” She discusses how, while financial options are precisely defined and parameterized, the definition of real options (as “the right, but not the obligation, to take an action at a future time”) is more elusive. Mikaelian (2009) further discusses some of the main differences between the two types of option: financial options and their underlying financial assets can be traded, while real options are not publicly traded; in the context of valuation, financial options have well defined (fixed) strike prices, while it is not clear what a strike price really corresponds to in real options; unlike real options, financial options have a clearly defined action (buy or sell stock at strike price) that can be exercised before the expiration date of the option; finally, in the case of real options (and unlike financial options) there is not necessarily a legal contract that enforces the ability to exercise the future action (this makes the use of the term “right” in the definition of a real option controversial).
2.5.1.3 Real Options in System Design

As mentioned in previous subsections, the appeal of having the “power of choosing” at a later point in time is quite strong across various disciplines concerning strategic design. Hence, over the years, options analysis has translated from finance, to real options in business, to real options in the domain of system design. This is because the idea of an option is easily generalizable: any decision that can be postponed to be taken at future points in time can be considered a real option (as long as one has the right – but not an obligation – to execute such a decision). In the context of system design, Wang and de Neufville (2006) discuss an important distinction between real options “on” projects and real options “in” projects. The former refer to strategic decisions regarding strategic enterprise and project-related investments (Copeland and Antikarov, 2001); the latter refer to engineering design decisions.

Mikaelian (2009) discusses how real options on and in projects are located within two isolated silos in the system enterprise endeavor. This is due to the fact that engineers are traditionally concerned with the design of real options in systems, while managers and strategic analysts are concerned with the domain of capital investment and real options on projects. She argues that “this hinders a holistic approach to pro-actively designing flexibility in an enterprise, since real options implemented without consideration of factors and possibilities outside of each silo may lead to suboptimal means of managing uncertainty within enterprises.” In response to this problem and motivated by the need for an integrated approach to real options analysis, Mikaelian (2009, pp. 90-91) introduces a new characterization of a real option, wherein she distinguishes between mechanism and type (Figure 2-5):

Mechanism: A mechanism is defined as the set of actions or decisions that either directly or indirectly enables a real option. An active mechanism is defined as a mechanism that directly enables a real option. For example, designing a modular payload bay for a mini air vehicle is an active mechanism that directly enables the flexibility to switch the type of payload. A passive mechanism is defined as a mechanism that indirectly enables a real option. For example, the decision to buy a plant is an indirect enabler of the real option to shut down the plant. It is not a direct enabler because the flexibility to shut down the plant already existed and buying the plant simply enables the owner to exercise this flexibility.

Option type: The option type is characterized by the set of actions or decisions that may be exercised by the owner of the real option. For example, the option to switch the payload of a mini air vehicle, the option to abandon a project and the option to enter a new market are different types of options, referred to as an operational option, abandonment option and growth option respectively.
Furthermore, related to the concept of mechanism and option type, Mikaelian (2009) introduces the ideas of optionability and realizability. Optionability is the ability for a mechanism to enable more than one option type. Realizability is the ability for an option type to be enabled by more than one mechanism. Lastly, she defines flexibility as the ability for more than one option type to impact a given objective. It is important to note here that an option type is akin to one of the canonical real option strategies introduced in earlier subsections (e.g. expand, abandon). A mechanism is the actual action, decision, or entity that enables the execution of a real option.

This characterization introduced in Mikaelian (2009) resonates closely with that of path enabler and change mechanism discussed in (Ross, 2006). In fact, these two analogize well with the concepts of mechanism\(^9\) and type, respectively. A path enabler is what gives the option of executing the change mechanism (i.e., the method through which a system goes from state A to state B). The union of the two is at the basis of a change option, discussed more in depth in chapter 5. In relation to the framework in Mikaelian (2009), optionability is the ability for a path enabler to enable more than one change mechanism; realizability is the ability for a change mechanism to be enabled by more than one path enabler.

Similar to real options in business, real options in system design diverge quite a lot from financial options. Myers (1984) discusses some of the major challenges encountered when trying to apply financial option theory to system design. Fitzgerald (2012) summarizes some of the most salient issues in trying to do so in Table 2-2.

\(^9\) It is unfortunate that the concept of “mechanism” described in Mikaelian (2009) corresponds to that of path enabler (and not the more affine “change mechanism”) described in Ross (2006).
Table 2-2: Issues with Applying Black-Scholes Assumptions to Engineering Systems (Fitzgerald, 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Black-Scholes Assumption</th>
<th>Issue with Engineering System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European option (fixed exercise date)</td>
<td>Options are typically embedded and can be exercised at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero arbitrage</td>
<td>Large scale systems are not being traded on a perfect market, and inefficiencies may exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric Brownian Motion of asset, with constant drift and volatility</td>
<td>Long system lifetimes make it impossible to guarantee that these assumptions are true, or will remain true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite divisibility of asset</td>
<td>Options are frequently binary, go/no-go operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existence of a risk-free interest rate</td>
<td>Engineering system value is frequently nonmonetary, making this hard to define</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.2 On the Identification of Options in System Design

Given the strategic appeal of including real options in the design of systems, there has been increasing interest in the literature about ways to identify and introduce enablers for options in the design of systems. Some of the ideas and methods discussed in the literature are introduced below.

An important tool in engineering design is the Design Structure Matrix (DSM), first introduced in (Steward, 1981). Such a matrix can be thought of as a graphical representation of the design of a system, where the rows and columns list all the relevant design and management components. A careful analysis of a DSM can shine light on how the design and management components are connected, and how the information flows. Such a study of the matrix can enable the identification of specific instances where flexibility is more easily (and valuably) implementable.

Change Propagation Analysis (CPA) – e.g., described in Giffin et al. (2009) – leverages DSMs and statistical analysis to characterize change propagation in complex technical systems. CPA uses the absorber-multiplier framework, where change multipliers are effectively potential areas to insert flexibility. Sensitivity DSM is another method (conceptually similar to CPA) used for representing change propagation through the system. Sensitivity DSM provides a high-level view of the design representation, wherein it is possible to focus on the design elements most apt for the insertion of flexibility. Kalligeros (2006) describes such a method and applies it to the design of an offshore oil platform.

Silver and de Weck (2007) present the Time-expanded Decision Network (TDN), and an application thereof. A TDN aids insofar as modeling the lifecycle of a system in order to identify and value opportunities to insert real options into the system. These options enable flexibility. The TDN is initially created as a network of system configuration nodes
connected by change paths (with associated switching costs). The nodes are then represented temporally, and, for a given demand profile, the maximum-value path between the nodes over time can be calculated. If different nodes are dominant design decisions under different demand profiles, the analysis can be iterated with the addition of potential real options to lower the switching costs between those domains in order to improve robustness against demand changes. Fitzgerald (2012) points out how the TDN is appealing because of its ability to not only value potential options but also to identify where the insertion of an option would be most useful, thereby “assisting the human-centered process of ideation.” However, “the entire method is predicated on the same revenue and cost modeling necessary for the traditional financial calculations such as NPV, which is extremely difficult to model and justify for certain applications.”

Ross (2006) introduces the Rule-Effects Matrix (REM) in order to help visualize and track transition rules – algorithms that instantiate change mechanisms (i.e., “the specification of how one design can be changed into another”). The REM contains rows as proposed rules, and columns as the design and path enablers. An entry in a cell of the matrix means that, with the presence of the appropriately marked path enabler, for a given transition rule (row \( i \)), there occurs a corresponding change in a design variable (column \( j \)). An example of a Rules-Effects Matrix (REM) is shown in Figure 2-6. The ability to change at a future point in time (i.e., executing an option to change) is given by the existence of one or more path enablers. This concept is revisited in chapter 5.

![Figure 2-6: The Rules-Effects Matrix (Ross, 2006).](image)

### 2.5.3 On the Valuation of Options

As mentioned in previous subsections, the idea of a financial option can be dated back to (Bachelier, 1900). However, a turning point for financial options theory was the work of Black and Scholes (1973), who directly connected option pricing to hedging strategies. Several quantitative techniques have been developed for valuing financial options since then, all based on the Black-Scholes model. They range from analytic solutions to the Black-Scholes equation, to binomial lattice methods, to Monte Carlo simulations.

The Black-Scholes model is a closed-form formula for pricing a special case of financial options: European options. These options can only be exercised on a specified date. Some of the key assumptions behind the Black-Scholes model are listed in Table
2-2. Binomial lattice methods are discrete time models for valuing financial options. Introduced in (Cox, Ross and Rubinstein, 1979), they have become widely used for options pricing. The underlying assumption is that the stock price follows a multiplicative binomial process over discrete periods. When at a given point in time (node), the stock price $S$ can assume only two prices at the next time step – $u \cdot S$ or $d \cdot S$, with probability $q$ and $1 - q$, respectively. In order to calculate the price of the option using such a model, it is possible to use dynamic programming techniques. Lastly, for modeling complex option types, it is possible to use Monte Carlo simulations (Boyle, 1977). Closed-form analyses of financial options have also expanded in scope through the years, as new classes of options have arisen. For instance, Câmara (2006) studies a new class of investment options (termed “event-contingent options”) by constructing payoff functions and deriving closed-form solutions for the four types of event-contingent options he describes (“options to invest and divest in projects that are dependent on other projects of the same firm or that are conditioned by projects of other firms in its value chain”).

Real Options Analysis (ROA) was developed in an attempt to apply options theory to business and management situations (as well as system design). In ROA, the end goal is to assign a monetary value to the flexibility provided by options in (or on) systems (e.g., option to increase production). To this end, many of the standard financial valuation techniques, such as Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) and Net Present Value (NPV) analysis, are used in ROA. However, as shown in Table 2-2 in section 2.5.1.3, some of the assumptions inherent in the Black-Scholes model make this jump questionable.

Fitzgerald (2012) discusses this problem at length, and, in an attempt to provide system designers with a more generally applicable method for valuing changeability, he introduces the Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability (VASC). VASC is designed to “capture the multi-dimensional value of changeability while limiting the number of necessary assumptions.” At the basis of the method is the conceptualization of uncertainty provided by Epoch-Era Analysis (mentioned in previous sections and further described in chapter 4). VASC also introduces a suite of new metrics (including Effective Fuzzy Pareto Trace, Fuzzy Pareto Number, and Fuzzy Pareto Shift), which differs from the monetary metrics of ROA, and which capture different types of valuable changeability information.

### 2.5.4 On the Selection of (Portfolios of) Options for Risk Mitigation

In finance, the two most important goals of an investor are (1) to maximize the return on investment, and (2) to minimize its riskiness. A common strategy for reducing risk is that of diversifying the investment’s risk by investing in a portfolio of assets (a collection of investments – stock, bond or cash – held by an investor). As shown in Figure 2-7, this reduces total risk (but does not reduce the systematic risk inherent in the market). Markowitz (1952) first addressed the problem of the selection of efficient portfolios of financial assets in his Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT).
Figure 2-7: Systematic risk vs. risk that can be eliminated by diversification.

MPT represents the return of each asset as a normally distributed function, and risk as the standard deviation of this function. The portfolio is modeled as a weighted combination of assets, and its return is the weighted combination of individual assets’ returns. A covariance matrix describes the uncertainty and correlation of assets. The canonical Markowitz problem is to allocate monetary resources across a number $n$ of risky assets with mean expected returns $\mu$ and return covariance matrix $\Sigma$, over a weight vector $w \in W$ (containing the normalization constraints). It is important to note how there are two different versions of the problem: (1) maximizing portfolio expected return, given a certain risk $\sigma$ (standard deviation) investors are willing to take (i.e., $\min\{w^T\Sigma w: \mu^T w \geq r\}$); or (2) minimizing portfolio risk, given an expected return $r$ investors are interested in (i.e., $\min\{\mu^T w: w^T\Sigma w \leq \sigma^2\}$). MPT relies on the concept of diversifying portfolios in such a way that allows the collection of assets to have lower risk than any individual asset.

Over the years, many attempts have been made to improve the model, especially by using more realistic assumptions. An interesting extension of MPT is Post-Modern Portfolio Theory (PMPT). This theory has no single author, but it combines theoretical research of several people and institutions. The advancement in PMPT essentially resides in the fact that it adopts non-normally distributed measures of risk, and in particular, seeks to minimize “downside risk” rather than mean variance (Swisher and Kasten, 2005).

There have also been efforts in the application of MPT to other fields. Of particular relevance is the work carried out by Walton (2002), who extended the use of MPT to space systems design selection. In his work, he recognized some of the key limitations of the theory and made opportune modifications to it. In particular, in an attempt to

---

10 It is important to note here that the concept of risk is associated with that of variance, i.e.: a measure of the second moment around the expected return of the asset. This is an example of modeling uncertainty as a random aleatory process, and statistically characterizing it.
account for the upside potential from uncertainty (i.e., opportunities), he introduced the concept of semi-variance (upside and downside) as measures of one-sided uncertainty.

Despite the widespread popularity of MPT, a fundamental drawback from the practitioner’s perspective is that $\mu$ and $\Sigma$ are rarely known with complete precision. Trying to run an optimization algorithm often times can only exacerbate the problem by finding solutions that are “extreme” allocations of resources. A response to this problem has come from the field of robust optimization (Bertsimas, Brown and Caramanis, 2011), which enables the use of robust mean return and covariance information models to attenuate the difficulty in quantifying such parameters. Lobo and Boyd (2000) and Tütüncü and Koenig (2004) propose different uncertainty structures (e.g., box uncertainty set, ellipsoidal uncertainty set, etc.) for the robust version of Markowitz’s optimization problem.

### 2.6 Systems of Systems (SoS)

In the systems engineering community, the frequency of appearance of the term “System of Systems” has risen over the past two decades. Despite its common use, much ambiguity exists around its definition. Maier (1998) was quick to point out such ambiguity. He discusses how the concept of “system” is generally understood, and it falls along the lines of the following definition provided by the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE): “a collection of components organized to accomplish a specific function or set of functions.” However, the concept of “System of Systems” lacks formal definition, and it could lead to equivocality. For example, a laptop is a system; however, it could also be considered a “System of Systems” in that it is a system that includes other systems like a monitor, a hard drive, a processor, and so on (Maier, 1998). The main idea behind SoS was to describe a particular class of systems that is more than just simply applying the definition of “system” to a system. This class of system has unique characteristics that come about when one combines interacting systems in a way to achieve additional functionality and emergent properties. In an attempt to start clarifying some of the distinguishing features of SoS, Maier (1998) proposes five key characteristics of SoS:

- **Operational Independence of the Elements**: If the system of systems is disassembled into its component systems, the component systems must be able to usefully operate independently. The system of systems is composed of systems that are independent and useful in their own right.

- **Managerial Independence of the Elements**: The component systems not only can operate independently, they do operate independently. The component systems are separately acquired and integrated, and maintain a continuing operational existence independent of the system-of- systems.

- **Evolutionary Development**: The system of systems does not appear fully formed. Its development and existence is evolutionary with functions and purposes
added, removed, and modified with experience, over time. Dahmann et al. (2011) discuss the “wave model” from an SoS implementer’s perspective.

- **Emergent Behavior**: The system of systems performs functions and carries out purposes that do not reside in any component system. These behaviors are emergent properties of the entire system of systems and cannot be localized to any component system. The principal purposes of the systems of systems are fulfilled by these behaviors.

- **Geographic Distribution**: The geographic extent of the component systems is large. Large is a nebulous and relative concept as communication capabilities increase, but at a minimum it means that the components can readily exchange only information and not substantial quantities of mass or energy (Maier 1998).

Mekdeci et al. (2011) perform a thorough literature survey, and identify additional characteristics of SoS that distinguish them from traditional “monolithic” systems (Jamshidi, 2009). Among them are: abstruse emergence, distributed authority (Boardman and Sauser, 2006), multi-functionality (Eisner, Marciniak, and McMillan, 1991), increased contextual diversity, decreased system awareness, and dubious validation (Ellison and Woody, 2007).

The practice of systems engineering applied to the case of SoS has become known as SoS engineering (SoSE). Eisner et al. (1991) summarize some key differences between SoSE and traditional systems engineering (Table 2-3).

**Table 2-3: Seven differences between SoSE and traditional SE (Eisner et al., 1991).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SoS Engineering</th>
<th>Traditional SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 There are several independently acquired systems, each under a nominal systems engineering process.</td>
<td>Subsystems are acquired under centralized control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Overall management control over the autonomously managed systems is viewed as mandatory.</td>
<td>The program manager has almost complete autonomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 The time phasing between systems is arbitrary and not contractually related.</td>
<td>Subsystem timing is planned and controlled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 The system couplings can be considered neither totally dependent nor independent, but rather interdependent.</td>
<td>Subsystems are coupled and inter-operating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 The individual systems tend to be uni-functional and the systems of systems multifunctional.</td>
<td>The system is rather uni-functional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 The optimization of each system does not guarantee the optimization of the overall system of systems.</td>
<td>Trade-offs are formally carried out in an attempt to achieve optimal performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 The combined operation of the systems constitutes and represents the satisfaction of an overall coherent mission.</td>
<td>The system largely satisfies a single mission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Furthermore, in order to distinguish various aspects of their management, there has been discussion in the literature about different types of SoS. In particular, Maier (1998) distinguishes among three different classes of SoS:

**Directed**: Directed systems-of-systems are those in which the integrated system-of-systems is built and managed to fulfill specific purposes. It is centrally managed during long-term operation to continue to fulfill those purposes, and any new ones the system owners may wish to address. The component systems maintain an ability to operate independently, but their normal operational mode is subordinated to the central managed purpose. For example, most integrated air defense networks are centrally managed to defend a region against enemy systems, although its component systems retain the ability to operate independently, and do so when needed under the stress of combat.

**Collaborative**: Collaborative systems-of-systems are distinct from directed systems in that the central management organization does not have coercive power to run the system. The component systems must, more or less, voluntarily collaborate to fulfill the agreed upon central purposes. The Internet is a collaborative system. The IETF works out standards, but has no power to enforce them. Agreements among the central players on service provision and rejection provide what enforcement mechanism there is to maintain standards. The Internet began as a directed system, controlled by the US Advanced Research Projects Agency, to share computer resources. Over time it has evolved from central control through unplanned collaborative mechanisms.

**Virtual**: Virtual systems-of-systems lack both a central management authority and centrally agreed upon purposes. Large-scale behavior emerges, and may be desirable, but the supersystem must rely upon relatively invisible mechanisms to maintain it.

In addition to these three, another class was identified in Dahmann and Baldwin (2008):

**Acknowledged**: Acknowledged SoS have recognized objectives, a designated manager and resources for the SoS, however, the constituent systems retain their independent ownership, objectives, funding, and development and sustainment approaches. Changes in the systems are based on collaboration between the SoS and the system.

### 2.6.1 Maritime Security (MarSec) SoS

A Maritime Security (MarSec) SoS is considered in many instances throughout the remainder of this thesis as the main case study. The operational goal of the MarSec SoS is to provide maritime security for a particular littoral area of interest (AOI). The system is required to detect, identify and board boats that constantly enter and exit the area of interest. Moreover, upon request, it must be capable of providing for search and rescue of sinking boats or entities in danger within the area of interest. This SoS is described at length in Mekdeci (2013).
Some of the components of the SoS are different types of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), manned patrol aircraft, helicopters, patrol boats, command centers, airbases, docks, and radar towers. Operational choices include the segmentation of the area (in terms of what is covered by different constituent systems), task assignment (what functions are performed by the different constituent systems), and the number of operators per UAV.

This SoS can be considered, to a large extent, a directed SoS, as its managers have full control over the constituent systems (with the exception of, for example, the satellite used for communication relay and Port Authority-managed patrol boats, for which the control is partial or effective under specific circumstances). Furthermore, the MarSec SoS exhibits some of the key characteristics that distinguish systems of systems from traditional systems discussed earlier (Maier, 1998; Mekdeci et al., 2011).

2.7 Summary

The literature review presented in this chapter is an attempt at elucidating relevant knowledge with regard to (1) the nature of complex socio-technical engineering systems, (2) the conceptualization and modeling of uncertainty in such systems (literature drawn from the field of strategic system design and policy making), and (3) the conceptualization and modeling of responses to the presence of uncertainty in the fields of finance, business, and system design.

The next chapter (chapter 3) presents the overview of a method for architecting SoS with ilities, and excerpts of its application to the MarSec SoS case. This method is the output of a larger research effort, and the overview given in chapter 3 serves as a framing for the remainder of the thesis, which discussed in detail some of the steps in the method. Building on some of the concepts presented in this chapter (and introducing further relevant ones), part of this thesis (chapter 4 and 5) tackles the problem of systematically thinking about uncertainty and ilities by presenting a formal approach for modeling uncertainty and responses to it in the context of complex system design. Within chapter 4, a structured approach for identifying uncertainty is also discussed and applied to the MarSec SoS case. Then, using this modeling framework, some empirical instances (from the domains of military SoS and policymaking) of changing upon the resolving of uncertainty are discussed (chapter 6). Lastly, a structured approach for the identification of ility-driving elements (i.e., possible responses to uncertainty) is presented and applied to the MarSec SoS (chapter 7).
3 A Method for Architecting Systems of Systems with Iilities

“Fulfillment of purpose or adaptation to a goal involves a relation among three terms: the purpose or goal, the character of the artifact, and the environment in which the artifact performs.”

– Herbert A. Simon (1996)

This chapter introduces the SoS Architecting with Iilities (SAI) method, which is intended to enable the architecting of Systems of Systems with an emphasis on enhancing lifecycle value sustainment from the early phases of design. Although the method is directly targeted at Systems of Systems, only certain sub-steps are particular to SoS, and most of the method is generalizable to traditional systems and engineering systems.

A broad overview of the SAI method is introduced in this chapter to frame the discussion around the design of systems with ilities. Alongside, excerpts from the application of the method to the Maritime Security SoS are presented. In successive chapters, some of the material related to certain steps in the method is described in more detail. Chapter 4 explicitly addresses the modelling and characterization of the outer environment (and the possibly changing goals) in which systems perform (directly related to step 3 in the method). Chapter 5 discusses the nature and usage of change options and resistance properties to design systems that are more likely to display ilities over their lifecycle (directly related to step 5 in the method).

3.1 Motivation

Chapter 1 presented the problem of designing modern-day complex systems, an endeavor subject to many different types of uncertainty. The literature review provided in chapter 2 further investigated the nature of complex, socio-technical systems (and the challenges associated with them), as well as current state-of-the-art practices for the conceptualization of uncertainty, and the ways to strategically design systems that are able to deal with the unfolding of uncertainty over time.

As discussed in chapter 1, Neches and Madni (2012) criticize the traditional approaches and processes in System Engineering, as they do not address the various problems that affect modern-day system design. In their manifesto on engineering
resilient systems (ERS), they point out that “it is important to realize that, when needs are prematurely translated into requirements or key performance parameters, both the process and the product of engineering suffers the consequence.”

This need for thinking about the long-term dynamics of the system can be addressed (to the extent possible) by the introduction and analysis of ilities (i.e.: lifecycle properties). Ilities are properties that emerge through the interaction of a system (i.e., an artifact) and its outer environment. Such properties inevitably manifest themselves only after the system has been put in use. Modern ilities (e.g. flexibility) are one response to mitigate the impact of dynamic complexities on system value delivery over time (discussed in 2.2.2). Since a goal of systems engineering is to foster value sustainment throughout a system’s lifecycle (Beesemyer, 2012), a method that can help to create SoS with explicit consideration for value sustaining ilities would be invaluable to the modern practicing systems engineer and architect.

With SAI, value sustainment is facilitated by guiding systems architects in designing not only for static functional requirements, but also for ilities (e.g., flexibility, adaptability, robustness), via the intentional inclusion of ility-driving elements (i.e., change options and resistance properties, discussed in depth in chapter 5). The SAI method enables the inclusion, quantification and tradeoff of desired ilities. The method ultimately results in specific requirements, targeted as such dynamic properties (as opposed to static functional requirements).

3.2 Overview of the SAI Method

The SAI method (Ricci, Fitzgerald, Ross and Rhodes, 2014) builds upon the Responsive Systems Comparison method (Ross et al., 2009) by adding more explicit steps and analytical tools for the identification and inclusion of relevant ilities early in the design process. Within SAI, ilities in SoS are driven by the introduction of ility-driving elements targeted at delivering contingent value, i.e.: value that materializes upon the resolving of a contingency (i.e., uncertainty).

The SAI method for SoS architecting is comprised of eight steps, each in turn composed of several sub-steps (described more in depth in the next section). It is an end-to-end process that guides systems architects throughout all phases of conceptual design: from value definition and elicitation, to alternative generation, to final selection. This chapter is intended to provide the reader with a general understanding of all the activities associated with the steps in SAI. Future chapters will put particular focus on those linked to the conceptualization of uncertainty in systems, as well as the introduction of ilities. SAI uses a variety of tools and methods developed over the course of a large research project. When possible, a general description of these is provided. Furthermore, some examples from the application of the SAI method to a Maritime Security SoS case study are presented.
The eight steps characterizing the SAI method are shown in Figure 3-1, along with the feedback and feed forward relationships that exist among them. The general flow of the SAI method is summarized in the following brief description of the eight SAI steps (Discussed in further detail in the next sections):

1. *Determine value proposition and constraints*: the first step involves identifying, understanding, and capturing the overall SoS architecture value proposition(s). In this step, the interactions and needs of key stakeholders are identified, and design constraints are also listed.

2. *Identify potential perturbations*: using an array of techniques, potential perturbations (in the design, context or needs) that can possibly interfere with SoS value delivery are identified and categorized.

3. *Identify initial desired ilities*: identify ilities that promote the desired long-term behavior of the SoS using a variety of analytical tools (e.g., ilities hierarchies, semantic basis tool, etc.). Here, information about relevant perturbations can lead to particular interest in certain ilities over others.

4. *Generate initial architecture alternatives*: the purpose of this step is to propose various value-driven (value proposed in step 1) SoS architecture alternatives in terms of design and operational variables, with associated concepts of operations.

5. *Generate ility-driving options*: this step is concerned with the generation and selection of elements that drive contingent value (i.e., options) to include in the initial architecture. These will eventually result in enabling desired ilities (identified in step 3). These elements are the key linkage to the emergence of lifecycle properties over time, because they are what enables change – or resistance to change – in the SoS when exogenous perturbations threaten SoS value delivery, or when opportunities to enhance value delivery arise.

6. *Evaluate potential alternatives*: here a model is built and executed to evaluate different SoS architecture alternatives in terms of various metrics, including performance (i.e. attributes and costs) and ility metrics.

7. *Analyze architecture alternatives*: the analysis in this step is aimed at developing insight and understanding in the trade-offs between static value and ility behaviors (i.e., contingent value) within various SoS architectures in terms of design and operations choices. Various analytical techniques – such as Multi-Epoch Analysis (Ross et al., 2009), Era Analysis (Ross et al., 2009), and the Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability (VASC) (Fitzgerald et al., 2012) – are employed in this step.

8. *Trade-off and select “best” architecture with ilities*: in the final step, selection criteria for nominating the “best” architecture with ilities are justified and documented, and ilities requirements are generated.
The remainder of the chapter describes each step in more depth, highlighting some of the sub-steps and activities associated with them, as well as presenting some excerpts from the application to the MarSec SoS. Inputs and outputs to the steps are listed, as well as the role that they play in the feedback and feed forward relationships that exist amongst the steps.

Figure 3-1: Steps in the SAI method. Feedback and feed-forward relationships among the steps are illustrated.

3.2.1 Determine Value Proposition and Constraints

The input to the first step (and the process as a whole) is a description of the overall operational needs statement of the SoS. In the case of the MarSec SoS, for example, such a statement is: “the main operational goal of the MarSec SoS is to provide maritime security for a particular littoral area of interest (AOI).” From such a statement, it is then possible to derive salient attributes (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) for quantifying the performance of the SoS, which is then mapped onto the value preferences elicited from stakeholders.

Additionally, this step is for assessing any legacy constituent systems that may be available, or required, to be part of the SoS. It is usually better to avoid starting with a solution, and instead to focus on objectives and functions before identifying forms (Keeney and Raiffa, 1996). However, here it is recognized that most SoS are not developed from scratch, but rather inherit components and requirements to some degree (Bergey et al., 2009). Another important part of this step is to assess any important organizational constraints for the architecting of the SoS. Overall, this step is very similar to the standard practice of defining the problem scope, also focusing on identifying all external influences and their potential impact to the value delivery of the SoS.
Some selected key activities and associated outputs in step 1 are discussed in the following paragraphs (in order).

Assess currently available or required constituent systems. Given the high level problem to be solved, the first task is to determine what relevant constituent systems currently exist and could or should (or occasionally must) be considered later in the process.

Assess constraints. This task consists of identifying various types of constraints that pose limits or requirements on the SoS. These can include organizational, policy, physical, and geographic constraints, among others. Organizational and policy constraints could include acquisition processes and schedules, workforce skills, and national laws. It is important to note that some apparent constraints could be changed in the future, depending on the nature of the constraint. For example, national law could change, so too could the skill set of the workforce. Physical and geographic constraints include possible geographic scoping of the problem and identification of available infrastructure. A list of organizational and policy constraints (“socio-” type) and physical and geographic constraints (“technical” type) that limit potential SoS architectures are shown in Table 3-1 for the MarSec case.

**Table 3-1: Example brainstorming of SoS contraints for MarSec.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint Type</th>
<th>Issue with Engineering System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>- All constituent systems are under a directed authority (everyone belongs to the same team)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Workforce must not exceed given capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>- Budget constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Constraints and limitations on who the partners can be: do not work with bordering countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., do not borrow assets from them).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Boarding done by patrol boats with personnel. (No interception UAV, for example: Not use x45.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>- Only certain types of UAVs and payloads are under consideration, and these have technical specifications that imply physical constraints (e.g., size, speed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>- The area of interest is given; it includes both terrain and water. There is a high traffic area within the AOI (the port).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Define SoS enterprise boundary. This task is an important one insofar as helping to identify entities within the SoS over which program managers have complete, partial or no control. Figure 3-2 shows a diagram of the different types of boundaries that apply to an SoS. To help organize, a “supra-decision maker” (for MarSec, a Maritime Security SoS Manager in the program office) – who must represent all interests in order to have a successful program – must be defined.
Figure 3-2: Enterprise boundary analysis.

This diagram is used to delineate boundaries for the MarSec SoS. Figure 3-3 illustrates entities identified to be within the first two boundary types (Enterprise Boundary and SoS Enterprise Boundary). MarSec SoS Program managers have full directorial power over the SoS entities that are within the Enterprise Boundary. On the other hand, some degree of uncertainty exists for entities within the SoS Enterprise Boundary, as Program Managers only have partial control over those: these assets may not always be available (participation risk) depending on other tasks they have to accomplish (functional independence) and decisions made by their owners (managerial independence).

Figure 3-3: Core of MarSec SoS enterprise.
Further enlarging the view, Figure 3-4 shows the context boundary for the MarSec SoS. Between the context boundary and the SoS Enterprise Boundary there is the extended enterprise area. In this area there are entities still relevant for the success of the SoS, but for which the Program Managers have no control over. The clouds shown in Figure 3-4 are categories of exogenous uncertainties that can pierce through the context boundary and the SoS Enterprise Boundary and affect the performance of the SoS. These uncertainty categories are used in Step 2 for the generation of possible perturbations that can affect the value delivery of the SoS.

Figure 3-4: Enterprise boundary analysis applied to the MarSec SoS case.

Delineate stakeholder value network. In this task, relevant stakeholders are identified and classified, discerning among decision makers, SoS stakeholders and exogenous stakeholders.\textsuperscript{11} Then, from the list of stakeholders, it is possible to develop a stakeholder value network. A stakeholder value network is “a multi-relation network consisting of a focal organization, focal organization’s stakeholders, and the tangible and intangible exchanges between the focal organization and its stakeholders, as well as between the

\textsuperscript{11} For SoS, stakeholders exist at both the SoS-level, as well as the constituent system level. Exogenous stakeholders might be those who: benefit directly or indirectly from the SoS concepts (but do not explicitly participate as SoS stakeholders), provide the resources needed to develop and maintain the SoS, control supporting infrastructural elements, provide strategic level guidance, oversight, and/or priorities (likely the same stakeholder who identified the overarching operational needs), or are adversely effected by the SoS concept. Exogenous stakeholders are located outside the SoS enterprise boundary, as opposed to the SoS stakeholders.
stakeholders themselves.” (Feng and Crawley, 2008). This type of diagram can help understand the impacts of both direct and indirect relationships between stakeholders on the success of large engineering projects. An example of stakeholder value network developed for the MarSec SoS is shown in Figure 3-5.

**Types of flow:**
- Political
- Service
- Financial
- Information

Figure 3-5: Stakeholder value network applied to the MarSec SoS case.

*Reconcile value proposition.* This task is aimed at eliciting stakeholder value- and design-space preferences with regard to SoS concept, operations and objectives. Different ways of eliciting values exist, also dependent on the value model chosen (Slovic, 1995). For example: if using utility theory (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976), including attribute utility curves and weighting is preferred; if using AHP (Saaty, 2004), include the value tree with weightings from pairwise comparison. The reconciliation of value consists of going from the stakeholders’ needs and preferences to specific (quantifiable) attributes of interest for the SoS (e.g., surveillance → detect → probability of detection). The SoS stakeholders have some strategic objectives that would like to ultimately fulfill. High-level objectives spin from the strategic objectives: they are actions that the SoS should be performing in order to achieve the strategic objectives. From the high-level objectives, it is possible to derive a list of attributes of interest; these should be quantifiable and will later be used in order to assess the performance of the various SoS alternatives considered. Figure 3-6 shows an example of mapping stakeholders’ strategic objectives to quantifiable attributes.
3.2.2 Identify Potential Perturbations

Perturbations can be thought of as a conceptualization (and parameterization) of the uncertain environment in which the system operates. The origin of the concept of perturbation is described in chapter 4, along with a formal way of modeling them within the context of system design.

When considering complex SoS, uncertainty can stem from endogenous and exogenous sources, where the latter are related to context and expectation changes (Ross and Rhodes, 2008). SoS enterprise boundary analysis and other activities performed in Step 1 are helpful toward the determination of possible sources of uncertainty. Furthermore, section 2.3.1 discusses other approaches for characterizing and identifying sources of uncertainty. These uncertainties are then parameterized into perturbations, for the goals of modeling and providing a structure in strategically thinking about uncertainty. In general, perturbations can be thought of as changes in either the design of the system, the context in which it operates, or the expectations of the system. Moreover, perturbations are subdivided into shifts—unlikely to revert back to initial state—and disturbances—finite, short duration changes that revert back to initial state. An “epoch” is defined as a fixed time period in which context and stakeholder’s expectations don’t change (Ross and Rhodes, 2008). Example epoch shifts could include changes in technology or regulations. Example disturbances include temporary weather events or short-term communication disruptions.

Step 2 is designed to provide a set of possible perturbations that will be used in later steps to motivate dynamic strategies (and illities) for the SoS to maintain value delivery.
Some of the details of this step are presented in chapter 4, but a brief description of the main activities and outcomes involved in this step are presented here:

- Interview stakeholders and domain experts to get possible endogenous, exogenous and need-related uncertainties.
- Use enterprise boundary map and stakeholder value network (both generated in step 1) to brainstorm categories of uncertainty that can impact the SoS.
- Identify potential uncertainties surrounding stakeholder(s) attributes and utility ranges/weightings/value trees.
- Parameterize found uncertainty categories into perturbations, and brainstorm preliminary enumeration levels (e.g., uncertainty category “stress on SoS” is parameterized into perturbation “boat arrival rate”, which in turn can have the following enumerated levels: [low; medium; high]).
- Finalize perturbation set, taking care to record fixed and assumed variables.
- Apply perturbation taxonomy (Mekdeci, 2012) to identified perturbations, according to possible categories and levels (more details about this provided in chapter 4). Perturbation taxonomy can assist in identifying the ways in which the system can fail to deliver value. The categorization of perturbation attributes helps architects design systems that prevent, mitigate and recover from perturbations (i.e. instill relevant ilities in systems).

### 3.2.3 Identify Initial Desired ilities

This step enables the identification of the ilities desired in the SoS by the stakeholders (in order to promote the desired long-term behavior of the SoS). It is intended to help identify an initial list of ilities for explicit consideration during the architecting of the SoS. Parts of the step rely on the semantic basis for ilities, a tool that has emerged from recent research in the field (Ross et al., 2011; Beesemyer, 2012). This tool provides the means for associating a given ility to a specific definition, based on a set of differentiating categories (i.e., collectively defining semantic fields). The semantic basis is used in this step to identify (and differentiate between) stakeholders’ desired ilities, as well as in step 8 to generate ility-based requirements. Some of the key activities performed in this step are:

- Gather directed and implied ility requests from stakeholders (e.g., “a survivable and flexible SoS”).
- Trace perturbations to ilities: from the list of perturbations identified in step 2 and their taxonomy categorization, it is possible to infer relevant ilities. For example, if the perturbation space is described by many perturbations of the type “shift”, then robustness is an ility of interest. If the perturbation space is dominated by needs-related perturbations, then versatility is a priority. Desiring to protect against
negative perturbations can lead to *survivability* and *robustness* (each with active and passive approaches). Desiring to take advantage of positive perturbations can lead to *changeability* and *evolvability*.

- The semantic basis tool can be used as an ilities statement generator to identify the desired ility behaviors from stakeholders’ preliminary ility statements expressing non-value-driving desires. The semantic basis enables the classification of ilities over multiple different dimensions – among which are, for example, *agent* (internal, external or none), *parameter* (level or set), and *perturbation* (disturbance, shift, or none). Furthermore, it is important to recognize that there is no such thing as having an ility “in general,” but rather with respect to particular aspects of the SoS. That is, one cannot be “survivable,” but rather “survivable to disturbances X and Y.” Likewise, one can be “scalable in parameter X from X₁ to X₂.” The ilities statement generator, then, can be used to help generate or identify ilities based upon desired change (or change resistance) statements, which are in turn associated with the semantic categories. For example, a literal statement – such as: “In response to *perturbation*, require *increase* in coverage of Maritime Security SoS with *reaction* sooner than 7 minutes and *change span* shorter than 20 minutes” – is automatically linked to ilities like changeability, scalability, agility, and reactivity.

- Generate ility hierarchy maps (Beesemyer, 2012) of interest. The concept of ility hierarchy is tightly related with the categories of the semantic basis for ilities. The general idea is that, by prioritizing (i.e., ordering) different categories of the semantic basis, a hierarchy can be obtained. The hierarchy can be used to explain, trace and seed sets of ilities that may be of interest for the SoS under consideration. For example, if one cares about value sustainment in the face of finite duration impacts (i.e., disturbances), then one cares about survivability (as defined within fields of the semantic basis. Survivability can be achieved through numerous means, including reducing susceptibility, decreasing vulnerability, or increasing resilience. Increasing resilience can be achieved through adaptability and agility, which in turn can be achieved through modularity. The ilities hierarchy is intended to help structure and guide such considerations. An example of changeability hierarchy according to different filters (i.e., semantic fields) is provided in Figure 3-7.
Figure 3-7: Example changeability hierarchy filtered by parameters such as agent, time span, etc.

After carrying out these activities, it is possible to finalize a list of potentially usefulilities, given mission needs and constraints. This list will be put forward into analysis and used to distinguish between architecture selections.

3.2.4 Generate Initial Architecture Alternatives

The goal of this step is to generate high-level concepts for SoS architectures, capable of delivering value despite utilizing significantly different means. It consists of brainstorming potential new constituent systems (form), as well as formulating various SoS concept-of-operations (CONOPs). The goal is to generate many possible SoS architectures, enumerating a preliminary SoS design space (see chapter 4) from the value propositions found in step 1 – and making sure to document all assumptions made. Key activities in this step are:

- Define high-level architecture concepts, given designated value proposition and constraints of step 1.
- Generate candidate SoS forms and CONOPs (Mekdeci et al., 2012).
- Conduct design-value mapping. The purpose of this task is to perform a qualitative assessment of the potential SoS concepts’ fulfilment of stakeholders’ needs, and it is performed by mapping from potential design trades to stakeholder value metrics (attributes). If some attributes are not affected by the current design space, or some design variables do not affect the value space at all, then the initial design space enumeration is revised (Ross et al., 2009).
- Develop an initial range for the levels of each design variable (e.g., number of patrol boats: [2; 4; 6]).
- Finalize initial design space, and record all assumptions made. An example of a first instantiation of the design space for the MarSec SoS is given in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Example of first instantiation of design space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>CONOPs</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hermes UAV</td>
<td>[0-20]</td>
<td>Tech level upgrade</td>
<td>[Yes No]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow UAV</td>
<td>[0-10]</td>
<td>Info sharing use</td>
<td>[Yes No]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop plane</td>
<td>[0-10]</td>
<td>Task assignment</td>
<td>[Dedicated Multi-role]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>Geographic segmentation</td>
<td>[1 zone Multiple zones]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manned patrol boat</td>
<td>[1-10]</td>
<td>Operators per UAV</td>
<td>[N:1 1:N]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite relay</td>
<td>[Yes No]</td>
<td>Workforce buffer</td>
<td>[0% X%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land sensors</td>
<td>[Yes No]</td>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>[Central Distributed]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.5 Generate Ility-driving Options

This step is concerned with the identification of relevant ility-driving elements that, when within the architecture, enable the system to generate contingent value (i.e., contingent upon the resolving of uncertainty), thereby resulting in desired ility properties. Two main types of elements are considered here: those that enable change (change options) and those that inhibit change (resistance properties). Chapter 5 will discuss these in more depth and a higher level of formality these two types of ility-driving elements.

The inputs to the step are the perturbation list of step 2, the initial desired ilities of step 3, and the architecture concepts delineated in step 4. This step is concerned with the generation, evaluation, and selection of relevant ility-driving elements to include in the SoS architecture. Although an in depth description and application of this step is provided in chapter 7, a brief summary of the activities and outcomes of this step is the following (in order):

- Conduct perturbation to architecture mapping to identify most “impactful” perturbations. This consists of tracing perturbations identified in step 2 to the design variables and attribute list to estimate which design variables and attributes are most impacted by perturbations.
• Select relevant design principles (Wasson, 2006). Each ility (from step 3) has a list of design principles associated with it (e.g., the design principle of margin is relevant for survivability considerations).

• Perform cause-effect mapping (Mekdeci, 2013). The cause-effect mapping technique is a way to trace out the cause and effect relationships between perturbations and the SoS, and can be used to identify links in causal chains that could be targeted for intervention by ility-driving elements. For example, a feedback loop between operator workload and operator error rate could be broken by an intervention through a change in CONOPs when threshold workloads are reached.

• Another way to generate potential change options and resistance properties is through design principle to perturbation mapping. For this task, the design principles related to ilities of interest are mapped to the list of perturbations that can potentially impact the SoS. The mapping consists of brainstorming instantiations of design principles that can inhibit or enable SoS changes, as a response to the perturbation. For example, the design principle of modularity can inspire the installation of modular payloads on the UAVs in the SoS, so that they can be swapped to accommodate different mission needs at a later point in time. Existing design variables may already instantiate design principles: these are latent ility-driving elements of the SoS architecture. For example, an SoS with distributed components already has latent instantiation of the survivability design principle of distribution.

• Generate formal list of candidate ility-driving elements. From what has been filled out in the design principle to perturbation matrix and the intervention points in cause-effect mapping, it is now possible to extract four lists containing path enablers, path inhibitors, change mechanism and resistance mechanism. These are what constitutes change options and resistance properties, respectively, and are discussed in further depth in chapter 5.

• Evaluate candidate ility-driving elements. After a comprehensive list of ility-driving elements to consider for inclusion in the SoS architecture has been generated, the next step is to evaluate and compare them so to select a final list. Examples of evaluation metrics are: optionability (Mikaelian, 2009), number of uses, cost (of different flavors), perturbation coverage (proxy for risk attenuation). These, too, are discussed in more depth in chapters 5 and 7.

• Finalize list of options. Given options evaluation above, a final list of options for consideration is assembled. Analytical and visualization tools can be used to facilitate this task.
3.2.6 Evaluate Potential Alternatives

The purpose of this step is to evaluate the various SoS architecture alternatives generated in step 4 in terms of different metrics, including value metrics (i.e. attributes and costs) and ility metrics. This step should be applicable at multiple levels of abstraction and fidelity: analysts could do detailed quantitative modelling and simulation, or architects could perform back of envelope evaluation with a few alternatives in mind. Some of the activities associated with this step are:

- Develop abstract architecture for SoS model, including important models: performance, cost, value, etc.

- Validate models (at least for a subset of the design space).

- Sample design space and epoch space using preferred Design of Experiment technique (Willcox, 2012).

- Evaluate performance (and value delivered) of architectures within each epoch (context and needs fixed).

- Given change mechanisms related to change options selected in step 5, generate transition matrices (generated by applying algorithmic logic that codifies the proposed change mechanisms – i.e., transition rule). This logic inspects a given alternative in the design-space and determines if it can transition to any other alternative in the design-space, given the criteria of each transition rule.

3.2.7 Analyze Architecture Alternatives

This step consists of the analysis of the generated data in step 6. Its purpose is to develop and understanding of (and insights on) trade-offs within various SoS architectures in terms of design and operations choices between static value and contingent value (ility behaviors). Some of the key activities are:

- Conduct single-epoch analyses. This can consist of generating utility (or whatever other measure of benefit) v. cost tradespace plots, conducting sensitivity analysis of results (with respect to design parameters or utility curve assumed), identifying drivers of utility v. cost trade-offs, calculating (fuzzy) Pareto efficient sets, as well as multi-stakeholder compromise solutions in any given epoch. For instance, Figure 3-8 shows the different impact (in value, i.e.: MAU v. Cost in this case) of using central vs. distributed authority in the MarSec case for two different stakeholders – one interested in the surveillance and interception mission, and the other more in the rescue type mission. For the former, central authority is a better choice across all designs; for the latter, it does not make a big difference.
Figure 3-8: Using central authority vs. distributed has a larger impact for a stakeholder interested in surveillance than one interested in rescue missions.

- Propose change execution strategies, which are the logic behind how and when change mechanisms are executed. For example, a strategy could be “maximize utility” (i.e., execute change mechanisms whenever doing so would increase the utility of the alternative), or “maximize efficiency” (i.e., execute change mechanisms whenever doing so would move the alternative closer to the Pareto Front in that given epoch).

- Conduct Multi-Epoch Analysis (Fitzgerald, 2012). This activity is composed of three steps. First, ility-screening metrics of Filtered Outdegree and Normalized Pareto Trace should be calculated to identify potential alternatives of interest to focus on (Fitzgerald, 2012). (Filtered Outdegree is the number of transitions an architecture alternative can have, given filters in cost and time. Normalized Pareto Trace is the fraction of epochs in which a given alternative is Pareto efficient.) Then, select alternatives of interest based on these metrics. Finally, complete Multi-Epoch Analysis with a deeper analysis of the designs of interest, using techniques such as effective Normalized Pareto Trace, which evaluates the fraction of epochs in which a given alternative is Pareto efficient when it can change to other alternatives. This represents changeability-enabled value robustness, as opposed to passive value robustness.

- Conduct Era Analysis (Fitzgerald, 2012). This activity allows for the consideration of time-sequences of epochs. Epochs are selected and logically arranged in a sequence, with a duration applied to each epoch, resulting in a potential era for the SoS. Sequencing of epochs could take into account any likelihood knowledge of particular epochs, as well as logical constraints on progression of contexts (e.g. technology is not likely to get worse). Eras can be computationally generated or manually crafted using narrative-based approaches. For each constructed era, cumulative performance of alternative SoS can be evaluated, tracking long-term metrics like accumulated lifecycle utility and cost. These can
be used to evaluate affordability of different SoS. Metrics such as frequency of change mechanism execution can be calculated using Epoch Syncopation Framework (Fulclo, 2012). An example of Era analysis applied to the MarSec SoS is given in (Ricci et al, 2013)

- Collect set of alternatives of interest with ility metrics (some of which are shown in

- Table 3-3). This final sub-step collates all of the ility metrics calculated, grouped by ilities of interest specified in the earlier steps. Alternatives that perform well in the ility metrics can be identified to be traded with alternatives that perform well in other metrics, such as cost or utility. Alternatives with and without change options can be collected at this point as well, in order to directly compare the impact of including these options.

Table 3-3: Some ility metrics used in step 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ility</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Stands for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Normalized Pareto Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fNPT</td>
<td>Fuzzy Normalized Pareto Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changeability</td>
<td>eNPT</td>
<td>Effective Normalized Pareto Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>efNPT</td>
<td>Effective Fuzzy Normalized Pareto Trace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Fuzzy Pareto Shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOD</td>
<td>Filtered Outdegree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivability</td>
<td>TAUL</td>
<td>Time-weighted Average Utility Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accumulated Utility vs. Discounted Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.8 Trade-off and Select “Best” Architecture with Ilities

The final step of the process involves backing out from the deep analysis of the previous step and using it to make decisions about the final selection of architecture and design. The designs evaluated in Step 7 are grouped by architecture and used to distinguish the ility performance of the different architecture concepts. When the “best” architecture is selected, the ility-driving elements of Step 5 that were not included in the

---

12 New approaches and methods for considering and quantifying affordability in system design have been developed simultaneously to this research effort (Schaffner et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014). Such efforts have been carried out by MIT graduate students Marcus S. Wu and Michael A. Schaffner, and are expected to be published in their full form (as theses) at the same time as this thesis (Wu, 2014; Schaffner, 2014).
tradespace are evaluated as potential extensions of the chosen architecture in order to improve its ility performance. Finally, the selection is documented and justified and either the process is repeated using the gained insight to improve the analysis or the architecture is used to generate requirements that will promote the desired ility behavior. An example of ility-based requirement produced with the aid of the ility statement generator is: "In response to asset unavailability, it is required that spare vehicles should be on hand to maintain the level of the 'number of vehicles' in the form of the design, in order to maintain the same benefits with a reaction time of under 1 week." This statement is related to achieving robustness in performance through spares – which enable maintaining the number of vehicles as constant.

3.3 Summary

This chapter has introduced the reader to the activities involved in the various steps and sub-steps of the SAI method. It is important to note that the purpose of this chapter was not to present the detailed analyses involved in the various steps of the SAI method, but rather to expose the reader to the general overview of the method, and how it is specifically targeted at enabling SoS design with ilities. The SAI method builds upon the Responsive Systems Comparison method (Ross et al., 2009) by adding more explicit steps (e.g., step 5 and step 8) and analytical tools geared toward designing SoS with ilities.

One of the strengths of such an overarching method is that it is scalable in effort. Architecting with ilities rests on the achievement of a few core milestones along the conceptual design process: eliciting stakeholder values; identifying potential value-disrupting perturbations; listing ilities of interest; generating candidate ility-driving elements; and evaluating and selecting preferred SoS architectures with ility-driving options. The last task is usually the most effort-intensive due to the evaluations involved. However, it is possible to perform such evaluations (corresponding to tasks in steps 5 and 7 in the overall SAI method) at multiple levels of abstraction and fidelity: from detailed quantitative modelling and simulation, to back of the envelope evaluation with a few alternatives.

The remainder of this thesis focuses on two of these milestones. Chapter 4 discusses the modeling of perturbations and the identification thereof. Chapter 5 introduces the concept of change option and resistance property in a formal way. Chapter 6 provides empirical examples of change options, and chapter 7 introduces a structured approach for the identification of ility-driving elements.
4 Formal Modeling of Uncertainty via Perturbations

“We abhor uncertainty, even when it is an irreducible part of the problem we are trying to solve.”
– Nate Silver (2012)

This chapter provides a more in depth investigation of the concepts and activities involved in Step 3 of the SAI method introduced in the previous chapter. It is concerned with the conceptualization and modeling of uncertainty.

In chapter 2, the notion of designing complex systems has been discussed. Of particular relevance for the purposes of this chapter is the idea that, “since the consequences of design lie in the future, it would seem that forecasting is an unavoidable part of every design process.” (Simon, 1996) However, the forecasting activity is inherently characterized with irreducible uncertainty (i.e., the state in which more than one outcome is consistent with reasonable expectations). It has also been discussed how Pielke (2011) points out that “expectations are a result of judgment, … [and] As such, uncertainty is not some feature of the natural world waiting to be revealed but is instead a fundamental characteristic of how human perceptions and understandings shape expectations.” Although there exist closed systems for which uncertainty can be directly quantified via statistical analysis, most engineering systems are inherently open and it is very difficult to understand uncertainty in these instances. In these cases, the most one can do is exploring the behavior of the system under a variety of different (probable) circumstances. This chapter formalizes a way of doing this.

4.1 Modeling in the Design of Artificial Systems

Models are essential tools in system design and are used by analysts and engineers throughout the design process. Engineers designing complex systems of the future are often forced to use complicated models and simulations in order “to explore…system performance without actually producing and testing each candidate system” (Blanchard and Fabrycky, 2006). These models and simulations have embedded in them causal and functional relationships, as well as empirical data from the past, which enable the synthesis of new data describing how the system is going to perform. In these cases, the data generated is artificial (synthetic) – i.e., it is not obtained by direct measurement of system properties, since no identical (or even similar) system may yet exist. As a result,
the artificial data (as well as the model) “cannot be classified as accurate or inaccurate in any absolute sense” (Blanchard and Fabrycky, 2006). Thus, artificial data stands in stark contrast to empirical data (e.g., temperature readings, historical stock prices), which is directly measured and thereby holds a potentially higher degree of validity (i.e., reliability with respect to the relevant components).

Bankes (1993) distinguishes between two broad classes of model use: consolidative and exploratory. **Consolidative modeling** consists of constructing a model via a consolidation of known facts into a single “box”, which is then used as a surrogate of the actual system of interest. Such an approach is often used in the modeling of natural phenomena for which there is a significant knowledge of the physical facts that underlie them (e.g., Computational Fluid Dynamic model). When there is insufficient knowledge or the uncertainties can’t be resolved, a surrogate model that closely reflects the behavior of the system can’t be built. Under these circumstances, what is left to the modeler is exploring how the system would behave if certain assumptions held. **Exploratory modeling** is the use of series of “computational experiments” to explore the implications of a variety of assumptions and hypotheses. Such an approach is often used in the modeling of decision-making under uncertainty (e.g., Monte Carlo simulations) or systems for which there is no(t) (enough) data (e.g., behavior of subatomic particles at very high energies). In his work, Bankes (1993) argues that exploratory modeling is well suited for policy studies, but that oftentimes such exploratory nature is not recognized, leading to questionable strategies for the development and use of policy models. Similarly, Simon (1989) points out that, when building or using models for the design of complex systems of the future, one must be careful to realize that it is practically impossible to predict the behavior of such systems to the point of blindly relying on what the models says. Rather, models can extend the limits of human bounded rationality, and aid toward the practical concern of identifying plausible courses of action to be undertaken in the present, in order to bring about a certain desired future. His intent is to show that since the world and its systems are many orders of magnitude more complex than can be captured by a model, modelers must separate the `essential’ from the `dispensable’ in order to best capture a `simplified view of reality’ that can still enable useful extrapolations that will be helpful in achieving the (policy-related) aims of the modeling process. Evidently, this paradigm is based on the assumption that partial information and analysis is better than none.

In *The Sciences of the Artificial*, Simon (1996) discusses the great difficulties of designing complex artificial systems. He describes how there are three principal components in the design of a system: (1) the system itself, whose design is controlled (the “inner environment”); (2) the environment in which the system operates, which is exogenous to the control of designers (the “outer environment”); and (3) what is desired of the system, i.e.: a set of objectives, which are also subject to change. From here on,

---

13 Known with reasonable confidence, at least. Popper (1967) argues that knowledge is in continuous evolution, and only tentative theories of the “world” can exist.
these three components are referred to as: the design space, the context space, and the needs space, respectively. It is important to note how designers hold control only over one of these three spaces (the design space), and must make their decisions about the designed system so that the system is able to continue to deliver value across changing environments and needs. These three key spaces form the backbone of the analyses performed at the Systems Engineering Advancement Research Initiative (SEArI) laboratory.

### 4.1.1 The Design Space and MATE

Conceptual design of complex systems involves a design-performance-value loop (Figure 4-1) – referred to as the “design loop.” First, a design space of alternatives is generated based on a preliminary understanding of stakeholder needs. Each design alternative is mapped onto a performance space, spanned by attributes of interest quantified by a constructed performance model. The performance space is then mapped onto a value space via a value model (e.g., functional requirements, utility functions), through which the stakeholder evaluates the attractiveness of the alternatives. At this point, with an understanding of how each design alternative scores according to stakeholders’ values, it is possible to either make a decision on what design (or set of designs) to focus on, or to go back and change the initial design space and repeat the loop. It is important to note that, in the design of the systems of the future, the nature of the data produced by performance and value models is artificial, and hence can’t be directly validated against empirical data.

![Figure 4-1: The design loop (Ricci et al, 2014).](image)

Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE) (Ross, 2003; Ross et al., 2004) is a structured approach aimed at delineating and evaluating the design space. In MATE, a set of design alternatives of interest forms the design space, which is then evaluated into the performance space and, finally, the value space. MATE starts with the identification of stakeholder needs. From a list of elicited objectives, it is possible to derive quantifiable (sometimes proxy) attributes (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976), as well as stakeholder preferences over them (e.g., Single Attribute Utility curves, often used in MATE). A mapping of function (i.e. functional objectives) to form (often performed using design-
value mapping matrix or other QFD methods) determines the initial design variables of interest, as well as the ranges (if ratio or cardinal scale) or levels (if discrete or nominal scale) they can take. This process is driven by engineering expertise and experience. At this point, and once the attributes that characterize the value space are defined, it is possible to enumerate the design variables and the levels that are going to be evaluated by software models and simulations (i.e., the performance model in Figure 4-1). It is important to note here that the enumerated design variables and levels form a set of design vectors: the design space. The next step in MATE is to map the performance space into the value space. This consists of computing multi-attribute utility (MAU) for each design, given its attributes scores. A “valuable” design alternative is one that is efficient in the cost-MAU tradeoff. Usually, an efficient Pareto frontier (Pareto, 1906) of designs forms in the tradespace, wherein it is possible to select efficient design alternatives (i.e., designs for which it is impossible to improve the fulfillment of one objective without compromising the other). The last step in MATE is to use the actual decision makers for final evaluation and selection of a design (rather than their proxy preference functions).

4.1.2 Epoch-Era Analysis and the Context and Needs Spaces

Missing from the characterization of the design process in the previous section are the effects of changing context and needs on the decision made. In fact, in the diagram in Figure 4-1, there is no account of the outer environment and its variations over time. Traditional system design takes the approach of optimizing the design in terms of given objective functions, assuming a static context. However, this approach is valid only if the assumptions embedded in the analysis continue to hold true over time. Assuming a static outer environment has proven to be valid for the design of some complex engineering systems in the past. However, in other instances, failures of thinking deeply about possible realizable futures and ways to adapt to these has caused major letdowns (e.g., the Iridium Satellite constellation). Hence, in today’s world, characterized by perpetual and often unexpected change, as well as limited budgetary and programmatic resources, failing to consider evolving environments is a luxury few decision makers (be them private organizations or environmental agencies) can afford. Traditional approaches to systems engineering are therefore not ideal when trying to design systems able to sustain value delivery over time (given changing contexts and needs). Exploratory models described in Bankes (1993) can be useful in order to explore the uncertainty space and gain familiarity with features of the system that make it robust or flexible to changing operational environments.

It is in light of these considerations that Ross and Rhodes (2008) discuss the difference between static and dynamic system perspective, where the former is associated with traditional systems engineering. Ross (2006) introduces Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) – “an approach for conceptualizing system timelines using natural value centric timescales, wherein the context and expectations define the timescales” – as an
enabler of the latter perspective. In EEA, an *epoch* is a discrete time period with fixed context and needs (i.e., value expectations). A sequence of different epochs forms an *era*, which can be used to model the full lifecycle of a system. A change in epoch occurs when there is a change in either the context or the needs (or both). Figure 4-2 illustrates the performance trajectory of a system within the unfolding of an era, as context and needs change. With EEA, tradespace exploration can be performed for a variety of different outer environments (i.e., epochs), or when new possible ones are recognized or anticipated. This aspect augments traditional system engineering methods by enabling the exploration of not only the design space, but also the context space and the needs space – e.g. Beesemyer, Ross and Rhodes (2012). Finally, it is also important to note that, in the epoch-based paradigm, no absolute best design exists, and the identification of good designs is dependent on decision makers’ preferred strategies across the epoch space or for eras of interest. Possible strategies may be maximizing benefit (e.g., utility), minimize cost, maximize cost-benefit efficiency, or minimize risk.

![Figure 4-2: Trajectory of system performance (black dot) over an era, a succession of epochs (Ross and Rhodes, 2008).](image)

### 4.2 Design under the Dynamic System Perspective

In much the same way a set of design variables and respective levels forms a set of designs – the design space, a set of epoch variables and respective levels forms a set of epochs – the epoch space. The set of epochs can be further subdivided into two sets: the context space (context variables and respective levels) and the needs space (needs-related variables and respective levels).¹⁴ These three spaces form the backbone of the analysis performed in the dynamic system perspective.

---

¹⁴ It is important to note here that, for the purposes of this thesis and the modeling efforts introduced in it, these two sets are considered mutually exclusive. However, it is likely that coupling exists between variables in the two sets. Incorporating this idea in the modeling framework proposed here could be an interesting area of future research.
It is now possible to enrich the classical design diagram shown in Figure 4-1 with the addition of the context and needs spaces (see Figure 4-3). The context space is related to the operational environment of the system (e.g., the meteorological conditions, or a regulation constraining emissions). The needs space is related to what is expected of the system (e.g., preferences over speed or range associated with an aircraft). Building on the work in (Ross, 2006), Beesemyer (2012) describes how design, context, and performance spaces concern what is “real,” while the needs and value spaces concern what is “perceived.” Spaces of the “real” type are grounded in reality and inherently carry with them a higher degree of objectivity. They describe potential actual systems or circumstances the systems may encounter, as well as measurable (or computable) performance metrics. Spaces of the “perceived” type are inherently more subjective as they reflect decision makers’ perception of value accumulated from the performance of a system. The design space and context space are inputs to the performance model, which maps them into a performance space. The performance space and the needs space – the space of possible expectations of the system – are in turn inputs to the value model (e.g., utility functions), which maps them into the value space.

Two layers of exploration hence evince from this conceptualization of the design endeavor: (1) an exploration of the design space and the way it maps to the performance and value spaces, and (2) an exploration of the outcomes of (1) under different assumptions about the outer environment and the objectives pursued (i.e., the epoch space). The second directly relates to the exploratory modeling effort described in Bankes (1993): a series of “computational experiments” to explore the implications of a variety of assumptions and hypotheses.

4.2.1 Set-Theoretic Description of the Spaces

In the epoch-based tradespace exploration paradigm, the design space, context space, and needs space in Figure 4-3 are sets of design instances, context instances, and needs instances, respectively. Each instance can be described by a set of design,
context, or needs variables at specific levels. During the course of the analysis, these spaces can be modified in order to reflect new information or insights. Each instance in the epoch space is an assumption about the system’s outer environment under which the value trades associated with each design instance are explored. The design space and context space are inputs to the performance model, which, for any given context, evaluates the performance of each design instance with respect to the attributes of interest (among which can be cost). Each instance in the performance space is a set of quantified attribute performance for each design-context pair. The performance space and the needs space – the space of possible expectations of the system – are in turn inputs to the value model (e.g., utility functions). Each instance in the value space is a representation of the value (e.g., MAU-cost pair) for each performance-needs pair (i.e., design-context-needs triad). As discussed in section 2.2.1, value here is what is perceived from the stakeholder as reflected in the value model. Not only can the given preference embedded in a value model change (e.g., multi-attribute utility functions in MAUT, discount rate in NPV), but it may also be the case that the value model changes as a whole (e.g., prospect theory vs. MAUT vs. NPV).

As mentioned in previous sections, the initial steps in MATE concern the elicitation of an initial design space of interest (using design-value mapping). Various techniques (some of which are presented in later sections of this chapter) also exist to elicit an initial epoch space of interest. These spaces are characterized by design and epoch variables, and their associated discrete or categorical levels. In the following paragraphs, a mathematical representation of these spaces is provided.

**Design Space.** Given the set of \( N \) design variables:

\[
DV = \{(d_{v_1}, ..., d_{v_i}, ..., d_{v_N}) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq N\}
\]

Each of which having a set of categorical or discrete levels:

\[
I_i = \{(l_{i_{j_1}}, ..., l_{i_{j_j}}, ..., l_{i_{M_i}}) \mid j \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq j \leq M_i\}
\]

Where \( M_i \) is the number of levels for a given design variable \( d_{v_i} \). It is possible to define a design space:

\[
D = \{(d_1, ..., d_k, ..., d_T) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq k \leq T\}
\]

Where each design instance \( d_i \) is a vector with the design variables on specific levels. For example, in a space with five design variables, a design instance could be:

\[
d_{i53} = \{d_{v_1}^{i}, d_{v_2}^{i}, d_{v_3}^{i}, d_{v_4}^{i}, d_{v_5}^{i}\},
\]

where the superscript indicates the level of the design variable. The cardinality of the design space is:

\[
|D| = T = \prod_{i=1}^{N} M_i = \prod_{i=1}^{N} |I_i|
\]
Which is: the Cartesian product of the number of levels of all the design variables.

For example, the description of a simple design space for a space tug system (Fitzgerald, 2012) can be given by three design variables:

$$DV = \{\text{manipulator mass, propulsion type, fuel load}\}$$

Where each design variable has a discrete number of levels, e.g.:

- **manipulator mass** = \{low, medium, high\}
- **propulsion type** = \{bipropellant, cryogenic, electric, nuclear\}
- **fuel load** = \{low, medium, high\}

The cardinality of this space is: $$|DV| = 3 \times 4 \times 3 = 36$$ possible designs.

**Context Space.** Given the set of $$N$$ context variables:

$$CV = \{(cv_1, ..., cv_i, ..., cv_N) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq N\}$$

Each of which having a set of categorical or discrete levels:

$$l_i = \{(l_{i,1}, ..., l_{i,j}, ..., l_{i,M_i}) \mid j \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq j \leq M_i\}$$

Where $$M_i$$ is the number of levels for a given context variable $$cv_i$$. It is possible to define a context space:

$$C = \{(c_1, ..., c_k, ..., c_T) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq k \leq T\}$$

Where each context instance $$c_i$$ is a vector with the context variables on specific levels. For example, in a space with five context variables, a context instance could be: $$c_{153} = \{cv_1^3, cv_2^5, cv_3^1, cv_4^{12}, cv_5^5\}$$, where the superscript indicates the level of the context variable. The cardinality of the context space is:

$$|C| = T = \prod_{i=1}^{N} M_i = \prod_{i=1}^{N} |l_i|$$

Which is: the Cartesian product of the number of levels of all the context variables.

For example, the description of a simple context space for a space tug system (Fitzgerald, 2012) can be given by two context variables:

$$CV = \{\text{technology readiness level, market demand}\}$$

Where each context variable has a discrete number of levels, e.g.:
technology readiness level = \{low, medium, high\}

market demand = \{low, medium, high\}

The cardinality of this space is: \(|C| = 3 \times 3 = 9\) possible contexts.

**Needs Space.** Given the set of \(N\) needs variables:

\[ NV = \{(nv_1, ..., nv_i, ..., nv_N) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq N\} \]

Each of which having a set of categorical or discrete levels:

\[ I_i = \{(l_{i1}, ..., l_{ij}, ..., l_{iM_i}) \mid j \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq j \leq M_i\} \]

Where \(M_i\) is the number of levels for a given needs variable \(nv_i\). It is possible to define a needs space:

\[ N = \{(n_1, ..., n_k, ..., n_T) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq k \leq T\} \]

Where each needs instance \(n_i\) is a vector with the needs variables on specific levels. For example, in a space with five needs variables, a needs instance could be: \(n_{153} = \{dn_1^3, nv_2^5, nv_3^1, nv_4^2, nv_5^5\}\), where the superscript indicates the level of the needs variable. The cardinality of the needs space is:

\[ |N| = T = \prod_{i=1}^{N} M_i = \prod_{i=1}^{N} |I_i| \]

Which is: the Cartesian product of the number of levels of all the needs variables.

For example, the description of a simple needs space for a space tug system (Fitzgerald, 2012) can be given by one variable:

\[ NV = \{mission\ type\} \]

Where its levels are:

\[ mission\ type = \{GEO\ satellites\ rescue, in\ orbit\ refueling, garbage\ collection\} \]

The cardinality of this space is: \(|N| = 3\) possible needs.

**Epoch Space.** Given the context space and the needs space, the set of epoch variables is:

\[ EV = CV \cup NV = \{ev \mid ev \in CV \text{ or } ev \in NV\} \]

The cardinality of this set is:
\[ |EV| = |CV| + |NV| \]

The epoch space can be obtained through the Cartesian product of the context space and the needs space, and can be defined as:

\[ E = \{(e_1, \ldots, e, \ldots, e_T) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq k \leq T \} \]

Where each epoch instance \( e_i \) is a vector with the epoch variables on specific levels. For example, in a space with five epoch variables, an epoch instance could be: \( e_{153} = \{ev_1^3, ev_2^5, de_3^1, ev_4^{12}, ev_5^2 \} \), where the second subscript indicates the level of the epoch variable. The cardinality of the epoch space is given by:

\[ |E| = T = |C \times N| = |C| \cdot |N| \]

Which is: the product of the cardinalities of the context space and needs space.

For example, for the space tug case described above, the epoch variables are:

\[ EV = CV \cup NV = \{technology\, readiness\, level, market\, demand, mission\, type\} \]

With their respective levels listed above. The cardinality of the epoch space then is: \(|E| = 3 \times 3 \times 3 = 27\) possible epochs.

**Performance Space.** The performance space is evaluated through the performance model \((f: D, C \rightarrow P)\), which takes the design space and context space as inputs. Given the set of \( N \) attributes of interest:

\[ A = \{(a_1, \ldots, a_i, \ldots, a_N) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq N \} \]

(Each of which evaluated on a continuous or discrete scale and informing the decision maker about the degree to which an objective is fulfilled.) It is possible to define a performance space:

\[ P = \{(p_1, \ldots, p_k, \ldots, p_T) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq k \leq T \} \]

Where each performance instance \( p_i \) is a vector with the evaluated attributes associated to a specific design instance in a specific context instance. For example, in a space with three attributes of interest, a performance instance could be: \( p_{153} = (a_1^{0.83}, a_2^{low}, a_3^{1237}) \), where the superscript indicates the score of attribute \( a_i \) in the given design instance \( d \) and context instance \( c \) resulting in \( p_{153} \). The cardinality of the performance space is:

\[ |P| = T = |D \times C| = |D| \cdot |C| \]

Which is: the product of the cardinalities of the design space and context space.

It is important to note that, although each performance instance \( p_i \) contains the evaluation of all attributes envisioned by the needs space (e.g., for a car: speed, traction
coefficient, comfort level), it is likely that only a subset of these attributes \((A_1 \subseteq A)\) is used in a given epoch, for a specific set of needs (e.g., only traction coefficient is used in the value space if driving in an epoch for which one is confined within the boundaries of a small and snowy mountain town).

**Value Space.** The value space is evaluated through the value model \((f : P, N \rightarrow V)\), which takes the performance space and needs space as inputs. Although a variety of different value models can be used\(^{15}\), MATE typically uses a particular type of Cost-Benefit analysis, wherein Multi-Attribute Utility (MAU) represents benefit and (sometimes-discounted) monetary expense represents Cost. It is now possible to define a value space:

\[
V = \{(v_1, ..., v_k, ..., v) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq k \leq T\}
\]

Where each value instance \(v_i\) is a two-dimensional vector containing a MAU value (non-ratio cardinal scale – i.e., interval scale) and a Cost value (ratio scale) associated to a specific design instance in a specific epoch instance. For example, a value instance could be: \(v_{1532} = (MAU^{0.67}, Cost^{52.38})\), where the superscript indicates the evaluated MAU and Cost instances for the given design-epoch pair (i.e., performance-needs pair or design-context-needs triad). The cardinality of the value space is:

\[
|V| = T = |D \times E| = |D| \cdot |E| = |D \times C \times N| = |D| \cdot |C| \cdot |N|
\]

Which is: the product of the cardinalities of the design space and epoch space (i.e., the product of the cardinalities of the design, context and needs spaces). For example, for the space tug system described above, the cardinality of the value space is: \(|V| = |D| \cdot |C| \cdot |N| = 36 \times 9 \times 3 = 927\).

Hence, design, context, and needs instances can be represented as elements in their respective sets (spaces), which are then mapped into the performance and value instances in the performance and value sets (spaces). Such representation is shown in Figure 4-4. It is important to note that instances within a space are often connected, as there is the possibility of (intentional or forced) transitions from one instance to another. In this way, networks of design, context, and needs instances form in their respective spaces. The conceptualizations of uncertainty and response to it introduced in later sections and chapters are linked to this idea of transitions within or outside such networks. In particular, two important ways in which these instances may be connected are discussed (i.e., perturbations and change mechanisms).

---

\(^{15}\) Ross et al. (2010) perform a vast literature search on the different types of value models: e.g., Net Present Value (NPV), Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA), Cumulative Prospect Theory (CPT), Value Functions (VFs), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS).
4.3 Conceptualization of Uncertainty via Perturbations

Ultimately, a stakeholder makes a decision based on the perceived value delivered by a specific design instance. The value space, however, is not only a function of the design space – controllable by designers, but also of the context space and the needs space. Hence, changes in any of these three spaces may cause changes in the value perceived by a stakeholder. Which is:

1. Unexpected or imposed changes in the design instance cause the performance (i.e., performance instance) of the system to change (e.g., car’s windshield breaks), thereby changing the value delivered.

2. Changes in the context (i.e., context instance) in which the system operates cause the performance (i.e., performance instance) of the system to change (e.g., car goes from asphalt to dirt terrain), thereby changing the value delivered.

3. The expectations (i.e., needs instance) of the system change (e.g., need car to be more fuel efficient, as new job requires longer commutes), thereby changing the value delivered.

The uncertainty an engineer has to consider during the design process then can be conceptualized as variations in context and needs instances, as well as imposed or spontaneous variations in the design instance. The evaluated performance and value spaces will automatically reflect these variations. Despite the existence of uncertainty, it

---

16 Uncertainty can lie also in the assumptions behind the performance and the value model. While assumptions behind the performance model can be captured to a certain extent in the context space (e.g., modeling varying technological levels), it is very difficult to represent uncertainty associated with assumptions in the value model. In fact, this has to do with the existence of cognitive biases as well as explanation- and model-related biases (Ricci et al., 2014).
is of utmost importance to the stakeholder that the system keeps delivering a satisfactory level of value over time. (Beesemyer, 2012) describes in detail the concept of value sustainment. He discusses how, although it is important for a system to provide some level of value to the stakeholder in the present day, the real “interest of the stakeholder is that these systems keep providing value throughout their expected lifetime.” Chapter 5 and 7 of this thesis introduce concepts and methods geared toward the achievement of value sustainment.

4.3.1 On the Concept of Perturbation

Within the context of SEArri methods and the spaces discussed in sections above, Mekdeci (2012) defines a perturbation as any “unintended state change in a system’s form, operations, or context which could jeopardize value delivery.” The system’s form and operations (CONOPs) are a description of the design instance (Mekdeci, 2012), while the context is an instance in the context space. Beesemyer (2012) enriches the definition of perturbation by including changes in needs (i.e., from one needs instance to another). This way, he expands the concept of perturbation from the real space to the perceived one.

Hence, given the above discussion about the three spaces (design, context, and needs) that an engineer is faced with during the design and operations of a system, it is possible to describe a perturbation as an operator within these spaces. A perturbation operates on a given instance in a space, taking it from its current state to a different one. This new, different, state can be either within the enumerated space (i.e., set) or outside of it.

For a system in operations, given current design, context or needs instances, a perturbation is a change in one of these instances. As Mekdeci (2012) points out, such change is “unintended.” If the current design instance is $d_i$, a perturbation can be defined as:

$$\lambda^D : \begin{cases} 
  d_i \mapsto d_j \mid d_i, d_j \in D \\
  d_i \mapsto d_i' \mid d_i \in D, d_i' \in D' 
\end{cases}$$

Which is, an operator that transitions the current design instance $d_i$ within the space $D$ into either another design instance $d_j$ within $D$, or a design instance $d_i'$ that does not exist in the current design space $D$. The two types of perturbations are illustrated in Figure 4-5. The new instance $d_i'$ belongs to $D'$, a slight variant of the design space $D$.

---

17 The use of “$\lambda$” to indicate perturbations is inspired by Perturbation Theory in quantum mechanics (Schrödinger, 1926). However, no meaningful relation exists between the two types of perturbation.

18 In the modeling effort, the latter case can correspond to (1) a change to a level that was not modeled (for an existing design variable), or (2) to the expansion of the current space to include a new design variable altogether.
that includes \( d_i' \) (such that \( D \subseteq D' \)). For example, a UAV with a damaged wing is a design instance not initially considered in the design space; however, the system may find itself in this design instance due to, perhaps, a physical attack.

![Figure 4-5: A perturbation shifting a design from an instance in the space \( D \) to another (left); and a perturbation shifting a design from an instance in the space \( D \) to a new one, outside of it (right).](image)

Similarly, if the current context instance is \( c_i \), a perturbation in context \( \lambda^C \) can be defined as:

\[
\lambda^C: \begin{cases} 
  c_i \mapsto c_j \ | \ c_i, c_j \in C \\
  c_i \mapsto c_i' \ | \ c_i \in C, c_i' \in C'
\end{cases}
\]

Which is, an operator that transitions the current context instance \( c_i \) within the space \( C \) into either another context instance \( c_j \) within \( C \), or a context instance \( c_i' \) that does not exist in the current context space \( C \). The two types of perturbations are illustrated in Figure 4-6. The new instance \( c_i' \) belongs to \( C' \), a slight variant of the context space \( C \) that includes \( c_i' \) (such that \( C \subseteq C' \)). For example, for a Maritime Security SoS, a context variable may be the percentage of pirates going through the area of interest. Although initially two levels, 2% and 5%, are used for exploration, it may happen that a level of 10% suddenly (or gradually) becomes plausible over time. If this were the case, it would signal a change in the initially considered context space.

![Figure 4-6: A perturbation shifting a context from an instance in the space \( C \) to another (left); and a perturbation shifting a context from an instance in the space \( C \) to a new one, outside of it (right).](image)
If the current needs instance is $n_i$, a perturbation in needs $\lambda^N$ can be defined as:

$$\lambda^N: \begin{cases} 
    n_i \mapsto n_j & n_i, n_j \in N \\
    n_i \mapsto n_i' & n_i \in N, n_i' \in N' 
\end{cases}$$

Which is, an operator that transitions the current needs instance $n_i$ within the space $N$ into either another needs instance $n_j$ within $N$, or a needs instance $n_i'$ that does not exist in the current needs space $N$. The two types of perturbations are illustrated in Figure 4-7. The new instance $n_i'$ belongs to $N'$, a slight variant of the needs space $N$ that includes $n_i'$. For example, in the case of a personal computer (PC), new and higher expectations with regard to graphics capabilities may arise that were not conceived when the PC was initially assembled. In this case, the initially conceived needs space changes.

![Figure 4-7: A perturbation shifting a set of needs from an instance in the space $N$ to another (left); and a perturbation shifting a set of needs from an instance in the space $N$ to a new one, outside of it (right).](image)

The admission of $C'$ and $N'$ is representative of the fact that the modeling of the relevant context space and needs space is subject to change over time, as new information arises. In fact, not only is it possible for a context (or needs set) to change from an instance in the (presently envisioned) space to another, but also for the whole context (or needs) space to change, so to include new possible instances.\textsuperscript{19} This consideration is particularly relevant for systems whose operations are monitored over time, and that allow for continuous redesign (e.g., the Ballistic Missile Defense System, which is discussed in chapter 6). Since this thesis is targeted mainly at the initial design effort, less attention will be devoted to $C'$ and $N'$ in the concepts and frameworks presented in the forthcoming chapters.\textsuperscript{20}

Finally, it is important to note that, whenever there is a perturbation in context ($\lambda^C$) or needs ($\lambda^N$), it corresponds to a perturbation in the epoch: $\lambda^E$. When thinking strategically

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{19} This parallels the idea of known unknowns and unknown unknowns (see chapter 2): a new context variable (or level in a context variable) can be the revelation of a previous unknown unknown (or of something that was deemed irrelevant, but it wasn’t).

\textsuperscript{20} This may be an interesting area for future research.
\end{footnotesize}
about the design of a system, it is convenient to represent perturbations as either changes in the level of epoch (i.e., context or needs) variables, imposed changes in the level of design variables, or imposed changes of a design into a new, non-enumerated one. This representation of perturbations is shown in Figure 4-8. It evinces from this diagram and the above discussion that two principal types of perturbations exist: (1) to the design of the system, and (2) to the epoch in which the system operates. These perturbations ultimately result in variations in value delivery of the current design instance. This is perceived in the value space (either directly, or indirectly through changes in the performance instance). Section 4.3.2, among other descriptive fields, discusses the impact of perturbations on the perceived value space.

![Figure 4-8: Variable-centric representation of perturbation set.](image)

### 4.3.2 Descriptive Fields for Perturbations

Mekdeci (2012) first attempted at delineating a taxonomy for perturbations, in order to help organizing and categorizing them. A taxonomy for perturbations can assist in identifying the ways in which the system can fail to deliver value. The categorization of perturbation characteristics (i.e., descriptive fields) helps architects design systems that can prevent, mitigate and recover from perturbations (i.e. instill survivability, robustness, and other relevant ilities in systems). Beesemyer (2012) elaborated and augmented this taxonomy, as part of his work in the development of a semantic basis for ilities (Beesemyer et al., 2011). In the following paragraphs, some salient descriptive fields introduced in the past are presented, as well as some new ones.

**Duration.** A fundamental descriptive feature of a perturbation is its duration. Relative to the lifecycle of the system, a perturbation can be either finite (short-term) or
irreversible (long-term). This difference lies at the root of the two different types of perturbation discussed in this thesis: disturbance and shift. Mekdeci (2012) defines a disturbance as “an unintended, finite duration, continuous state change of a system’s form, operations, or context [i.e., changes in design or context instance] that could jeopardize value delivery”. Beesemyer (2012) expands upon this definition allowing disturbances to affect not only the design or context, but also the needs. In this way, disturbances can affect both the real space and the perceived space. Ross and Rhodes (2008) define epoch shifts as “shifts in context and/or needs [instances]” which are unlikely to revert back to the initial instance. Similar to disturbances, the definition of shift can be expanded to include not only shifts in context or needs instances, but also imposed (or spontaneous) shifts in design (to either another enumerated design instance in \( D \) or a new, non-enumerated one in \( D' \)). In the case of the Maritime Security SoS, a context disturbance can be a temporary communication jam, while a context shift can be the permanent loss of a UAV. Lastly, it is important to note that there are perturbations that can be modeled as both a disturbance and a shift; e.g., change in the volume of incoming pirates in the area of interest. Whether to model it as either is a judgment of the modeler (together with the decision maker, perhaps), and it depends on the type of exploratory analysis he (they) set out to do. For instance, the epoch space in EEA uses only epoch shifts.

Space. Another important characteristic of a perturbation is the space that it affects, whether design, context or needs. This concept has been described at length in the pervious subsection of this chapter. An example of a perturbation affecting the design is the permanent loss of a UAV (shift); a perturbation affecting the context is the change in emissions regulation (shift); a perturbation in the needs set can be a change in the expectations of the system to have it perform search and rescue on a stranded boat (disturbance).

Origin. A perturbation can originate from inside or outside the system. The former kind is perturbations of internal origin, the latter of external origin. An example of internal perturbation can be the malfunctioning of the control system of a UAV; an external perturbation, once again, is the occurrence of a storm. Linked to perturbation’s origin are the concepts of threat and hazard. A threat is an external set of conditions that may cause a perturbation, but has not impacted value delivery yet (e.g., a boats’ abnormal and suspicious behavior). A hazard is an internal (inside a system) set of conditions that can cause a perturbation (e.g. flammable building materials).

Intent. This category refers to whether or not the perturbation is intentionally targeted at decreasing (or increasing) value delivery of the system; i.e., if an intelligent agent forced a transition in design instance or in epoch instance so to decrease (or increase) system value delivery. For example, an intentional perturbation in design is the loss of a UAV due to an enemy’s missile strike; an unintentional perturbation in design is the decrease of communication among assets in an SoS due to bad weather.
Nature. The perturbation can be either natural or artificial: this informs its nature. If natural, then the cause of the perturbation is an event not human-generated. For example, a UAV is momentarily out of order due to a lightning strike (disturbance in design). If artificial, then the cause of the perturbation is an some effect of a human action (that might perturb the system intentionally or unintentionally). For example, a UAV is lost due to an enemy’s missile strike.

Consequence. This field describes whether the consequence on system value delivery is positive or negative (or either depending on the reaction to the perturbation). For example, a missile strike taking out a UAV is a negative perturbation for the Maritime Security SoS; the decrease of gasoline price a positive one; lastly, the development of a new weapon technology can be positive or negative, depending on whether the weapon can be included in the operating SoS and whether enemies can use it as well. The consequence of the perturbation is tightly related with the concepts of opportunity (positive consequence) and risk (negative consequence). This will be discussed more in depth in chapter 7.

Effect. This is a field in which all the possible (conceivable) effects of a perturbation are listed. These may be effects in design, context, needs or performance that eventually translate to value loss or enhancement. For example, the loss of a UAV may cause a variety of effects: from an increase in stress on the SoS resulting in poorer performance, to distraction of human operators causing decreased detection and identification capabilities.

As it can be seen from

Table 4-1, most of the descriptive fields have to do with either the causes or the effects of a perturbation. Mekdeci (2013) uses some concepts from the domains of Systems Safety (Leveson, 1995) and Systems Dynamics (Forrester, 1994; Sterman, 2000) to derive a cause-effect mapping method for perturbations, aimed at highlighting the dynamics of how perturbations in a particular system propagate. Trying to understand perturbations’ causes and effects can be beneficial in terms of assessing perturbations’ probability of occurrence, as well as their impact on value delivery. These two – probability of occurrence and impact on value delivery – are two very important descriptive fields for a perturbation. In fact, they play a key role when trying to decide what perturbation(s) the systems must be shielded from (or must exploit).

Table 4-1: Perturbations’ descriptive fields and respective categorical levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Intentional</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disturbance</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Needs</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td></td>
<td>Either</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Probability.** The probability of occurrence describes how likely a perturbation is to strike within the lifecycle of a system. Although for some perturbations it is possible to obtain a meaningful quantitative assessment (using historical data or empirical observations), when dealing with the possible perturbations impacting a complex engineering system, it is much harder to obtain such data. For example, while it might be possible (after many observations) to generate a statistically meaningful number for the probability of a storm to occur, it is very hard to do so for the probability of the usage of magnetic levitation for transportation. In such instances, a qualitative assessment of the likelihood of a perturbation is all that is left to the designer. Such approaches are commonly used in the analysis of risk through risk matrices (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2012), as discussed in the next chapter.

One way of formalizing and improving the effectiveness of this task is using structured assessment techniques. One example of these is the Delphi method (Rowe and Wright, 1999). The Delphi method was developed during the initial phases of the cold war at the Rand Corporation, in order to attempt to forecast the impacts of technological advancement on warfare. Its goal is to obtain forecasts from a panel of independent experts. This may happen over two or more trials. The gist of the method is as follows: experts attempt to predict a quantity; after each round, facilitator provides an anonymous summary of the experts’ forecasts, as well as their reasons for them. When the variance of assessment between rounds is observed to have decreased significantly, the process is stopped. A key aspect of the Delphi method is the fact that it is anonymous and independently performed, thereby minimizing the effects of group dynamics and ego-driven behaviors.

**Impact.** The impact upon occurrence of a perturbation is related to the effects that it ultimately has on value delivery. Three ways of impacting value delivery exist within the framework developed so far. First, a perturbation in design (to either an instance within or outside the initially enumerated design space):

\[
\lambda^D : \begin{cases} 
    d_i \mapsto d_j \ | \ d_i, d_j \in D \\
    d_i \mapsto d_i' \ | \ d_i \in D, d_i' \in D'
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \begin{cases} 
    p_i \mapsto p_j \ | \ p_i, p_j \in P \\
    p_i \mapsto p_i' \ | \ p_i \in P, p_i' \in P'
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \begin{cases} 
    v_i \mapsto v_j \ | \ v_i, v_j \in V \\
    v_i \mapsto v_i' \ | \ v_i \in V, v_i' \in V'
\end{cases}
\]

---

21 As mentioned in previous sections, since this thesis is targeted mainly at the initial design effort, less attention is given to perturbations causing \( C' \) and \( N' \). However, instances within \( D' \) are considered.
Second, a perturbation in context (to either an instance within or outside the initially enumerated context space):

\[
\lambda^C: \begin{cases} 
    c_i \mapsto c_j | c_i, c_j \in C \\
    c_i \mapsto c_i' | c_i \in C, c_i' \in C'
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \begin{cases} 
    p_i \mapsto p_j | p_i, p_j \in P \\
    p_i \mapsto p_i' | p_i \in P, p_i' \in P'
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \begin{cases} 
    v_i \mapsto v_j | v_i, v_j \in V \\
    v_i \mapsto v_i' | v_i \in V, v_i' \in V'
\end{cases}
\]

Third, a perturbation in needs (to either an instance within or outside the initially enumerated needs space):

\[
\lambda^N: \begin{cases} 
    n_i \mapsto n_j | n_i, n_j \in N \\
    n_i \mapsto n_i' | n_i \in N, n_i' \in N'
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \begin{cases} 
    v_i \mapsto v_j | v_i, v_j \in V \\
    v_i \mapsto v_i' | v_i \in V, v_i' \in V'
\end{cases}
\]

These three ways of impacting value delivery are represented graphically in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10, and Figure 4-11, respectively. In these figures, the impact of perturbations that push a design instance into a new one both in the same space and into a new space are illustrated.

Figure 4-9: Perturbation in design impacts value delivery.
In certain cases, the assessment of the impact of a perturbation on value delivery may be an easier task than the assessment of the probability of occurrence. For example, it may be possible to resort to modeling and simulation (based on physical laws or empirical evidence of previous instances) to approximate the impact of a perturbation that physically strikes the system. Similarly, it is possible to approximate the effects of the rise of gasoline price on the system’s operations. In other cases, however, the assessment of impact is not any easier than that of probability of occurrence. For instance, it may be arduous to assess the impact of the rise of magnetically levitated cars on public transportation systems. In these cases, use of approaches like the Delphi method may be advisable.

4.3.3 Dynamic Impact of Perturbations

Richards (2009) defines survivability as “the ability of a system to minimize the impact of finite-duration environmental disturbances [emphasis added] on value delivery.” He proposes a value-centric definition of survivability, and points out the fact
that such a property is inherently dynamic – it emerges from the interaction of the system with its outer environment. He identifies three general design strategies for survivability: (I) susceptibility reduction, (II) vulnerability reduction, and (III) resilience enhancement. The first is related to the reduction of the likelihood of a disturbance to occur; the second to the minimization of the disturbance-induced losses on value delivery; and the third to the maximization of the recovery of value-delivery. Figure 4-12 shows these concepts within the value over time frame.

![Figure 4-12: Value-centric disturbance lifecycle (Richards, 2009).](image)

In a similar way, and using some of the concepts and notation developed so far, it is possible to derive a value-centric diagram for the dynamic impact of a perturbation – both shifts and disturbances (this is, an illustration of how a perturbation impacts value delivery over time). Figure 4-13 shows the impact of shifts, Figure 4-14 that of disturbances. It is important to note that, in Figure 4-13, only a shift in context or a shift in needs causes the epoch to shift, while a shift in design happens within the same epoch. Furthermore, in Figure 4-14, disturbances occur within the same epoch. Lastly, for these figures, it is possible to imagine a threshold for minimum acceptable value delivery, below which the system is in an unacceptable state from the perspective of stakeholders. Perturbations that are capable of bringing the value delivery of the system below this threshold are most impactful.
In the diagrams in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14, susceptibility reduction has to do with decreasing the likelihood of a perturbation (λ^D, λ^C, or λ^N) to occur (e.g., using camouflage in order to not be attacked by enemies); vulnerability reduction with minimizing Δv_{i,j} (e.g., using armor to absorb the damage of a physical attack); resilience enhancement with increasing the ability to quickly revert back to a preferred state in the face of a perturbation negatively impacting value delivery (e.g., having a rapidly deployable spare asset that can be put in use in case one is taken down by a physical attack).
4.4 Uncertainty Elicitation and Perturbations Parameterization

Step 2 of the SAI Method – introduced in chapter 3 – is concerned with the identification of potential perturbations. This step introduces an array of techniques and heuristics that can be used for the identification of general uncertainty categories, as well as the parameterization of these into perturbations. The final set of perturbations (both disturbances and shifts) represents the uncertainty designers decide to consider/model in their analysis: i.e., what they are willing to explore in terms of the implications of various assumptions and hypotheses about the state of (1) operating design, (2) operational context, and (3) expectations of operating design. These perturbations are used in later steps of the SAI method to motivate and inspire dynamic strategies (and abilities) for the system to maintain value delivery.

4.4.1 Eliciting Uncertainty Categories

In this subsection, a list of activities aimed at the elicitation of relevant uncertainty categories is presented, alongside an illustrative application to the MarSec SoS case. Although the descriptions focus on SoS, it is possible to extend the applicability of these tasks to all system types. Scenario generation and identification of potential changes in context and needs is one of the most creative activities in the strategic design of a system. The design team may not have the detailed domain knowledge required to generate a list of all possible context scenarios. Thus, during the creative process that leads to the perturbation list, it is valuable to consult existing technical roadmaps, large-scale strategic plans and failure reports. Also, the input of program managers and decision makers is advised. The important details to investigate with regard to these uncertainties include: what is the uncertainty; how does it affect the value proposition(s); when does this effect occur; who controls this uncertainty; what would be a response to this uncertainty.

Identify endogenous uncertainties. This brainstorming activity is aimed at the generation of possible key system-related uncertainties. In the case of SoS, Mekdeci (2012) discusses how the line between system and environment can be blurred. The Enterprise Boundary analysis performed in Step 1 of the SAI Method can aid the identification of such endogenous uncertainties. Endogenous uncertainties come from what is within the Enterprise Boundary in Figure 3-4 (i.e., components and processes that are entirely under the control of program manager). An example list of endogenous uncertainties for the MarSec SoS is shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Example of brainstorming endogenous uncertainties for the MarSec SoS case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key SoS Uncertainty</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UAV Operator Mistake</td>
<td>Operator presses the wrong number and UAV performs wrong task/goes in the wrong direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Component Failure</td>
<td>Camera on UAV stops working and Identification can not be performed anymore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Degradation</td>
<td>Receiver/Transmitter efficiency is reduced with time causing unwanted SoS behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscommunication</td>
<td>Operators do not properly communicate to each other the current state of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Time per Task</td>
<td>Operators are tired and take longer to identify boats causing ID rate to go down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision between Vehicles</td>
<td>Pre-determined UAV routes intersect and UAVs collide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Error</td>
<td>UAV route changes for unknown reasons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identify exogenous uncertainties. Exogenous uncertainties come from elements outside of the enterprise boundary in Figure 3-4. (i.e., components and processes that are not at all under the control of program manager). Once again, the enterprise scoping exercise can be useful when performing this task. In fact, the “clouds” identified in the boundary analysis can be considered exogenous uncertainty categories, which can be used to inform the types of epoch variables encountered by the system, as well as what imposed changes in design instance can occur upon the realization of this uncertainty. These span from weather conditions to the geo-political context in which the SoS may be operating. Further activities (discussed in 4.4.2) are targeted at drawing inspiration from these uncertainty categories, in order to parameterize uncertainty into a set of perturbations.

Table 4-3 shows the different exogenous uncertainty categories identified for the MarSec SoS case. These span from weather conditions to the geo-political context in which the SoS may be operating. Further activities (discussed in 4.4.2) are targeted at drawing inspiration from these uncertainty categories, in order to parameterize uncertainty into a set of perturbations.
Interview stakeholders to get future context uncertainties. Another way of gathering information about exogenous uncertainties is to interview SoS stakeholders. From the interviews, it is possible to generate a list of anticipated context uncertainties, both technical (e.g. changes in UAV technology) and non-technical (e.g. changes in political landscape leading to change in policies). An illustrative example of the outcome of this task is shown in Table 4-4.

**Table 4-4: Example outcome of potential interviews with SoS stakeholders.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SoS Stakeholder</th>
<th>Future Context Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SoS Office Program</td>
<td>- Perform a different type of identification routine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Must change the SoS architecture due to asset availability issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Inclusion of new asset in existing SoS architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- New mission requested by government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Authority</td>
<td>- Participation risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Using constituent systems for different purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborating Countries</td>
<td>- Enter war period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Change of relationship with Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Using constituent systems for different purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov't Agency</td>
<td>- Less funding for project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identify possible future context-related uncertainties. This is a narrative-based activity that consists of describing possible contexts in which the SoS might find itself in the future. SoS experts, in collaboration with SoS stakeholders, can perform this activity. An example outcome of this task is shown in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5: Scenario-based activity consisting of describing possible future contexts in which the MarSec SoS might find itself operating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High stress – Low Tech</td>
<td>The stress on the system due to traffic volume, probability of enemies in the AOI, communication issues, etc. is very high in this scenario. However, the technology hasn’t improved much and the performance of the system is the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low stress – High Tech</td>
<td>In this scenario, the stress on the system hasn’t changed, but the level of the technology available has improved. For example, a new UAV capable of performing detection in a much faster way has been included in the SoS. In this scenario the SoS is expected to perform better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Criminality</td>
<td>The number of smugglers, pirates and possibly terroristic attacks in the AOI has increased notably, but the system does not experience many communication issues and traffic volume is constant. In this case, the system has the same capabilities, but it has to deal with more criminals. It is not easy to predict whether it will do it successfully or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy Crisis</td>
<td>In this scenario, the whole geo-political area is experiencing an economic recession. The budget to maintain and operate the SoS is limited, and some of the SoS size and workforce size have to be reduced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Identify potential needs-related uncertainties.** In this task, uncertainties related to changes in needs for SoS Program Managers and stakeholders are identified. Changes in needs could require the SoS to perform tasks it was not intended to perform in the first place. Over time, strategic and high-level objectives of the SoS may shift. For example, when using Multi-Attribute Utility to quantify benefits, changes in needs can be expressed via changes in Single-Attribute Utility curves, as well as in the weighting of the single attributes. So, the goal of this task is to identify potential preference sets that could arise both in response to and independent of potential future contexts listed in the previous task. Table 4-6 shows a list of possible new needs that may arise for the MarSec SoS with a brief description.
Table 4-6: Example brainstorming of potential needs-related uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Need</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Identification of AOI Entities</td>
<td>At some point in the future, if the stress on the SoS is not high, the stakeholders might be interested in achieving a higher number of boats identified. This could be done by changing the identification routine and introducing some identification for random boats, on top of the suspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search and Rescue</td>
<td>It might happen that a vehicle in the AOI is stranded and its owners are in need of help. In this case it would be important that the target is located by the SoS, and rescued by (perhaps) patrol boats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interception</td>
<td>The number of smugglers, pirates and possibly terroristic attacks in the AOI has increased notably, but the system does not experience many communication issues and traffic volume is constant. In this case, the system has the same capabilities, but it has to deal with more criminals. In order to suppress emergent criminality, the SoS might need to intercept hostile boats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Cost</td>
<td>In this scenario, the whole geo-political area is experiencing an economic recession. The budget to maintain and operate the SoS is limited, and some of the SoS size and workforce size have to be reduced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2 Parameterization of Uncertainty

As introduced in previous sections, when thinking strategically about the design of a system, it is convenient to represent perturbations (disturbance or shift) as either changes in the level of epoch (i.e., context or needs) variables, imposed changes in the level of design variables, or imposed changes of a design into a new, non-enumerated one (Figure 4-8). It is exactly these variables and variations thereof that are parameterized here from the uncertainty categories elicited above.

In this parameterization exercise, one considers all previously identified types of uncertainties and generates possible perturbations in (1) the design of the operating system, and (2) the epoch the system operates in. It is important to note here that this list of perturbation can quickly become very large. When, possible, then, it can be useful to group different parameters into one variable (especially if these variables are intended for use in computational models and simulations). Furthermore, once a final list is aggregated, it is possible to down-select perturbations of interest based on factors such
as likelihood, impact, or ease of implementation in the modeling and simulation effort. Table 4-7 shows a possible way of parameterizing the uncertainty categories in These span from weather conditions to the geo-political context in which the SoS may be operating. Further activities (discussed in 4.4.2) are targeted at drawing inspiration from these uncertainty categories, in order to parameterize uncertainty into a set of perturbations.

Table 4-3. For each type of uncertainty category, three possible factors that may have a role within that category are listed. Then, they are ranked in terms of perceived relevance and described.

**Table 4-7: Parameterization of uncertainty. From the relevant uncertainty categories, related factors are derived and ranked in terms of perceived relevance to the SoS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty Category</th>
<th>Possible Factor</th>
<th>Rank Within Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Level</td>
<td>New UAV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A new UAV with enhanced capabilities is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detection Methods</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>More reliable detection methods are developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Higher gain receivers are on market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enemies</td>
<td>Smugglers Volume</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Illegal activity near the area increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pirate Attacks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>For some reasons, pirates are more (or less) active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terrorist Attacks</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Possibility of terroristic attacks to boats and/or SoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy and Market</td>
<td>Alliance with other countries</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Allows for beneficial deals with other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goods’ price</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fuel price increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workforce salary and availability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reduction in workforce salary and size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress on SoS</td>
<td>Communication interruption</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lightning strike interrupts communication b/w UAV and ground station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UAV out of order</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pirate attack brings UAV down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty Category</td>
<td>Possible Factor</td>
<td>Rank Within Category</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Needs</td>
<td>Increased traffic volume</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boat arrival rate increases for a specific period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept boats</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Need to take down a dangerous enemy in the AOI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Search &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Must be able to perform S&amp;R in case of emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random Search</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>New identification policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding</td>
<td>Budget cuts on research</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Will not be able to investigate new technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Budget cuts on Operations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can not pay the current workforce and have to downsize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No working overtime</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Can not ask for extra hours in the case of intense activity periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>Lightening strike</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lighting strike put UAV out of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tsunami</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tsunami causes damage to the whole SoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Storm reduces visibility and situational awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Context</td>
<td>War time</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>The AOI might become a military intense zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conflict with bordering country</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Might undermine the state of the operating SoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental Policy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Must fly less UAVs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After having selected the final list of variables that are deemed relevant, the next step in the parameterization process is to brainstorm the possible discrete or categorical levels that these variables can have. As defined in previous sections, perturbations represent the realization of uncertainty, whereby a variable’s state is pushed from one level to another (or to places outside the discretely enumerated space). Table 4-8 shows an illustrative final list of design and epoch variables that are subject to change upon the resolving of uncertainty for the MarSec SoS. Although not congruent with the formal
definition of perturbation\textsuperscript{22}, this list is informally referred to as the \textit{perturbation set}, considered in the modeling and analysis. The levels enumeration is arbitrary and dependent on the objective behind performing it: e.g., for pure exploration of the uncertainty space or for modeling and simulation purposes. The levels in Table 4-8 have been derived with the underlying knowledge that they could have been used for a discrete-event simulation of the MarSec SoS.

\textbf{Table 4-8: Example of a perturbation set for the MarSec SoS case.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Number of levels</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pirate percentage variation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>L1 – 0% of entering boats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – 1% of entering boats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L3 – 5% of entering boats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat arrival rate variation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – 1/640 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – 1/320 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comms jamming</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smuggler percentage variation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – 1% of entering boats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – 5% of entering boats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce availability change</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – 80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical sensor TRL change</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV loss</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation in situational awareness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – Regular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy storm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform rescue mission</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>L1 – No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – Yes (calm seas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L3 – Yes (rough seas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information attack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1 – No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2 – Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{22} As defined earlier, a perturbation is the operator that changes the level of these variables.
After such parameterization activity, it is advisable to provide a narrative-based description of the perturbations, as well as define what they represent both to keep as a reference for future efforts (re-modeling or re-designing) and to enable precise description of the perturbations. Furthermore, it is important to perform a formal description of them using the perturbation taxonomy and descriptive fields introduced in earlier sections. This description (an example of which is given for the MarSec SoS in Table 4-9) enables a better understanding of the entirety of the uncertainty space considered, which is useful when trying to architect forilities (as discussed in chapter 3).

Table 4-9: Perturbation taxonomy applied to perturbations listed in Table 4-8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Intentional</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pirate percentage variation</td>
<td>D/S</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Increase work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat arrival rate variation</td>
<td>D/S</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Stress on SoS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comms jamming</td>
<td>D/S</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Hinder comms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smuggler percentage variation</td>
<td>D/S</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Increase work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce availability change</td>
<td>D/S</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Degrade perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical sensor TRL change</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>C/N</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Number of UAVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV loss</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Art/Nat</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Degrade perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation in situational awareness</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Art/Nat</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Degrade perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy storm</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Nat</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Harsh environ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform rescue mission</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Either</td>
<td>Change in needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information attack</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ext</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Hinder comms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Summary

This chapter introduced a discussion of the exploratory modeling effort in system
design and its link to uncertainty characterization. A formal description of the spaces
involved in system design (i.e., design, context, needs, performance and value spaces)
has been provided, as well as one of the instances within them. Perturbations, then,
have been defined as operators on three of these spaces (design, context or needs),
and as a useful way of characterizing uncertainty in the dynamic perspective on system
design. Finally, an application of uncertainty elicitation and its parameterization into
perturbations has been discussed for the case of the MarSec SoS.
5 Formal Modeling of Responses to Uncertainty: Ility-Driving Elements

“... [La fortuna] dimostra la sua potenza dove non è ordinata virtù a resisterle; e quivi volta li sua impeti dove la sa che non sono fatti gli argini e li ripari a tenerla.”

– Niccolò Machiavelli (1532)

This chapter investigates in more depth the concepts underlying the activities in Step 5 of the SAI method introduced in chapter 3. Chapter 4 has introduced the concepts of exploratory modeling of uncertainty via perturbations. This chapter is concerned with the topic of designing systems that are able to prevent, deal with, or react to the unfolding of hypothesized uncertain events.

5.1 On Responding to Uncertainty

If the universe were in perennial stasis, design would lose much of its meaning. However, as discussed in chapter 4, a designer must cope with the unfolding of uncertain events. Simon (1996) considers this problem of designing artifacts that are immersed in unpredictable outer environments. He discusses “two complementary mechanisms for dealing with changes in the external environment, ... homeostatic mechanisms that make the system relatively insensitive to the environment [emphasis added] and retrospective feedback adjustment [emphasis added] to the environment’s variation.” “In one way or another, the designer insulates the inner system from the environment, so that an invariant relation is maintained between inner system and goal.” This last statement implies a fixed goal. However, as discussed in chapters 2 and 4, in many complex systems, designers are confronted with the fact that even goals (expectations of the system) can change. In these cases, the systems must be insensitive or adjust in response to environment or goal variations.

Expanding on Simon’s ideas, there are two ways in which a system can cope with perturbations (as defined in chapter 4) that impact value delivery: either by being relatively insensitive to them, or by adjusting to them. In the former case, the system is passively resisting either the occurrence or the impact of a perturbation; in the latter

---

23 This is the “wicked problem,” a phrase first introduced in Churchman (1967) to describe a problem that is difficult to solve because of incomplete, contradictory, and changing requirements.
case, the system is *actively changing* to either reduce the likelihood of occurrence of a perturbation, mitigate the immediate impacts of a perturbation, or recover from the impacts of a perturbation.\textsuperscript{24} It is important to note that a value-centric perspective is adopted here, whereby “impacts” on value delivered are considered (see 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). That is, although perturbations can occur in any of the three spaces discussed in chapter 4 (design, context, or needs), the designer is interested in these mechanisms insofar as they are targeted at value sustainment over time. These two mechanisms of dealing with perturbations constitute the backbone of what are here referred to as *ility-driving elements*: i.e., *resistance properties* and *change options*. The next two sections provide an overview of these two elements in systems design, while the ones that follow attempt at formalizing the concepts behind such elements within the context of the dynamics system perspective for design discussed in chapter 4. It'll be described how, in such context, these two types of mechanism can be viewed as operators on the spaces of design, just like perturbations. However, with the only difference that these mechanisms are intentionally embedded in the system by the designer, and are aimed at enabling value sustainment over time.

### 5.2 Anatomy of a Change Option

One way for the system to react to (or influence the likelihood of) perturbations is to be able to change. Ross et al. (2008) introduce the concept of “change events as paths.” They characterize change events with three elements: (1) the agent of change, (2) the mechanism of change, and (3) the effect of change. The agent of change is the instigator for the change; it can be internal and implied (related to adaptability) or external and intentional (related to flexibility). The mechanism of change describes the path taken to transform the system from the current state to the future state, including any costs, both temporal and monetary. The effect of change is the actual difference between the originating and destination states. In a value-centric approach, this is important because the two different states can correspond to two different levels of value delivery. Figure 5-1 shows these concepts related to a change event.

\textsuperscript{24} The word *passive* refers to the fact that, unlike active adjustment, it requires no execution decision by an agent (internal or external to the system – e.g., an algorithm changing flight path in a control system, or an operator pushing a button to activate windshield wipers on car) in order to be insensitive to external variations. Hence, a multi-terrain tire is a passive mechanism – a resistance mechanism (see later section) – while the activation of windshield wipers is an active adjustment – a change mechanism (see later sections). It is important to note that this is a modeling assumption made in the context of this research, and it can be relaxed in future research and contexts. In fact, the definition of whether the system is changed or not by small adjustments is relative to what one considers the system to be. It relates closely to a long philosophical debate: “Theseus’ paradox.” This is a thought experiment that raises the question of whether an object that has had all its components replaced (the ship of Theseus in the original problem) remains fundamentally the same object. The standpoint taken in this thesis is that it doesn’t: every time an adjustment is made, an intentional change by an agent has occurred (most likely to sustain value delivery).
The ability of a system to undergo a change event at a future point in time is a change option. Much like a real option, a change option gives the possibility, but not the obligation of changing. In fact, the execution of a change event is determined by either an internal or an external agent. Furthermore, similarly to the idea of real option in and on projects (discussed in chapter 2), a change option can be either a decision regarding the design of the engineered system or a strategic decision at the enterprise level. For perturbations with negative consequences on value delivery, a change option can be targeted at either reducing their likelihood of occurrence, mitigating their impact or recovering from their impact. For perturbations with potentially positive consequences on value delivery, a change option can be targeted at either increasing their likelihood of occurrence, or exploiting their potential positive impact on value delivery.

Abstractly, a change option is the union of two distinct concepts: change mechanism and path enabler. A change mechanism is the method through which a system goes from state A to state B (e.g., swapping payload on UAV); a path enabler (i.e., a physical object, an action or a decision) is what gives the option of executing the change mechanism (e.g., modular payload bay in original design). A path enabler can be either added to the baseline design of a system (a spare UAV), or latent in the baseline design instance (e.g., a UAV that already has a modular payload).

Options bring about contingent value, which materializes only upon the occurrence of an event (e.g., perturbation). This enables the emergence of ilities over time. If one were only interested in "static" functional requirement satisfaction, options would not be considered during the system (and enterprise) design effort. Change options are associated with change-type ilities that involve a change agent: changeability, evolvability, flexibility, adaptability, etc.
5.3 Anatomy of a Resistance Property

In the same way systems can undergo “desired” and intentional change events that increase value delivery to stakeholders, they can undergo “undesired” and unintentional change events that disrupt value delivery. For example, the loss of a UAV due to a hostile missile attack in the MarSec SoS is an undesired change event. Another example can be the passing of a regulation that raises taxes on emissions to the extent that value is badly impacted. Being able to resist (by either prevent or mitigate the impacts of) such unintentional and undesired changes is a desirable property in systems.

The ability of a system to passively prevent or resist the impacts on value delivery of an unwanted change event (most perturbations described in chapter 4) at a future point in time is a resistance property. A resistance property enables the system to sustain its value delivery by either (1) reducing the likelihood of an unwanted perturbation or (2) passively mitigating (or recovering from) the negative effects of an unwanted perturbation.25 Differently from a change option, a resistance property does not have an executive agent. However, similarly to change options, a resistance property can be either a decision regarding the design of the system or a strategic decision at the enterprise level.

Abstractly, a resistance property is the union of two distinct concepts: resistance mechanism and path inhibitor. A resistance mechanism is the method through which a system (or enterprise) resists (imposed) unintentional change from state A to state B (e.g., absorbing the hit of a physical attack); a path inhibitor (i.e., a physical object, an action or a decision) is what enables the resistance mechanism (e.g., armor).

Resistance properties bring about contingent value, which materializes only upon the occurrence of an event (e.g., perturbation). This enables the emergence of passive-type ilities over time (e.g., passive value robustness). If one were only interested in “static” functional requirement satisfaction, resistance properties would not be considered during the system (and enterprise) design effort. Resistance properties are usually associated with resist-type ilities: survivability, robustness, etc.

5.4 Defining Ility-Driving Elements in the Design Effort

Both change options and resistance properties enable the emergence of lifecycle properties (active and passive, respectively). As such, in the context of the strategic design of a system and its enterprise, they can be referred to as ility-driving elements (IDEs). This section is aimed at formally defining IDEs within the context of design under the dynamic system perspective introduced in chapter 4. In addition to the five spaces defined in chapter 4 (design, context, needs, performance, and value), two more spaces

---

25 The word “passive” here is related to the fact that resistance property has no agent of execution and, hence, no execution decision. This assumption is discussed in further detail in later sections of this chapter.
are introduced here: the path enabler space and the path inhibitor space. Change mechanisms and resistance mechanisms, then, are operators that emerge in time (similar to perturbation), and that are enabled by path enablers and path inhibitors, respectively.

5.4.1 Path Enablers and Path Inhibitors

Path enabler and path inhibitor spaces, just like the design space, are controllable by the designer. Unlike the design (or other spaces described), they don’t form a network, but rather contain separate instances. Furthermore, while only one instance of the design space is operationalized, it is possible to include more than one path enabler or inhibitor in the operating design of the system. It is the included path enablers or inhibitors that will result into change or resistance mechanisms at later points in time. In the following paragraphs, a mathematical representation of these new spaces is provided.

Path Enabler Space. Given \(N\) path enablers, it is possible to define a path enabler space:

\[
PE = \{(\varepsilon_1, \ldots, \varepsilon_i, \ldots, \varepsilon_N) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq N\}
\]

Each path enabler \(\varepsilon_i\) represents what (perhaps partly) gives the option of executing a change mechanism. A basic distinction is made here between path enablers that are engineered in the system, and those that are on the strategic level at the enterprise level. An example of path enabler in the system is a modular payload bay in original design instance. An example of path enabler on the system can be a strategic partnership with a supplier. Two mutually exclusive subsets then form from \(PE\). A subset of path enablers in the system:

\[
PE_{\text{in}} \subseteq PE
\]

And a subset of path enablers on the system:

\[
PE_{\text{on}} \subseteq PE \mid PE_{\text{on}} + PE_{\text{in}} = PE, PE_{\text{on}} \cap PE_{\text{in}} = \emptyset
\]

A path enabler in the system can be either added to the baseline design of a system (a spare UAV), or latent in the baseline design instance (e.g., a UAV in the baseline design that already has a modular payload). Hence, it is possible to define a set of latent path enablers:

\[
PE_{\text{latent}} \subseteq PE_{\text{in}}
\]

---

\(^{26}\) This is an assumption made in the formalization of the spaces presented in this chapter. The (non) connectedness of path variables can be an interesting question for future research.
An interesting problem (which is indirectly discussed in chapter 7) is that one of selecting a subset (i.e., a portfolio) of all possible path enablers in $PE$ that best induces changeable behavior in the system. This is a combinatorial space of possibilities, which, as the cardinality of $PE$ increases, soon becomes computationally intractable. The space of possible portfolios of path enablers can be defined as:

$$PE_{\text{Portfolio}} = \{(e_{1, \text{portfolio}}, ..., e_{k, \text{portfolio}}, ..., e_{T, \text{portfolio}}) \mid k \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq T\}$$

And its cardinality is:

$$|PE_{\text{Portfolio}}| = \sum_{k=0}^{T} \binom{T}{k}$$

Path Inhibitor Space. Given $N$ path inhibitors, it is possible to define a path inhibitor space:

$$PI = \{(i_1, ..., i_i, ..., i_N) \mid i \in \mathbb{Z}, 1 \leq i \leq N\}$$

Each path inhibitor $i_i$ represents what (perhaps partly) inhibits the system from changing from state A to unwanted state B. Again, a basic distinction is made here between path inhibitors that are engineered in the system, and those that are on the strategic level at the enterprise level. An example of path inhibitor in the system is mounting armor on the original design instance. An example of path inhibitor on the system can be the existence of reserve budget funds to use in periods of crisis. Two mutually exclusive subsets then form from $PI$. A subset of path inhibitors in the system:

$$PI_{\text{in}} \subseteq PI$$

And a subset of path inhibitors on the system:

$$PI_{\text{on}} \subseteq PI \mid PI_{\text{on}} + PI_{\text{in}} = PI, PI_{\text{on}} \cap PI_{\text{in}} = \emptyset$$

As for path enablers, a path inhibitor in the system can be either added to the baseline design of a system (armor on a UAV), or latent in the baseline design instance (e.g., a UAV swarm is inherently distributed, making it hard to be taken out all at once). Hence, it is possible to define a set of latent path inhibitors:

$$PI_{\text{latent}} \subseteq PI_{\text{in}}$$

As for the case of path enablers, an interesting problem is that one of selecting a subset of all possible path inhibitors in $PI$ that best enables resisting behavior in the system. This is a combinatorial space of possibilities, which, as the cardinality of $PI$ increases, soon becomes computationally intractable. The space of possible portfolios of path enablers can be defined as:
The two spaces $PE$ and $PI$ can be added to the representation of the different spaces in the dynamic system design perspective discussed in chapter 4. Unlike the others, the elements in these two spaces are herein assumed not be able to connect in a network. However, the spaces of possible portfolios within them can. Figure 5-2 shows the new representation of the dynamic system perspective. This is a revisited representation of the spaces in Figure 4-3 with the addition of path enablers and path inhibitors. The path enabler and path inhibitor spaces give system designers change and resistance mechanisms to respond to the unfolding of uncertain events (i.e., perturbations in design, context, or needs).

Figure 5-2: Revisited representation of the spaces in dynamic system design perspective.

### 5.4.2 Change Mechanisms and Resistance Mechanisms

Path enablers and path inhibitors are the necessary conditions for their respective mechanisms. In the same way perturbations are operators on design, context or needs instances, mechanisms can be thought of as operators on design instances (performance and value, also, in the case of resistance mechanisms) that enable either change to new ones (change mechanism) or resistance to change to new ones (resistance mechanism). These changes (or resistances to change) may be to prevent a value-disrupting perturbation (or facilitate a value-enhancing one) or mitigate and recover...
the effects of a value-disrupting perturbation (or exploit those of a value-enhancing one). The most important difference between perturbations and change or resistance mechanisms is that the former is unintentional, while the latter is intentional (from the perspective of designers and stakeholders).

If the current operating design instance is $d_i$, a change mechanism $\delta$ can be defined as:

\[
\delta: \begin{cases}
  d_i \mapsto d_j \mid d_i, d_j \in D \\
  d_i \mapsto d_i' \mid d_i \in D, d_i' \in D'
\end{cases}
\]

Which is, an operator that transitions the current design instance $d_i$ within the space $D$ into either another design instance $d_j$ within $D$, or a design instance $d_i'$ that does not exist in the current design space $D$. The two types of change mechanism are illustrated in Figure 5-3. The new instance $d_i'$ belongs to $D'$, a slight variant of the initially enumerated design space $D$ that includes $d_i'$ (such that $D \subseteq D'$). It is important to reiterate that a change mechanism is being modeled similarly to a perturbation in the design space, but for the difference in intention.

Figure 5-3: Change mechanisms are operators on the design space. The green design instance (with dot inside) indicates that it is a desired one.

If the current operating design instance is $d_i$, a resistance mechanism $\omega$ can be defined as:

\[
\omega: \begin{cases}
  d_i \mapsto d_j \mid d_i, d_j \in D \\
  d_i \mapsto d_i' \mid d_i \in D, d_i' \in D'
\end{cases}
\]

Which is, an operator that resists a forced transition of the current design instance $d_i$ within the space $D$ into either another design instance $d_j$ within $D$, or a design instance $d_i'$ that does not exist in the current design space $D$. The resistance mechanism occurs either by preemptively reducing the likelihood of the imposed transition (i.e., perturbation) or by opposing the change upon occurrence of the perturbation (what is shown in Figure 5-4).
Resistance mechanisms are operators on the design space. The red design instance (with dash inside) indicates that it is an undesired one.

It is important to point out here that, unlike change mechanisms, resistance mechanisms are not assumed to operate only on the design space. Resistance mechanisms can in fact also operate on the performance space or on the value space directly, in order to impede changes in performance or value caused by perturbations in the context or needs space. For example, considering a military vehicle, a resistance mechanism in the design space is 'absorbing a physical hit' due to an 'enemy attack' (perturbation in the design space). On the other hand, a resistance mechanism on the performance space can be enabled by multi-terrain tires: if the terrain changes from asphalt to dirt (perturbation in context), the performance of the system does not change. A resistance mechanism in the value space relates to the concept of versatility: if needs shift from carrying a cargo to attacking an enemy, a vehicle that is capable of doing both (by having weapons mounted on it) will resist loss of value due to the inability of attacking enemies. Hence, there exist two other types of resistance mechanisms (Figure 5-5):

\[
\omega: \begin{cases} 
    p_i \leftrightarrow p_j \mid p_i, p_j \in P \\
    p_i \leftrightarrow p_i' \mid p_i \in P, p_i' \in P'
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\omega: \begin{cases} 
    v_i \leftrightarrow v_j \mid v_i, v_j \in V \\
    v_i \leftrightarrow v_i' \mid v_i \in V, v_i' \in V'
\end{cases}
\]

Figure 5-5: Resistance mechanism in the performance space (left) and value space (right) impede an instance from transitioning into a new one.
5.4.3 Change Options and Resistance Properties

Path enablers and path inhibitors are what enables or inhibits (respectively) a desired or undesired (respectively) change event. Change mechanisms and resistance mechanisms are the methods through which the change event is enabled or is inhibited (respectively). In sections above, it has been pointed out that a change option is the union of a (series of) path enabler(s) and a change mechanism. Similarly, a resistance property is the union of a (series of) path inhibitor(s) and a resistance mechanism.

It is possible, then, to formally define a change option:

\[ CO : \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N} e_i \Rightarrow Poss(\delta) \]

That is, a change option is a logical implication, whereby the existence of a set of \( N \) path enablers in conjunction implies the executability of a change mechanism (i.e., the option to execute it). The notation “\( Poss \)” is borrowed from situation calculus (McCarthy, 2002; Levesque et al., 1998), a logic formalism designed for representing and reasoning about dynamical domains (situations). “\( Poss \)” is a special binary predicate denoting executability of actions. For example, the existence in conjunction of a modular payload bay on a UAV and a scientific payload on the ground implies the possibility of changing the current payload to the one on the ground by swapping them (change mechanism) – i.e., the executability of the change mechanism ‘swapping payload.’ In the limit \( N \rightarrow 1 \), only one path enabler is required for the existence of a change mechanism.

Similarly, it is possible to define a resistance property:

\[ RP : \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N} i_i \Rightarrow \omega \]

That is, a resistance property is a logical implication, whereby the existence of a set of \( N \) path inhibitors in conjunction implies the existence of a resistance mechanism. For example, the existence of armor on a UAV implies the absorption of a physical attack (resistance mechanism). In the limit \( N \rightarrow 1 \), only one path inhibitor is required for the existence of a resistance mechanism.

5.5 Dynamic Impact of Illity-Driving Elements

Section 4.3.3 discusses the dynamic impact of perturbations on the design effort. In order to respond to perturbation, illity-driving elements described above are introduced in the system. The dynamic impact of illity-driving elements – either for preventing or responding to perturbations – in the design effort is discussed here.
5.5.1 Dynamic Impact of a Change Option

The execution of a change option implies a change in the design of the system (at the design- or enterprise-level). Such a change happens through a change mechanism—an operator on the design space. In general, the intent behind the execution of a change option stems from two main reasons: either (1) affecting the likelihood of a change in value delivered by the system, or (2) increasing the value delivered by the system. For perturbations negatively affecting value delivery (risk), intent (1) can be further subcategorized into (a) preventing a perturbation in design, (b) preventing the impacts of perturbations in context or needs, and intent (2) occurs in an attempt to mitigate the effects or recover from the results of a negative perturbation in design, context or needs. For perturbations that can have positive impacts on value delivery (opportunity), intent (1) is mainly related to increasing the likelihood of the impacts from those perturbations in context or needs, and intent (2) occurs in an attempt to seize the opportunity such perturbations bring about. This information is summarized in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1: Summary of different intents for executing changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect of perturbation</th>
<th>Intent behind change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>(1) Affecting the likelihood of a change in value delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) Preventing a perturbation in design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Preventing the impacts of perturbations in context or needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity</td>
<td>(2) Increasing the value delivered by the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In an attempt to mitigate or recover from the results of a negative perturbation in any of the spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mainly related to increasing the likelihood of the impacts from perturbations in context or needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occurs in an attempt to seize the opportunity perturbations bring about</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the case of perturbations introducing risk of value loss, Figure 5-6 through Figure 5-11 illustrates the possible cases. In these figures, the red dots (with a dash inside) indicate an instance in the space that is undesired. The green dots (with point inside) indicate an instance in the space that is desired. Furthermore, in the preventive case (Figure 5-6 through Figure 5-8) the dashed items never occur.

Figure 5-6 illustrates the possibility of changing in order to prevent a perturbation in design that would ultimately result in a value loss (preventive change). For example, in the case of the MarSec SoS, increasing the flying altitude of the swarm of UAVs (i.e., a change in CONOPs) reduces the chances of being hit by a hostile missile attack. Figure

\[\text{Intents (a) and (b) here are a result of assuming that the designer does not have any control over the context space or the needs space. Assuming otherwise (perfectly valid assumption and an interesting one for future research) would lead to a different hierarchy of intents.}\]
5-7 illustrates the possibility of changing in order to prevent the impacts of a perturbation in context (the case of perturbations in needs is analogous) that would ultimately result in a value loss (*preventive change*). For example, in the case of the MarSec SoS, decreasing the flying altitude of the swarm of UAVs (i.e., a change in CONOPs) reduces the chances of being subject to adverse weather conditions (causing bad communication and target identification) forecast for higher altitudes. Lastly, Figure 5-9 through Figure 5-11 illustrate the possibility of changing in an attempt to recover from the negative impacts on value of a perturbation in any of the spaces (*reactive change*). For example, for the MarSec SoS, increasing the number of flying UAVs, thanks to the availability of a spare one on the ground, enables the SoS to recover from the loss of a UAV due to engine failure (this example is an instantiation of the flow in Figure 5-9).

**Figure 5-6:** Preventive change. The perturbation in design never occurs because the design was changed preemptively.

**Figure 5-7:** Preventive change. A change in context does occur, which would have led to an undesired design-context pair, but the design is changed preemptively so to never experience the undesired design-context pair.
Figure 5-8: Preventive change. A change in needs does occur, which would have led to an undesired design-epoch pair, but the design is changed preemptively so to never experience the undesired design-epoch pair.

Figure 5-9: Reactive change. The perturbation pushes the design to an undesired instance. Then, the design instance is changed in order to recover from such change.

Figure 5-10: Reactive change. The perturbation pushes the context to a new instance, which results into an undesired performance instance. Then, the design instance is changed in order to recover from such change.
5.5.2 Dynamic Impact of a Resistance Property

Resistance properties (as defined in the previous section), unlike change options, do not necessarily require execution agents. As such, they are linked primarily to risk reduction, and not opportunity seizing: i.e., to perturbations negatively impacting value delivery. Despite this, they can still be included in the system for preventive or reactive reasons. They can be preventive in the sense that they reduce the likelihood of occurrence of a perturbation, without needing the execution of an action (e.g., a camouflage paint for a military vehicle reduces the likelihood of being identified and attacked by enemies). They can be reactive in the sense that they mitigate the adverse effects of a perturbation (e.g., armor on the military vehicle mitigates the adverse effects of a hostile attack). As for change options, resistance properties are assumed to be able to prevent the occurrence of a perturbation in design only (Figure 5-12) – e.g., camouflage. For perturbations in context or needs, one can resort to resistance properties that mitigate the effects on performance and value (respectively). For example, for a military vehicle, if the terrain changes from asphalt to dirt (perturbation in context), multi-terrain tires resist changes in performance. Similarly, if needs shift from carrying a cargo to attacking an enemy, a vehicle that is capable of doing both (by having weapons mounted on it) will resist loss of value (due to the inability of attacking enemies). Figure 5-13 Figure 5-15 show (reactive) resistance properties that mitigate the effects of perturbations in design, context and needs.

---

29 Again, this is a modeling assumption made in the context of this research. As such, it may be revisited in other contexts. In fact, one may argue that some resistance properties can be activated. For example, windshield wipers are activated so to resist the undesired effects of rain on visibility. Within the context of this thesis, any activation (or execution, more generally) is taken to imply a change in the form or operations of a current design instance. As such, it is modeled as a change in design instance (a combination of forms and CONOPs), and hence a change option.
Figure 5-12: Preventive Resistance property preventing occurrence of perturbation in design.

Figure 5-13: Reactive resistance property mitigating the impacts of perturbations in design.

Figure 5-14: Reactive resistance properties mitigating the impacts of perturbations in context.
Figure 5-15: Reactive resistance properties mitigating the impacts of perturbations in needs.

5.6 Descriptive Fields for Illity-Driving Elements

This section introduces some descriptive fields for the categorization of illity-driving elements. As for perturbations, these descriptive fields can aid in the process of comparing illity-driving elements among themselves, and generating a holistic view on a set of illity-driving elements. This way, a system designer can gather a larger understanding of the ways in which the system can change and resist change over time. In the following paragraphs, some salient descriptive fields for IDEs are discussed.

**Decision type.** An important descriptor for an IDE is the type of decision it is linked to. Two very important decisions are that of acquiring the path enablers or path inhibitors for inclusion in the system and that of executing the mechanism. For resistance properties, it is usually the case that decisions only regard inclusion in the system (as defined in 5.4.3). For change options, on the other hand, decisions may be related to both inclusion and execution. While the execution decision is necessary, the inclusion one may not be needed for those change options (and resistance properties) enabled by latent path enablers (inhibitors) only. Another important decision is that of disposal of the IDE (i.e., of its path variables). This decision type may not be available for some IDEs: i.e., once the IDE is in the system, it will stay there until end of lifecycle.

**Execution agent.** This descriptive field assesses what type of agent is associated with a given mechanism. In the case of resistance properties, resistance mechanisms have no execution, and hence no agent associated with them. As for change option, an execution agent always exists. An execution agent implies a sensing unit (e.g., a thermometer) and a decision rule (e.g., if temperature is above 20 degrees Celsius, turn on Air Conditioner). The implementer of a decision rule is the execution agent. The location of the agent can be either internal to the system (e.g., embedded in the form of algorithms in an aircraft control system), or external to the system (e.g., the UAV operator). Ross et al. (2008) discuss how location of the agent can be a useful taxonomic distinction for classifying change. In this taxonomy, if the change agent is...
external to the system, the change under consideration is a flexible-type change (related to flexibility). If internal to the system, the change is an adaptable-type one (and related to adaptability). Depending on the particular change being considered, a single system can be both flexible and adaptable. It is important to understand that this taxonomy depends on where the boundaries of a system lie. In order for it to be useful and unambiguous, the system boundary must be explicitly defined.

Epoch-dependent unavailability. As discussed in chapter 4, an epoch is a fixed time period in which context and expectations of the system don't change. The epoch space is obtained from a list of epoch variables (in turn, the union of a list of context variables and needs variables). Epoch-dependent unavailability refers to the fact that, in certain epochs, a mechanism may not be executable. For example, if a mechanism of change for a military system is to decentralize its assets by deploying them in a friendly country, upon variation in the geo-political scenario that worsens the relationship between the two countries, such a mechanism is no longer executable.

Reusability. This is the ability to reuse an ility-driving element across the lifecycle of a system: from just once to as many times as needed. For example, the use of a decoy for missile attack can be used only once; the ability of a satellite to adjust its orbit may be used a finite amount of times, until fuel runs out; lastly, the ability to reorganize the geographic segmentation of UAV coverage for the case of the MarSec SoS may be used as many times as needed (given no epoch-dependent unavailability). In general, resistance properties are always present and available, as long as the path inhibitors are (e.g., armor, multi-terrain tires, distributed communications network). However, it is important to note that – similar to path enablers – path inhibitors can be used up as well (e.g., ablative shielding on spacecraft burn up on use). Reusability is very important when analyzing the dynamic usage of ility-driving elements, and especially of change option, as they imply execution decisions.

Lifecycle. An ility-driving element has a lifecycle: from the decision to include the IDE in the system to the moment in which it is no longer available. Two important dates in the IDE lifecycle are start date and expiration date (if any). The start date corresponds to the moment in which all path enablers (or inhibitors) necessary for a change (or resistance) mechanism become executable (or exist). It may be at the inception of operations, or later in time. The expiration date is when the mechanism is no longer available (analogous to the expiration date of financial options discussed in chapter 2). In general, expiration date is more common for change options than resistance properties (but not always: e.g., multi-terrain tires may have an expected lifetime of 3 years before they deteriorate). Another important date in the lifecycle of the IDE is execution date. If the IDE can be used only once, then execution date also indicates the end of the IDE lifecycle. If the IDE is no longer needed and the system is still in operations, it can be disposed of. Hence, disposal date – as for expiration and execution date – can also indicate the end of an IDE lifecycle. Furthermore, if the whole system hits the termination of lifecycle, then the IDE does as well (unless it can be reused for other systems or sold).
**Target.** This field describes what the ultimate goal of an ility-driving element is. As discussed in 5.5.1, ility-driving elements can be aimed at affecting the likelihood of the occurrence of a perturbation, or the overall value delivery of the system post-occurrence. Some IDEs may be able to do both things in different circumstances. For example, the execution of a change option that increases the flying altitude of a UAV may be targeted at preventing the occurrence of being hit by a missile. However, the same option can be used for exploiting the opportunity of enlarging a UAV’s field of view, upon the acquisition of new, higher definition camera that just entered the market.

**Cost.** For an IDE, there are four main types of (monetary) cost to be incurred: (1) acquisition, (2) carrying, (3) execution, and (4) disposal. Acquisition is the cost of purchasing the set of path enablers or path inhibitors needed for a mechanism. Carrying is the cost associated with maintaining the path variable in a condition that enables the execution of a change mechanism or the availability of a resistance property. For example, a workforce buffer (enabling a change in number of operators per UAV) has a periodic cost associated with the salary of each extra worker. Execution cost is related to any expense incurred upon the execution of a change mechanism (or the emergence of a resistance property) – e.g., expanding the production output of a good. Execution costs may vary depending on the epoch a mechanism is executed in. Finally, cost of disposal is that of any process associated with the termination of an IDE (e.g., demolishing a vehicle). It is important to note that IDEs may not have all four cost types. For example, latent path variables have no acquisition cost; similarly, in general, the (passive) execution cost of resistance properties is often zero. Lastly, in a dynamic analysis of carrying a set of IDEs with the system over time, considerations with regard to switching cost (i.e., cost associated with switching the portfolio of IDEs) may become relevant.

**Execution time.** This is related to another type of expenditure: time. Execution time is the time it takes from the moment the decision to execute a change option is made to the moment in which the new design instance is operational (as long as the path inhibitor is available, there is no execution time for a resistance property). This may take years in the case of an architectural overhaul of a major SoS (e.g., DISA JIE or the BMDS, both discussed in chapter 6). It may also take a negligible amount of time: e.g., turning the windshield wipers on in a car. The perception of execution time (like all time), however, is relative. The same change mechanism may seem to take too long in some circumstances and too short in others. For example, the mechanism of ‘increasing UAV altitude’ in the context of the MarSec SoS may be perceived to be long if executed to counter a turbulence or storm, but short if executed to increase the field of view of a camera for a long-term mission.

**Optionability.** Mikaelian (2009) defines optionability as the “ability to enable types of real options.” The latter, as pointed out in chapter 2, correspond to change mechanisms in the lexicon of Ross (2006) and the present thesis. Hence, optionability is related to the ability of a path variable to enable more than one mechanism. This concept (as well as a means of quantifying it) is described in chapter 7.
Realizability. Similarly, Mikaelian (2009) defines realizability as the “the ability to implement a given type of real option.” In the lexicon of Ross (2006) and the present thesis, this corresponds to the ability of a change mechanism to be enabled by more than one path enabler. As for optionability, it is possible to expand the concept of realizability to both types of ility-driving elements. This concept is also further discussed in chapter 7.

Risk attenuation. As discussed in chapter 4, depending on the consequence (one of the descriptive fields) of a perturbation – negative or positive – risk or opportunity (respectively) may be introduced. Risk attenuation concerns how well an (or a set of) ility-driving element addresses a given risk space. Two major assessments must be made here in order to obtain a description of an IDE’s risk attenuation: (1) a characterization of the risk space, as to what perturbations compose it and what their likelihood and impacts are; and (2) the extent to which the IDE addresses (i.e., is able to respond to) any of the perturbation in the space. Chapter 4 (building on chapters 2 and 3) has discussed a way of identifying a relevant set of perturbations. However, the characterization of their risk profile is a different (and highly subjective) process. The view on risk characterization taken in this thesis reflects to a great extent that put forth by the National Research Council in the “Red Book” (National Research Council, 1996, pp. 3):

Risk characterization is the outcome of an analytic-deliberative process. Its success depends critically on systematic analysis that is appropriate to the problem, responds to the needs of the interested and affected parties, and treats uncertainties of importance to the decision problem in a comprehensible way. Success also depends on deliberations that formulate the decision problem, guide analysis to improve decision participants understanding, seek the meaning of analytic findings and uncertainties, and improve the ability of interested and affected parties to participate effectively in the risk decision process. The process must have an appropriately diverse participation or representation of the spectrum of interested and affected parties, of decision makers, and of specialists in risk analysis.

Oftentimes, and in various disciplines, risk is associated with two main descriptors of an event: its likelihood of occurrence and its impact. For example, the risk of the next earthquake hitting the Southern part of Italy (a highly seismic area) is a combination of its probability of occurrence and its impact – often measured in terms of the energy released by the earthquake (e.g., on a Richter scale). Such thinking is also present in the

---

30 It is opportune to point out here that such conceptualization of risk is often present in domains for which characterization of uncertainty is very hard and there is not much data on past events. In other fields that have more information at their disposals, a different approach to quantifying risk may be taken. For example, in finance risk is often seen as the downside of the variance around a mean return on investment – e.g., (Markowitz, 1952). However, even in these cases, confining the concept of risk within a mathematical formalization becomes reductive. Over the years, in fact, different characterizations of risk have arisen in finance – e.g., PMPT (Swisher and Kasten, 2005) – that take into account other information (e.g., skewedness and kurtosis of distribution)
field of systems engineering. For example, in the *NASA Systems Engineering Handbook*, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) divides risk into four types (cost, schedule, technical and programmatic), and it defines it as follows (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2012, pp. 139):

Risk is a measure of the inability to achieve overall program objectives within defined cost, schedule, and technical constraints and has two components: (1) the probability of failing to achieve a particular outcome and (2) the consequences/impacts of failing to achieve that outcome.

Chapter 4 discusses perturbation likelihood and impact in the context of this thesis, as well as ways to assess them (e.g., the Delphi Method). It is important to note that such assessments are subject to a variety of assumptions and limitations (e.g., ordinal scales of measurement, experiential biases and ideologies, etc.), which are further discussed in chapter 7. As such, and in the absence of more reliable information, they must be treated as “fallible indicators” (Hammond, 1996) – representing a degree of belief (de Finetti, 1937) about states that are not directly observable. The willingness to accept the potential error and pitfalls introduced by using such indicators is a policy decision for the stakeholders’ discretion.

A useful tool that provides assistance in the assessment, management and communication of risk is a risk matrix. A risk matrix is not an assessment tool per se, but it can provide guidance and facilitate discussion (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2012). An example of a 5x5 risk matrix is shown in Figure 5-16. As discussed above, risk is relative to the person or organization in question, as well as the problem of concern. Hence, for a given organization, a common methodology for interpreting a risk matrix must be defined. For example, in (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2012, pp. 145), a definition widely used by NASA, other Government organizations, and industry is provided:

**Low (Green) Risk:** Has little or no potential for increase in cost, disruption of schedule, or degradation of performance. Actions within the scope of the planned program and normal management attention should result in controlling acceptable risk.

**Moderate (Yellow) Risk:** May cause some increase in cost, disruption of schedule, or degradation of performance. Special action and management attention may be required to handle risk.

**High (Red) Risk:** Likely to cause significant increase in cost, disruption of schedule, or degradation of performance. Significant additional action and high-priority management attention will be required to handle risk.
Risk attenuation is related to how well (relative to whatever metrics or tools are used for the assessment) a given IDE addresses the risk space (an assessment that comes after that of risk). Chapter 7 discusses some proxy metrics for risk attenuation within the context of comparing different IDEs (and portfolios thereof).

**Opportunity Exploitation.** This is concerned with the perturbations that may have positive consequences (as discussed in chapter 4). Opportunity exploitation describes how capable a (or a set of) change options is of addressing a given opportunity space. Since the concept of opportunity implies the possibility of *acting* to gain some extra value, within the context of this thesis, it is assumed that only change options (and not resistance properties) are linked to opportunity exploitation.32

### 5.7 Summary

In this chapter, a formal description of the elements that can drive the emergence ofilities over time has been introduced. Such ility-driving elements have been divided into two main types: change options and resistance properties. The former, composed of path enablers and change mechanisms, imply active change in the current design instance by the hands of an executive agent. The latter resist changes in value delivery (by resisting changes in either design, performance, or value instance), and do not imply

---

31 Risk matrices have been the subject of a long debate over its usefulness in the literature. For example, (Cox, 2008) points out many possible pitfalls associated with the use of risk matrices. (Talbot, 2011), on the other hand, responds to Cox’s article by pointing out the upsides of using risk matrices.

32 Testing the limits of this assumption may be an interesting *opportunity* (never was word choice more appropriate) for future research.
executability. It has been further discuss how both types of IDEs can be targeted at either preventing the occurrence of a perturbation or reacting to it (by either mitigation or recovery). The dynamic impact of such IDEs on value delivery has also been discussed, and all possible scenarios for value sustainment/enhancement have been described. Lastly, several relevant descriptive fields for ility-driving elements have been discussed.
6 An Empirical Investigation of Change Options

“Well, randomness sounds promising, but conceptualization is beyond my range.”
– Lawrence E. McCray (2014)

This chapter presents the results of an empirical investigation of change options. The first part (and the majority) of the chapter presents some of the results from an investigation on evolvability in military SoS. For a given evolution increment, the change options that enabled it were investigated. In the last part, the idea of planned adaptation in the policymaking realm is discussed and linked to the concept of change option. The link between the two is explained through the lenses of some policy cases (the most prominent of them being the regulation of particulate matter).

6.1 Empirical Examples of Change Options in Military SoS

In this section, results of case investigations of evolvable systems of systems (SoS) in the military domain are presented. The selected SoS cases illustrate examples of specific change options implemented by architects in designing SoS that resulted in evolvable SoS. The larger aims of this research are to further validate the usefulness of design principles for architecting systems that possess desirable lifecycle properties such as evolvability, and contribute real-world examples that architects may use to inspire specific design options for their system of interest.

6.1.1 Evolvability

The concept of evolvability has long been explored in the field of biology, where it has been defined as “the ability of a population to both generate and use genetic variation to respond to natural selection” (Colagrace, 2008). In the field of systems engineering, analogies between artificial systems and biological organisms have been drawn, and the concept of biological evolvability has often inspired the concept of systems evolvability. For example, Sussman (2007) describes evolvable systems as being able to accommodate adaptive variations in some locales without changing the behavior of subsystems in other locales. In the field of SoS engineering, evolvability has been defined as the “ability of the architecture to handle future upgrades” (Butterfield et al., 2008), with specific references to how an evolvable SoS is architected with an eye for
technologies and features that are required to support possible future capabilities. Finally, in an attempt to define evolvability broadly enough so that it would be unambiguously applicable to different domains, Beesemyer (2012) proposes the following definition for evolvability: “the ability of an architecture to be inherited and changed across generations [over time].” This definition is the culmination of a larger collaborative research effort aimed at the development of methods to design for evolvability (Beesemyer et al., 2011). Beesemyer’s definition of evolvability rests upon a key distinction among systems’ architecture, design and instance – where the architecture is the highest level of abstraction among the three. While changeability can take place at all three levels of abstraction, evolvability is only linked to architecture changes, and can be thought of as “architecture-level changeability.” Beesemyer and Fulcoy (2011) collect different concepts and ideas regarding evolvability from various fields (from biology, to technology innovation, to systems engineering) and synthesize them in a set of design principles for evolvability, listed in Table 6-1.

**Table 6-1: Design principles for evolvability.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leverage Ancestry</td>
<td>Employing successful design choices of assets, capabilities and/or operations from all prior generations of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive Architectural Overhaul</td>
<td>Re-architecting significant portions of the existing system or program at the same time in order to reduce the negative impact that making many smaller changes would have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimicry</td>
<td>Imitating or duplicating successful design choices of assets, capabilities and/or operations from other systems/domains for a similar purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resourceful Exaptation</td>
<td>Repurposing assets or design choices from prior generations or other systems/domain in order to provide capabilities for which they were not originally selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralization</td>
<td>Distributing assets, capabilities and/or operations to appropriate multiple locations, rather than having them located in a single location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Principle</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Modularity</td>
<td>Isolating parts of the system to reduce interdependencies in order to limit undesirable effects caused by either uncertainties or intentional changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrability</td>
<td>Designing interfaces for compatibility and commonality to enable effective and efficient integration of upgraded/new system components and constituents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfigurability</td>
<td>Creating intentional similarities in form and/or function of various system assets, capabilities, and/or operations to facilitate reuse or reallocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>Intentional duplication of selected assets, capabilities and/or operations to enable their future redistribution without compromising existing requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Making design choices that allow scaling of resources and/or assets up or down in order to accommodate uncertainties and emergent needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin</td>
<td>Architecting for intentional excess capacity in specific capabilities and/or operations to meet emergent needs without compromising existing requirements (i.e. meet or exceed future requirements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>Intentionally under-allocating or over-allocating specific available assets and/or resources in order to reserve excess capacity for accommodating uncertainties (i.e. prevent violation of constraints)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first four in the set – leverage ancestry, disruptive architectural overhaul, mimicry, and resourceful exaptation – can be thought of as strategies design principles. Such design principles are not directly related to the architecture of the SoS, but rather suggest strategies for facilitating the achievement of evolvability properties. The remaining design principles in this set are structural, as they can influence the architecture of the SoS directly (e.g., a modular design implies a different architectural structure than a monolithic one).
6.1.2 Framework: from Design Principles to Change Options

Design principles are “guiding thoughts [for design] based on empirical deduction of observed behavior or practices that prove to be true under most conditions over time.” (Wasson, 2006) In practice, design principles serve to help intentionally create desirable properties in a system (e.g., survivability, evolvability, flexibility, etc.). In the context of this study on evolvability, design principles are linked to the inclusion of change options in the design (or redesign) of the SoS. They are used to inspire change options, as they can guide system designers through the process of brainstorming and formulating possible ways to include IDEs in systems.

The general framework through which evolvability has been studied in the military SoS is shown in Figure 6-1. In this diagram, design principles are depicted as what underlies (inspires) the insertion of a change option in the SoS. The execution of change options is then related to an evolution increment. In general, two primary types of options for every evolution event (i.e. transition from architecture A to architecture B) were investigated: those that have been used to implement the evolution, and those that were introduced into the SoS by the evolution (if any) – and that can potentially enable future evolution increments of the architecture.

---

33 Within the larger thesis context, the more general role of design principles in the generation of any IDE is discussed in chapter 7.

34 It is important to note here that the research effort performed on these SoS is based on literature that is publicly available and unclassified.
6.1.3.1 Ballistic Missile Defense System

The Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) is a mission SoS composed of several constituent systems and supporting efforts, as shown in Figure 6-2. Its main goal is to enable a robust, layered defense against hostile missiles in all phases of flight – boost, intermediate, and terminal. United States ballistic missile defense efforts can be traced to the World War II years, in an attempt to respond to the German V-2 missile, which was a threat for US’ European allies. Initially, it turned out to be an arduous endeavor, and in fact it wasn’t until 1960 that a US guided missile test resulted in a success. Through the years, the program has received different names and alternate attention, experiencing low peaks during the years of the Antiballistic Missile Treaty (1972-2002). The current version of the BMDS was deployed in 2004 with limited interception and detection capabilities, which have been increased since that time. The BMDS SoS architecture includes: networked sensors (including space-based) as well as ground-based and sea-based radars for target detection and tracking; ground-based and sea-based interceptor missiles for destroying a ballistic missile using either direct collision (“hit-to-kill”) technology, or an explosive warhead; command, control, battle management, and communications network providing the operational commanders with the needed links between the sensors and interceptor missiles.

Figure 6-2: Main constituent systems in BMDS (http://www.mda.mil/system/system.html)
6.1.3.2 DISA Joint Information Enterprise

The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) is an agency within the Department of Defense that provides information technology and communication support to all entities contributing to the defense of the United States – from the president, to military services, to soldiers. The mission of DISA is to “provide, operate, and assure command and control, information sharing capabilities, and a globally accessible enterprise information infrastructure in direct support to joint Warfighters, National level leaders, and other mission and coalition partners across the full spectrum of operations.” (DISA, 2014)

The agency is putting forth an IT SoS, the Joint Information Environment (JIE) (see Figure 6-3), intended to be a central information sharing solution to improve DoD’s ability to share information – not just between the services, but also with its industry partners and other government agencies. Currently, due to the fact that there are so many separate networks, information sharing isn’t as efficient as it could be. JIE is designed to take the separate networks and collect these into a shared architecture, to be fully realized between 2016 and 2020. The research presented here focuses specifically on Mobile Solutions.

Figure 6-3: The Joint Information Environment (JIE) is an IT SoS, intended to be a central information sharing solution for the improvement of DoD’s ability to share information – not just between services, but also with industry partners and other government agencies.
6.1.4 Change Options in the BMDS

The first evolution increment considered is the inclusion of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) interceptor battery in the BMDS in 2008. The BMDS program was officially launched in 2004, with the deployment of five long-range Ground-based Midcourse Defense (GMD) interceptors at Fort Greely, Alaska. At that point in time, the operational capabilities of the SoS were limited. In terms of intercepting capabilities, the SoS featured GMD interceptors, accompanied by the deployment of PAC-3 interceptors for short-range defense and the Aegis SM-3 interceptors for medium-range defense of the terminal segment (near US territory). In 2008, the first THAAD (Terminal High Altitude Area Defense) interceptor battery (land-based) was added to the BMDS. This new interceptor provided the BMDS with additional capability to intercept and destroy ballistic missiles inside or outside the atmosphere during their terminal phase of flight. One of the key enablers for the inclusion of this constituent system was the Command and Control Battle Management System (C2BMC), which provided the communication and data-management backbone for easily integrating THAAD within the current command and control nodes of the SoS.

In this evolution increment, the C2BMC system is the key path enabler that allowed for the “including new interceptor” change mechanism, as shown in Figure 6-4. Behind the design of the C2BMC is the design principle of integrability. This system in fact includes many technical features that ensure an easy and secure integration of new constituent systems in the BMDS. For instance, Tactical Datalink 16, a military data exchange network also used by NATO, allows for exchange of tactical pictures in near real time, as well as text messages and voice messages. It is an important tool for ensuring interoperability and it is critical for a layered defense. In addition to Datalink 16, Extremely High Frequency (EHF) satellite communications is a key element that enables the creation of an integrated network, thereby facilitating successful engagements via timely and accurate data sharing. Global Engagement Manager (GEM) allows for the integration and coordination of information, ready to be used by decision makers. It can calculate a common threat track from multiple sensors through data fusion, with sufficient data accuracy and timeliness for successful engagement. Finally, multiple and diverse paths in the Communication Network combat sensor outage or jamming, while encryption devices, routers and switches (each with specific access control lists – ACLs) further protect the internal systems and allow only identified and approved users and systems to access the C2BMC data.

Figure 6-4: Change option for the inclusion of THAAD system is linked to integrability.
The second evolution increment of the BMDS discussed here is the Phase Adaptive Approach (PAA) initiative, announced by President Obama in 2009 (Collina, 2013). PAA was conceived to enable the BMDS to extend its capabilities in European territory in order to deal with the threats posed by Iranian short-range and medium-range ballistic missiles to U.S. assets, personnel and allies. The first deployment of a ballistic missile defense asset in Europe was in March 2011, when the USS Monterey ship was placed in the Mediterranean Sea. This ship is a guided-missile cruiser of the Ticonderoga class, equipped with a sophisticated Aegis radar system designed to detect ballistic missiles. In terms of detection and tracking, the SoS used sea-based sensors mounted on the ship, as well as a forward-based X-band radar on European land (the first PAA radar was deployed in Turkey in late 2011). This strategy resonates with the design principle of decentralization: the presence of highly mobile Aegis BMD ships and other globally transportable systems (such as X-band Radar or THAAD) allowed for reallocating capabilities (intercepting, tracking, etc.) and resources to European bases. This flow is shown in Figure 6-5.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6-5: Change option for PAA evolution increment linked to the design principle of decentralization.**

The PAA, as agreed upon by the U.S. and its allies, is a phased approach characterized by more than one increment. Although possible to deploy assets across various geographic locations in Europe from the start, it was decided to allow for some slack by fielding ships solely in the Mediterranean Sea during the first phase of the approach. By agreement, though, the U.S. would be able to deploy more assets “ashore” in the European countries of Romania and Poland (as it is currently planned to happen by 2018). This potential option expanding the system in terms of geographic coverage – but also of capabilities – is depicted in Figure 6-6. When, and if, executed, it will enable another significant evolution increment for the SoS.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6-6: An example of instantiation of the design principle of slack for the Phase Adaptive Approach case.**
6.1.5 Change Options in the DISA JIE

In fiscal 2014, DISA will begin offering mobile services as a subscription-based service, taking advantage of commercial-carrier infrastructure and providing entry points for classified services. Mobility at the enterprise level is being architected from the start, with consideration of joint information environments and providing efficiencies early on to create interoperability. The overall goal is to ensure that mobile devices, apps, email and other functions – as well as wireless networks that support them – can operate securely regardless of the environment, and can adapt to rapidly changing technology and scale to accommodate increasing numbers of users. In order to achieve this goal, it is important that new devices are easily integrated into the network, which is why SoS architects designed system interfaces for commonality and compatibility, allowing a wide variety of current and future devices to be added as the SoS evolves. These decisions embody the design principle of *integrability*, leveraging commonality and compatibility to allow a diversity of devices to be integrated into the system, even as technology changes and new devices emerge.

Furthermore, the design principle of *decentralization* can be associated to the choice of two components: the Mobile Device Management (MDM) system and the Mobile Application Store (MAS). The MDM provides for decentralized capability for policy enforcement and permissions, by distributing this capability at multiple DISA enterprise computing centers rather than a single center. The MAS, operating with MDM, can deliver, update, and delete applications on mobile devices without the end user returning the device to a centralized location for service. This means that every user is endowed with the change option of evolving his or her device as needed.

Finally, the design principle of *scalability* was also used in the DISA JIE Mobile Solution evolution increment. The mobility services used – both unclassified and classified – are scalable to accommodate increasing (or decreasing) numbers of users. The SoS architecture uses commercial carriers for providing subscription-based services. Commercial carriers and other unclassified access networks provide controlled connectivity between users and mobile enterprise. Subscription-based services are scalable; both up and down as needs change. As such they represent a path enabler in the change option illustrated in Figure 6-7. Operational capability is expected to grow with subscription-based services up to 100,000 devices – from 1,500 initial devices.

![figure](image)

**Figure 6-7: Scalability-inspired change option for future evolution increments of DISA JIE Mobile Solutions program.**
6.1.6 Architect’s Intent

An interesting output from interactions with practitioners (SoS architects and analysts) is the fact that, from a practitioner’s standpoint, all change options fall within certain categories of intent – i.e., what is the change option going to be used for? Considering the full set of options found in the investigation, and using the input of practitioners, six preliminary intents were delineated:

- Desire to add new constituent system
- Desire to add more of existing constituent system
- Desire to replace or upgrade capabilities of existing constituent system
- Desire to add more of existing function
- Desire to change the way in which a function is performed
- Desire to physically relocate resources/capabilities

The following subsections present further examples of changes in military systems, as seen through the lenses of the first two of the above architects’ intents.

6.1.6.1 Desire to Add More of Existing System

Defense Support Program (DSP). The possibility of detecting and tracking ballistic missiles using the heat signature such missile generate when they are launched (as well as infrared signals from their plumes) can be dated to shortly after the Second World War. In fact, it was in such an environment that scientists for the RAND Corporation started to investigate the possibility of the development of an infrared warning satellite. This led to the ideation of the Missile Defense Alarm System (MIDAS), and of its more successful successor: the Defense Support Program (DSP). The idea behind the DSP was to achieve a constellation of three satellites that would enable coverage of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Eurasia. The first of those satellites was launched in the early 70’s and it was placed in a strategic location so to monitor Soviet and Chinese missile launches. In addition to this first satellite, two more have been launched later on to form the wanted constellation over Atlantic, Pacific and Eurasia. Eventually, in addition to the three pre-conceived satellites, a fourth satellite was added, thereby creating a new European station. The initial architecture composed of satellites and ground stations (used to control the satellites and receive the data they collect) was designed such that a new constituent system could be easily integrated into the SoS (design principle of integrability).

BMDS – Aegis BMD. As discussed above, in September 2009, President Barack Obama announced that the U.S. was going to seek a Phased Adaptive Approach (PAA) to missile defense in Europe. PAA would have enabled the BMDS to extend its capabilities in European territory in order to deal with the threats posed by Iranian short-range and medium-range ballistic missiles to U.S. assets, personnel and allies. The first
deployment of a ballistic missile defense asset in Europe was in March 2011, when the USS Monterey ship was placed in the Mediterranean Sea. In terms of detection and tracking, the SoS used sea-based sensors mounted on the ship, as well as a forward-based X-band radar on European land (the first EPA radar was deployed in Turkey in late 2011). Just two years later, by 2013, the number of Aegis BMD ships increased from one to twenty-nine, enabling the SoS to rapidly and significantly scale up its interception and detection capabilities (design principle of scalability). In future years (FY 2015-2017), the US Navy plans to have up to 32 Aegis BMD ships.

6.1.6.2 Desire to Add More of Existing Function

Defense Support Program (DSP). The possibility of detecting and tracking ballistic missiles using the heat signature such missile generate when they are launched (as well as infrared signals from their plumes) can be dated to shortly after the Second World War. Initially, scientists and engineers worked on the development of the Missile Defense Alarm System (MIDAS). Later on, a major decision was made to move to higher geosynchronous orbits (as opposed to the 2,000 miles above Earth of MIDAS satellites), which led to the development of the Defense Support Program (DSP). The original design of the DSP was a constellation of three satellites that would enable coverage of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Eurasia. After having successfully completed the launch of the third satellite, it was decided to launch an additional one, so to constitute a four-satellite operational constellation covering Pacific, Atlantic, Europe and Eurasia. Since the very first launch, the capabilities of DSP satellites have been enhanced. The first model of the satellite, which encompassed the first four flights, had 2000 detectors. Later models of the satellite (e.g., DSP-1, first orbited in 1989) added 4,000 more detectors, for a total of 6,000 detectors per satellite (design principle of scalability). The addition of more of the same detecting function provided far more accurate estimates of the coordinates associated with missile launches – an improvement intended to allow DSP to provide more precise information in the event of a nuclear exchange with the Soviet Union. The newer model was also harder to jam, as it could detect infrared radiation from two different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.

BMDS – Boost intercept capabilities. With the current capabilities of the BMDS, hostile missiles can be mainly attacked during the intermediate and terminal phase of flight. An important goal of the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) is to add more intercepting capabilities for the boost phase of a missile. In order to provide more flexibility and targeting opportunities, the MDA plans to develop and test several new technologies designed to intercept and destroy ballistic missiles during the ascent phase of flight. An interesting route that the MDA has considered is to adapt the existing laser beam technology developed by DARPA in the 1980s (design principle of resourceful exaptation) onto an aircraft (a modified Boeing 747-400F), in order to increase (boost-phase) interception capabilities. The resulting constituent system – the Boeing YAL-1 Airborne Laser Testbed weapons system – would be integrated within the larger BMDS
SoS and be able to both visually detect and attack hostile missiles in their boost phase. Another avenue that the MDA is considering to increase the BMDS functionality with regard to intercepting missiles in their boost phase is the possibility of leveraging Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (currently considering the Predator UAV) [mimicry] so to integrate them with space assets (e.g., STSS), in order to achieve larger over-the-horizon sensor netting. This would enable the engagement zone of Standard Missile-3 interceptors (which can currently only intercept in midcourse) to be extended to the boost portion of a missile’s trajectory.

6.2 Planned Adaptation in Policymaking

Planned adaptation is an example of coping with uncertainty (especially that associated with knowledge) in the realm of policymaking. It is motivated by the fact that, in principle, one would want regulatory programs to be based on the current state of the world – i.e., on current knowledge and circumstances. However, in many fields in policymaking, this is rarely the state of the art. (Eicher et al., 2012)

The concept of planned adaptation resonates well with the idea of conceptualizing systems that feature the possibility to change at future points in time (i.e., change options), so that they are able to adjust to the unfolding of uncertainty and the materialization of new knowledge. The idea behind planned adaptation is to be able to (1) revise rules when relevant new knowledge appears, and (2) take steps to produce such improved knowledge (McCray et al., 2010). Planned adaptation is composed of four major activities: prepare, discriminate, observe, and adapt. Prepare is concerned with understanding and framing the problem; discriminate with selecting best action at the present stage; observing with interacting with the real world and the policy in action so to gain more knowledge (i.e., learning); and adapting with taking action based on this newly acquired knowledge, in order to improve the state of the world. This concept is very close to a feedback loop in engineering control theory. A sensor asserts the state of the world (and any distance there may be between the current state of the world and the desired state of the world), and a controller acts to change the current state of the world to bring it closer to the desired state of the world.

In the realm of policymaking, the controller is the policy maker. In order for the policy maker to make the decision to adapt a given policy to a new state of knowledge or needs (i.e., via a change mechanism), the right path enablers must be in place. In other words, for successful planned adaptation, institutions and apparatuses must be in place so that changes can be made in a timely and efficient manner. However, if – as discussed – it is hard to design engineering systems that are able to adjust to new environments, it is even harder in most policy cases. In fact, in the policymaking realm some problems are even more exacerbated than in the systems engineering domain. For example: there are several delays between all the activities involved in mandating regulations; it is hard to understand what needs to be sensed and how to sense it; social complexities related to repercussions of policy decisions on the public are more pronounced. Hence, for these
and more reasons, the tendency is to lock into certain policy situations, which oftentimes may not be favorable.

### 6.2.1 The Case of Particulate Matter Regulation

A great example of a successful planned adaptation undertaking is the US Air Quality regulation. Beginning in 1980, Congress has mandated regular reviews of existing standards, based on new knowledge assessments on the effects of particulate matter and other pollutants to health. Such knowledge assessments are then linked to a policy assessment, which determine whether (and in what way) old standards must be changed. The regulation of US Air Quality is ultimately in the discretion of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Clean Air Act, which enables the agency to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The planned adaptation resides in the fact that the standards are subjected to fresh scientific review every five years. The review process is managed by a semi-independent entity, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), which ensures the scientific integrity of the updated knowledge assessment, and it proposes adjustments to policy makers at the EPA. Hence, CASAC – along with mandatory periodic reviews, government incentives, and other – is one of the *path enablers* for bringing about changes in regulation (that better adjust to current knowledge and circumstances). The general idea of the change option set up in this case is shown in Figure 6-8.

![Change Option Diagram](image)

**Figure 6-8: The change option set up in the case of Particulate Matter regulation.**

As a matter of fact, the regulation of particulate matter (PM) has been particularly successful, accounting for an approximate 90% the Clean Air Act benefits (McCray et al., 2010). In this case, the periodic reviews of the current scientific assessments have led to great progress not only in the assessment of the risks associated with the presence of the pollutant, but also in the understanding of the cause of adverse health effects. In fact, initially it was thought that the cause of the problem was the visible black smoke (measured as Total Suspended Particulate). After repeated assessments and investigations (strongly incentivized by the government), it was shown that it is mostly smaller particles that are associated with adverse health effects. As a consequence, the standard was changed to particles less than 10 μm, and ultimately 2.5 μm. Without planned adaptation, there was a significant risk to be trapped in the incorrect theory that black smoke was the sole source of adverse health effects.
6.2.2 Path Enablers for Planned Adaptation

Particulate Matter regulation is not the only successful example of planned adaptation. McCray et al. (2010) discuss a variety of them: the review of aircraft safety certification under the Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA); the monitoring of drug safety under post-marketing surveillance and review from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA); the National Academy of Science (NAS) review of nutrition requirements for animals, under the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). When analyzing across successful cases, some general path enablers seem to appear frequently across cases, as discussed below.

In general, it is very hard to adapt and evolve when one has to rely on self-evaluation and self-correction. Hence, an important path enabler associated with planned adaptation has turned out to be the existence of knowledge assessment institutions that are independent and autonomous from the regulating ones. For example, in the case of Particulate Matter, the EPA set up a semi-autonomous body (the CASAC) that would ensure to reassess the knowledge base behind the setting of Air Quality Standards every five years. Furthermore, still relevant for the regulation of Air Quality, another autonomous body (the Health Effects Institute) was appointed to reassess the knowledge base of the Harvard Six Cities study (Health Effects Institute, 2006). Another successful planned adaptation case that features a third independent and autonomous body is aircraft safety certification. In this case, the independent body is the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), which investigates accidents in order to ensure that previously undetected causes of safety failures are discovered and addressed. This analysis, then, informs the FAA’s policymaking process. To augment the effectiveness of the abovementioned path enabler (i.e., establishing independent knowledge assessment institutions), another useful path enabler is that of having mandatory periodic reviews of the current state of the knowledge, like in the case of PM regulation.

Another path enabler for effective planned adaptation has demonstrated to be a sound incentive structure with regard to revealing (new) knowledge. An exemplary case in this regard is the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), where the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was instituted to ensure that information be revealed about the (in)existence of nuclear weapons programs in all participating countries. Furthermore, this path enabler can be instantiated by incentivizing the act of questioning the current status quo in the field and paying attention to minority reports. Failing to do so has shown to lead to poor policy outcomes – e.g.: (U.S. Senate, 2004).

6.3 Summary

This chapter has discussed an empirical investigation of change options. It presented results from an investigation of evolvability in military SoS, as well as planned adaptation in the realm of policymaking.
The first part of the chapter focused on studying evolvability in military SoS. Some examples of change options that were used during past and current evolutionary increments were discussed for military SoS, such as the Ballistic Missile Defense System and the DISA Joint Information Enterprise. Furthermore, a link between the entirety of the change options found in the larger research effort (only an excerpt of which was presented here) and specific architect’s intents was discussed. Examples of further change events in military systems as related to two of these intents were given.

Lastly, the chapter has closed with a discussion on the concept of planned adaptation in policymaking and its link to change options. The regulatory system behind some important regulations (such as Ambient Air Quality standards and aircraft safety certification) was investigated through the lens of the change option construct. This led to the observation of some path enablers that are common in the practice of effective planned adaptation.
7 Ility-Driving Element Analysis

“We are permanently trapped in the duality between what one can measure and what one wants to know... ‘I cannot predict the future; nevertheless, I will try to predict the future’.”

– Frank R. Field, III (2014)

This chapter introduces the Ility-Driving Element Analysis (IDE Analysis), a structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of ility-driving elements during the conceptual phase of system design. Using this approach, it is possible to formally think about the introduction of design- and enterprise-level elements that can drive the emergence of ilities in complex systems. Although it is impossible to control uncertainty, the existence of such elements in the design of a system can enable better management of it (i.e., of the one that is modeled, as done in chapter 4). IDE Analysis is a generalization of the activities performed in step 5 of the SAI method (see chapter 3), and it is important to underline that it is performed with a baseline design of the system in mind. It is scalable in effort, and, as for many tasks performed in conceptual design, its completion involves much creativity and expertise. This chapter discusses the flow and activities of the IDE Analysis from a conceptual standpoint, and it also presents applications of some of the proposed concepts to the MarSec SoS case study.35

7.1 Origins and General Framework

As discussed in chapter 2, the introduction of ility-driving elements is most related to the part of the conceptual phase engineering effort that deals with strategic level thinking. The foundational concepts behind IDE Analysis can be traced back to McManus and Hastings (2006), where the framework in Figure 7-1 – relating the problem of uncertainty to desired ility behaviors – was introduced. The essence of this framework is encapsulated in the following two writs: “<uncertainty> causes <risk> handled by <mitigation> [resulting] in <outcome [ility]>” or “<uncertainty> causes <opportunity> handled by <exploitation> [resulting] in <outcome [ility]>.” Uncertainty, as they characterize it, has been described at length in chapter 2. Risks and opportunities are consequences of the uncertainties on (value delivery of) the system. Risk is

35 Although the applications presented here are representational in nature (since they were carried out by a team of researchers, and not practitioners), they have received face validity over the course of multiple interactions with a team of systems architects and engineers working on the design of a real MarSec SoS.
associated with downside uncertainty, while opportunity with upside uncertainty. McManus and Hastings (2006) also discuss how, in general, “risk can be quantified by considering \( \text{probability of problem} \times \text{severity of problem} \) 
and opportunity by considering \( \text{probability of an event} \times \text{value of the event} \).” They also discuss general types of risks and opportunities encountered in system design (see Figure 7-1). Mitigations and exploitations are technical or programmatic strategies that one can use in order to “avoid or manager risk, and/or exploit opportunities.” A list of common strategies used for aerospace systems is illustrated in Figure 7-1 (and discussed in detail in their work). The ility outcomes are consequences of implementing these strategies and can be thought of as “the desired attributes of the system that quantify or at least characterize its interaction with uncertainties.”

![Figure 7-1: Framework that relates the existence of uncertainty to desired ility outcomes (McManus and Hastings, 2006)](image)

The general concepts behind IDE Analysis are the same as the ones put forth in McManus and Hastings (2006). The starting point is the existence of uncertainty, which results into either risk or opportunity (or both). Such uncertainty can be parameterized into perturbations, as discussed in chapter 4. Uncertainty also drives the desire for specific ility-related behaviors in systems. In the literature, there are strategies (like the ones McManus and Hastings discuss) and heuristics associated with the emergence of different ilities. These strategies correspond to the design principles briefly discussed in chapter 5 (and further discussed in the following section). Hence, given a list of ilities of interest (see step 3 of the SAI method), it is possible to derive one of design principles. Finally, from a list of relevant design principles and parameterized uncertainty (in the form of a perturbation set), it is possible to derive appropriate ility-driving elements. These are derived as instantiations of design principles, in light of a certain perturbation. IDEs constitute the link back to the emergence of desired ility properties throughout the lifecycle of a system. This flow is illustrated in Figure 7-2.
The first activity in IDE Analysis is the generation of a list of candidate IDEs for implementation in the system. There are two major inputs to such task: a list of perturbations and a list of relevant design principles. The former is an outcome of step 2 in the SAI method; the latter is derived from the list of desired ilities identified in step 3 of the SAI method. Both originate from the uncertainty system design, as shown in Figure 7-2. Additional inputs may be, for example, a Design Structure Matrix (discussed in chapter 2), which can be useful insofar as identifying latent path variables.

7.2.1 Perturbations

The anatomy of perturbations in the conceptual design effort has been discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 4 also described step 3 of the SAI method, i.e.: a way of producing a set of perturbations directly from identified uncertainty categories. Perturbations can be (1) spontaneous or imposed changes in design ($\lambda^D$), (2) changes in context ($\lambda^P$), or (3) changes in needs ($\lambda^N$). These eventually cause changes in value delivery. While the first type ($\lambda^D$) is usually associated with negative impacts on value delivery (e.g., failure of an engine), $\lambda^P$ and $\lambda^N$ can have negative or positive (or both) impacts – risks and opportunities, as described in McManus and Hastings (2006). Hence, if filtered by consequence (positive or negative), the perturbation set can be thought of as the risk
space or opportunity space a designer is faced with. It is important to underline here that
the delineation of such spaces (on which the rest of the analysis lie) is a function of what
the designer/practitioner/decision maker envisions as most relevant uncertainty. As
such, it is an inevitably subjective process, subject to cognitive biases and limited
information (chapter 2 discusses these issues). The willingness to accept the potential
error that may be introduced by choosing a certain list of perturbations (or of indicators
for the suitability of IDEs) is a policy decision one must unavoidably make, if he or she
dees such analysis relevant.

7.2.2 Design Principles

Design principles can be thought of as “guiding thoughts [for design] based on
empirical deduction of observed behavior or practices that prove to be true under most
conditions over time” (Wasson, 2006). They are heuristics that serve to help intentionally
create desirable properties in systems, and designers often draw inspiration from them
(as illustrated in chapters 5 and 6). Chapter 5 has introduced some of the salient design
principles associated with evolvability. Many of these principles can be extended to
similar ilities as well (e.g., flexibility, adaptability, etc.). It is important to note here that a
considerable literature of design principles exists also for ilities such as robustness or
survivability. For example, chapter 4 discusses how Richards (2009) proposes a
definition for survivability and identifies three general design strategies for survivability:
(I) susceptibility reduction, (II) vulnerability reduction, and (III) resilience enhancement.
Associated with these strategies, he generates a list of seventeen design principles,
listed in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1: Validated set of survivability design principles (Richards, 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type I (Reduce Susceptibility)</th>
<th>Type II (Reduce Vulnerability)</th>
<th>Type III (Enhance Resilience)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 prevention</td>
<td>2.1 hardness</td>
<td>3.1 replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 mobility</td>
<td>2.2 redundancy</td>
<td>3.2 repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 concealment</td>
<td>2.3 margin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 deterrence</td>
<td>2.4 heterogeneity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 preemption</td>
<td>2.5 distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 avoidance</td>
<td>2.6 failure mode reduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7 fail-safe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.8 evolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.9 containment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppression of a future or potential future disturbance</td>
<td>duplication of critical system functions to increase reliability</td>
<td>substitution of system elements to improve value delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relocation to avoid detection by an external change agent</td>
<td>allowance of extra capability for maintaining value delivery despite losses</td>
<td>restoration of system to improve value delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction of the visibility of a system from an external change agent</td>
<td>variation in system elements to mitigate homogeneous disturbances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissuasion of a rational external change agent from committing a disturbance</td>
<td>separation of critical system elements to mitigate local disturbances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppression of an imminent disturbance</td>
<td>elimination of system hazards through intrinsic design: substitution, simplification, decoupling, and reduction of hazardous materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maneuverability away from an ongoing disturbance</td>
<td>prevention or delay of degradation via physics of incipient failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alteration of system elements to reduce disturbance effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>isolation or minimization of the propagation of failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3 Generation of IDEs

This section describes the first main activity in IDE Analysis: generating an extensive list of possible ility-driving elements (i.e., change options and resistance properties) to consider for the design of the system. The main brainstorming method proposed is Design Principle to Perturbation (DPP) mapping. Alternative brainstorming activities – leveraging cause-effect mapping or DSM-driven techniques – are discussed. After the brainstorming phase, path variables are matched to mechanisms to form change options or resistance properties.

7.3.1 Design Principle to Perturbation Mapping

The goal of this activity is to generate an extensive list of ility-driving elements (within the participants’ time- and effort-related possibility). The process of generating IDEs starts by mapping relevant design principles to perturbations. This consists of brainstorming instantiations of design principles that can (partially) address either the value loss caused by a negative perturbation (risk) or the potential value gain associated with a positive perturbation (opportunity). An aid for the completion of this task is the Design Principle to Perturbation (DPP) matrix shown in Figure 7-3, wherein design principles are listed as rows and perturbations (both shifts and disturbances) as columns. The empty cells in the matrix are filled with instantiations of design principles in the form of both path variables (enablers or inhibitors) and mechanisms (change or resistance). For example, the design principle of redundancy (related to survivability – see Table 7-1) can inspire the path inhibitor of ‘redundant optical sensor’ in the case the perturbation ‘loss of situational awareness’ (due to an optical sensor malfunctioning) occurs. This path inhibitor enables the resistance mechanism of ‘impeding loss of situational awareness’ for a UAV. More than one entry per cell can be entered. This – together with the fact that there may be many design principles and many perturbations – can lead to very large matrices.

![Figure 7-3: Design Principle to Perturbation mapping matrix. Cells contain instantiations of design principles in the form of path enablers (e), path inhibitors (i), change mechanisms (δ) or resistance mechanisms (ω).]
An example application of this structured brainstorming technique to the case of the MarSec SoS is illustrated in Table 7-2. This table contains an excerpt of the actual information gathered performing this activity for a subset of five perturbations and nineteen design principles. In the larger matrix for the study, fifteen perturbations were considered, as well as more than twice as many design principles. Furthermore, the actual matrix contains more than one entry per cell, whereas only one has been reported here, given the constrained space. It is clear that a design principle does not have to map to every perturbation, although it may. The general flow, as discussed above, is to think focus on one design principle-perturbation pair at the time, and think about possible instantiations of the design principle – in the form of a path variable or a mechanism – that would help addressing the perturbation. For example, for the pair ‘redundancy’-‘decreased situational awareness’ (due to sensor failure), the path inhibitor of a ‘redundant sensor’ would resist a change in performance due to sensor loss.

Table 7-2: Excerpt from the DPP matrix generated for the MarSec SoS case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Principle</th>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>λ₁: Boat arrival rate variation</th>
<th>λ₂: Comms jamming</th>
<th>λ₃: UAV loss</th>
<th>λ₄: Variation in situational awareness</th>
<th>λ₅: Information attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevention</td>
<td>Powerful transmitters</td>
<td>Periodic maintenance</td>
<td>Water repellent windshield – Waterproof cameras</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Vary velocity to get closer to signal</td>
<td>Enhanced control system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealment</td>
<td>Increase transmitter/receiver power</td>
<td>Stealth design</td>
<td>Higher Altitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance</td>
<td>Divide Area of interests between assets</td>
<td>Bring assets back to base promptly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensive Posture</td>
<td>Relay info to satellite or higher altitude asset</td>
<td>Decoys for missile attack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflection</td>
<td>Use higher ratio of detection UAVs</td>
<td>Knob controlling the gain on reception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfigurability</td>
<td>Increase # of UAVs - # of operators</td>
<td>Armor against physical attacks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Increase signal power</td>
<td>More stable structure</td>
<td>Double Authentication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardness</td>
<td>Armor against physical attacks</td>
<td>More stable structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>Spare assets to put to use</td>
<td>Spare UAV</td>
<td>Multiple sensors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin</td>
<td>higher than needed number of operators per UAV</td>
<td>Higher than needed reception gain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perturbations, as defined in chapter 4, are operators on any of the three important spaces in the design effort – design, context, or needs. They describe the transition from one design, context, or needs instance to another, which in turn triggers a change in value delivery (i.e., value instance). As such, they are inherently concerned with the effects of an event, not the cause. However, as described in chapter 5, someility-driving options may be concerned with the prevention or avoidance of a perturbation. This is not explicitly captured in the DPP matrix in Figure 7-3 (although the causes of a given perturbation may well be in the mind of the practitioner), which is mostly concerned with the perturbation and its effects. For example, a ‘UAV loss’ perturbation can be due to both engine failure and enemy missile attack. In the former case, a ‘spare UAV’ can help recover from the perturbation; however, in the latter case, it is also possible to prevent the occurrence of the perturbation by implementing an ‘agile control system’ (that avoids the missile) or by adopting ‘stealth technology’. A variant of the DPP matrix – the Design Principle to Perturbation Cause (DPPC) matrix – that takes into account potential causes of a perturbation (as brainstormed in step 3 of SAI method – see chapter 4) is illustrated in Figure 7-4. An example of how, for the same perturbation (UAV loss), there may be
two different causes (physical attack and engine failure) resulting in two different instantiations of design principles (‘armor’ and ‘spare UAV’) is illustrated in Figure 7-5.

![Design Principle to Perturbation Cause (c_{ij}) mapping matrix.](image)

**Figure 7-4:** Design Principle to Perturbation Cause (c_{ij}) mapping matrix.

![Example DPPC mapping for the case of the MarSec SoS.](image)

**Figure 7-5:** Example DPPC mapping for the case of the MarSec SoS.

### 7.3.3 Intervention Points in Cause-Effect Mapping

To the end of developing and applying “viability strategies” for Systems of Systems, Mekdeci (2013) discusses the cause-effect mapping: i.e., a causal diagram of perturbations’ causes and effects. Such a diagram – a simple illustration thereof is shown in Figure 7-6 for one perturbation in the context of a MarSec SoS – enables further development of the initial list of perturbations, and, very importantly, identification of relevant points of intervention. Cause-effect mapping can provide an additional layer of details regarding perturbations: it begins with a terminal event of particular interest.
(i.e., a perturbation in design/context/needs or a change in the performance/value delivered by a system), and it continues by tracing back possible causes to that event. Causal arrows link causes and effects. This activity is analogous to the generation of a causal loop diagram in System Dynamics (Sterman, 2000).

![Causal arrow diagram](image)

Figure 7-6: Simple cause-effect mapping diagram (Mekdeci, 2013).

Cause-effect diagrams can grow large relatively rapidly. In his work, Mekdeci (2013) develops a larger cause-effect mapping diagram than the one shown in Figure 7-6, in order to identify strategies (analogous to design principles) for viable SoS. In fact, he points out how “the cause-effect mapping is useful for being able to highlight areas of intervention.” These points of intervention lie between a cause and an effect. Within the context of IDE Analysis, intervention points can be used to brainstorm possible ways (i.e., IDEs) of avoiding the occurrence of an effect from a cause. For example, in the diagram in Figure 7-6, an increase in in target arrivals causes operators to be overworked, which in turn causes errors; a possible way to reduce the likelihood of such occurrence would be to have a workforce buffer built in the system, or to design in such a way to incorporate human factors and enable UAV operators to easily deal with an increase in workload. In this case, reducing the likelihood of occurrence is a resistance mechanism, while the latter two are path inhibitors.

### 7.3.4 Latent Path Enablers and Path Inhibitors Identification

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, IDE Analysis is a generalization of the activities performed in step 5 of the SAI method (see chapter 3), and it is performed with a baseline design of the system in mind. It is likely that relevant path enablers or path inhibitors for certain change or resistance mechanisms of interest may already be in the baseline design of the system. Chapter 5 discusses and differentiates between path enablers/inhibitors that must be acquired, and those that exist already in the system: i.e., latent path enablers/inhibitors. For example, the existence of a satellite relay in the initial architecture can be one possible enabler of a change in the geographic segmentation of UAVs. Similarly, an SoS architecture with a plane with a high margin in coefficient of lift can survive the damage of a wing. Hence, higher than needed coefficient of lift is a latent path inhibitor in this case. A useful activity is to analyze the current baseline of the
system in order to identify latent path variables. Some of the tasks that can be performed to this end – e.g., Change Propagation Analysis or Sensitivity DSM – are discussed in chapter 2.

### 7.3.5 IDE Formation

The activities mentioned above produce unstructured databases of path variables (enablers or inhibitors) and mechanisms (change or resistance). Upon completion of these activities, the next logical step is to discern among the four different entry types and sort them into lists: i.e., a list of path enablers, one of path inhibitors, one of change mechanisms and one of resistance mechanisms. With these four lists, it is possible to formility-driving elements by matching compatible path enablers and change mechanisms (to form change options) or compatible path inhibitors and resistance mechanisms (resistance properties). In order to perform this activity, Change Option Formation (COF) and Resistance Property Formation (RPF) matrices can be used. These matrices – shown in Figure 7-7 – have path variables listed as rows and mechanisms as columns. If a path enabler is an enabler of a given change mechanism, the two are matched by entering the label of the option in the matrix. However, it may be the case that more than one path enabler is needed for the existence of an executable change mechanism (recall definition of a change option in chapter 5). In these cases, the same change option is entered for more than one path enabler, but always for only one change mechanism: e.g., \( CO_1: \{e_1 \land e_5 \land e_{23} \Rightarrow \delta_4\} \). The same logic applies for resistance properties. In the matrices, it may be useful to distinguish latent path enablers. It is important to note that the initial matrices can be augmented along the way by adding path variables that are needed by a mechanism, or by adding mechanisms that are related to path variables. The extent to which the matrices are let grow is in the discretion of the practitioner.

![Figure 7-7: Change Option Formation (COF) matrix (left) and Resistance Property Formation (RPF) matrix (right). Matching a change (resistance) mechanism with one or more path enablers (inhibitors) can form a given option CO (property RP). In the case more than one path variable is linked to a mechanism, the same IDE is in more than one entry.](image-url)
COF and RPF matrices can grow large relatively fast. This is the case for the MarSec SoS, where a long list of path variables and mechanisms was generated. In such cases, practitioners must be careful of being selective in the IDE formation process, so to end up with a list of IDEs that is a manageable space to explore. It is also important to reiterate that these matrices can also grow as they are filled, as there may be the need of a new path variable for a given mechanism (or there may be a new mechanism associated with path variables). Table 7-3 shows an excerpt of a COF matrix for the MarSec SoS. This excerpt was selected because it shows an array of possibilities. First of all, there may be options whose change mechanism is linked to a single path enabler: e.g., having a ‘workforce buffer’ enables ‘changing the number of operators per UAV.’ Furthermore, the same conjunction of path enablers may be linked to more than one mechanism: e.g., having ‘a modular payload bay on the asset’ in conjunction with a ‘different payload on the ground’ can enable both ‘replacing a feature an asset’ and ‘changing the task assignment.’ Lastly, it is important to point out that some path enablers – like ‘multi-role asset’ (i.e., capable of detecting and intercepting) in this case – are latent in the baseline system.

Table 7-3: Excerpt of COF matrix applied to the MarSec SoS case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Enabler</th>
<th>Change Mechanism</th>
<th>δ1</th>
<th>δ2</th>
<th>δ3</th>
<th>δ4</th>
<th>δ5</th>
<th>δ6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ε1 Extra interception airplane</td>
<td>Add asset to SoS</td>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>CO2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε2 Contract with aircraft supplier</td>
<td>Change task assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε3 Spare sensor</td>
<td>Change geographic segmentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε4 Long range UAV</td>
<td>Change # of operators per UAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε5 Workforce buffer</td>
<td>Change authority distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε6 Dispersed comms network</td>
<td>Add/replace feature to asset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε7 Spare UAV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε8 Multi-role asset</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε9 Central authority Reserve budget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε10 Satellite relay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε11 Common network interfaces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε12 Different payload on ground</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε13 Modular payload bay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once the COF and RPF matrices are complete, it is possible to organize ility-driving elements into lists of change options and resistance properties, as shown in Figure 7-8. At this point, the list of IDEs may be extensive. If this is the case, the next activities are aimed at evaluating the various IDEs (as well as portfolios thereof), in order to inform a final selection of a set of ility-driving elements. If it is not, the identified IDEs can be considered directly for either (1) further analysis using modeling and simulation or (2) direct inclusion in the design of the system.

![Figure 7-8: Example lists of ility-driving elements.](image)

### 7.4 Assessment of Ility-Driving Elements

The evaluative activities and metrics introduced here serve the purpose of providing a first order differentiation among ility-driving elements, so that a set of path enablers and path inhibitors may be selected for inclusion in the design of the system (or chosen for further – higher fidelity – analysis). Unlike ROA (see chapter 2), what is done here does not attempt to quantify the monetary value of a change option (or resistance property, for that matter). Rather, it is aimed at a “horizontal” analysis and evaluation, producing a general understanding of the value of different IDEs. Several indicators are presented, among which a decision maker can select what is most important according to his or her preferences.

Like any other step in IDE Analysis, the evaluative one has a strong human-in-the-loop component to it, especially when no historical data exist on the object of evaluation. It is strongly advised that the assessments herein are performed with the aid of subject matter experts and decision makers. Furthermore, it is important to use structured assessment processes, such as the Delphi method (Rowe and Wright, 1999) – discussed in some detail in chapter 4.
During the assessments in the next subsections, the following spaces (delineated via the activities above) are considered:

- A set of perturbations: \( \Lambda \ s.t. |\Lambda| = S \).
- A set of path enablers: \( PE \ s.t. |PE| = M \).
- A set of change mechanism: \( CM \ s.t. |CM| = N \).
- A set of change options: \( CO \ s.t. |CO| = L \).
- A set of path inhibitors: \( PI \ s.t. |PI| = Q \).
- A set of resistance mechanism: \( RM \ s.t. |RM| = R \).
- A set of resistance properties: \( RP \ s.t. |RP| = P \).
- A set of ility-driving elements: \( IDE = CO \cup RP \ s.t. |IDE| = T = L + P \).

A generic subset of any of the above sets is indicated by a tilde (e.g., a subset of path enablers is: \( \tilde{PE} \subset PE \ s.t. |\tilde{PE}| = \tilde{M} < M \)).

### 7.4.1 IDE-level Assessment

There are a variety of dimensions over which IDEs can be evaluated; some of them are discussed in this section. It is very important to realize that IDEs are combinations of two elements – a path variable and a mechanism, each of which with important features that may be of interest for assessment. As defined in chapter 5, an IDE is related to one mechanism, but may have more that one path variable. This implies that any metric evaluating the mechanism can be used for the IDE directly, but also that, for metrics assessing path variables, some aggregate metric must be computed for them to be useful at the IDE-level. The following paragraphs define some relevant metrics for a single ility-driving element. Some of them come

#### 7.4.1.1 Cost

This is the monetary cost of the overall inclusion of the IDE in the design of the system. As discussed in chapter 2, there can be different types of cost, associated with either the path enabler or the mechanism:

- **Acquisition cost.** For a change option, this is the cost \( C^A_{\epsilon_i} \) of acquiring a certain path enabler \( \epsilon_i \) for inclusion in the system. For a resistance property, it is the cost \( C^A_{\epsilon_i} \) of acquiring a path inhibitor \( \epsilon_i \). The acquisition cost of a latent path variable is considered to be zero (sunk cost, using economics jargon).

- **Carrying cost.** For a change option, this is the cost \( C^C_{\epsilon_i} \) of maintenance of a certain path enabler \( \epsilon_i \). For a resistance property, it is the cost \( C^C_{\epsilon_i} \) of maintaining a path inhibitor \( \epsilon_i \). Similarly to acquisition cost, carrying cost is considered to be zero for latent path variables.
• Execution cost. For a change option, this is the cost $C^E_{\delta_i}$ of executing a certain change mechanism $\delta_i$. For a resistance property, it is the cost $C^E_{\omega_i}$ associated with the occurrence of a resistance mechanism $\omega_i$. This cost is

• Disposal cost. For a change option, this is the cost $C^D_{\epsilon_i}$ of disposing of a certain path enabler $\epsilon_i$. For a resistance property, it is the cost $C^D_{\iota_i}$ of disposing of a path inhibitor $\iota_i$.

Given these four cost types, it is now possible to define the cost of change options and resistance properties. For a change option $CO$, composed of $M$ path enablers that imply a change mechanism $\delta$, the total cost is:

$$C^{tot}(CO) = \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{M}} C^A_{\epsilon_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{M}} C^C_{\epsilon_i} + k \cdot C^E_{\delta} + \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{M}} C^D_{\epsilon_i}$$

Where $k$ represents the number of time the option is executed. Similarly, for a resistance property $RP$, composed of $N$ path inhibitors that imply a resistance mechanism $\omega$, the total cost is:

$$C^{tot}(RP) = \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{N}} C^A_{\iota_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{N}} C^C_{\iota_i} + k \cdot C^E_{\omega} + \sum_{i=1}^{\tilde{N}} C^D_{\iota_i}$$

Where $C^E_{\omega}$ is often negligible, as discussed in chapter 5. The detailed assessment of such costs may be difficult, and its success largely depends on the nature of the data available. In the absence of reliable historical data, or if only a quick, first order analysis is required, it is possible to assess the cost of ility-driving properties (path variables and mechanisms) using an ordinal scale (e.g., [no irrelevant low medium high]), relative to the entire evaluated set.

7.4.1.2 Risk Attenuation

As discussed in previous chapters, the two main reasons for including ility-driving options in the design of a system are to either shield the system from risks or exploit potential opportunities. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, if filtered by consequence (negative or positive), the perturbation set can be thought of as a representation of the risk space or of the opportunity space, respectively. In the following paragraphs, three variants of proxy metrics for risk attenuation (the main benefit a decision maker is interested in) of a given ility-driving element are discussed. It is important to note that both preventing and reacting to the occurrence of perturbations reduces risk.

The crucial task performed here is mapping the ility-driving element to the perturbation set, in order to assess whether a perturbation is covered (i.e., addressed in some way) by the IDE. For example, the change option of swapping tires in a car (made possible by the existence of common interfaces in the car and a spare tire) addresses a
possible perturbation of “change in terrain” from asphalt to dirt. It is important to note that what is evaluated is the mechanism, not the path variable. To capture the information generated in this task, a Perturbation Coverage (PC) matrix like the one shown in Figure 7-9 can be used. Usually, a binary entry – [0 1], depending on whether the perturbation is covered or not by the IDE – goes in the matrix. However, it is possible to further stratify the information into more than two levels by adopting a different ordinal scale that differentiates between “how well” a perturbation is covered (e.g., [0 1 2 3], or [0 1 3 9]). For example, a “multi-terrain tire”-enabled resistance property may address the “change of terrain” perturbation better than the “switching tires” change option, as the latter requires time, stopping operations, and physical work.

![Figure 7-9: Perturbation Coverage matrix.](image)

It is possible now to introduce the first proxy metric for the risk attenuation provided by an IDE: Perturbation Coverage (PC). Given a Boolean entry $pc_{i,j}$ in the PC matrix in Figure 7-9 (assuming whether a perturbation $\lambda_j$ is covered by an ility-driving element $IDE_i – CO$ or $RP$), it is possible to define the perturbation coverage ($PC_{i,j}$) of an ility-driving element:

$$PC_{i,j} = \sum_{j=1}^{s} pc_{i,j}$$

---

36 These are essentially two matrices – one for change options and one for resistance properties – condensed in one. It is important to note that the row indicator $i$ of $pc_{i,j}$ is matched to the change option $CO_i$ or to the resistance property $RP_p$. There is no specific reason for this choice.

37 The scale for $PC$ is a sum of ordinal numbers, and, as such, the absolute sum of does not mean much and it must always be compared with that of other IDEs. A normalization factor may be opportune if one wishes to use perturbation coverage as a metric. Otherwise, this is only used for the purposes of the following Risk Reduction and Normalized Risk Reduction metric.
Where $S$ is the total number of perturbations considered. Furthermore, it was noted earlier that $pc_{i,j}$ does not have to be a binary assessment. In the case it is not, the resulting $PC$ scores would yield larger degrees of differentiation among ility-driving elements.

In chapter 5, the concept of risk and its relative nature has been discussed. The next two proxy metrics for risk attenuation are an augmented version of $PC$, which takes into account assessed perturbation probability and impact. As discussed in chapter 4, this type of information is often elusive for perturbations afflicting the problem of complex system design. If no historical data exist, one must rely on expert belief (and the multitude of biases that come with it) and use techniques like the Delphi method (also discussed in chapter 4) for assessment.\[38\] In some cases, and when time allows, the impact of a perturbation on the performance of a system can be estimated via modelling and simulation; impact on performance, then, directly informs the impact on value delivery. Similarly to the assessment of $PC$, different ordinal scales can be used here in order to assess probability and impact of perturbations. Chapter 5 also introduced how, in many different fields, the concept of risk is quantified via multiplying the probability of occurrence of an event by its impact.\[39\] Even in the field of systems engineering, McManus and Hastings (2006) discuss how, in general, “risk can be quantified by considering (probability of problem) × (severity of problem).” In the following proxy metrics, the coverage of a perturbation is weighted by the risk that the perturbation induces (as assessed). Given the assessed probability $P_j$ and impact $I_j$ (related to perturbation $\lambda_j$), it is possible to define the risk reduction ($RR$) of an ility-driving element:

$$RR(IDE_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{S} pc_{i,j}(P_j \cdot I_j)$$

The last proxy for risk attenuation introduced here takes into account the risk reduction of an IDE relative to the entirety of the risk space considered. In fact the total risk induced by the entirety of the perturbation set considered is:

\[38\] The alternative, of course, as mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, would be to not do such an analysis at all. Doing such an analysis and being willing to accept the pros and cons that come with it is a policy decision.

\[39\] This operation is often not allowed, but nevertheless performed as a way of condensing two dimensions of information into one, risk. For example, an important problem (encountered also in the proxy metrics presented here) is that, from the rigorous standpoint of the theory of scales of measurement, it is not possible to multiply two ordinal assessments (Stevens, 1946).
\[ R_{TOT} = \sum_{j=1}^{S} (P_j \cdot I_j) \]

Where \( S \), as for above, is the total number of perturbations considered. Given \( R_{TOT} \), it is now possible to define the normalized risk reduction (\( NRR^{40} \)) of an illity-driving element (change option or resistance property, respectively):

\[ NRR(IDE_i) = \frac{RR(IDE_i)}{R_{TOT}} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{S} p_{c_{i,j}} (P_j \cdot I_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{S} (P_j \cdot I_j)} \]

It is important to note here that the relative scores of such proxy metrics can vary as different scales of assessment are chosen for probability and impact (e.g., [1 2 3] vs. [1 3 9] vs. [1 2 3 4 5]). The same applies for the choice of different subject matter expert (and decision maker) groups that participate in the assessment – each individual carries a baggage of different experiential biases and ideologies. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the multiplication of two ordinal assessments is not mathematically rigorous (Stevens, 1946). In light of these problems and more, it is important to consider the above proxy metrics for risk not as rigorous and impeccable evaluations, but rather as “fallible indicators” (Hammond, 1996) – “fallible” because they represent a degree of belief (affine to the subjectivist view of Bayesian probability) (de Finetti, 1937) about states that are not directly observable. Frank R. Field, III eloquently summarizes this state of affairs and its problem: “We are permanently trapped in the duality between what one can measure and what one wants to know… ‘I cannot predict the future; nevertheless, I will try to predict the future’.” (Field, 2014)

The willingness to accept the potential error and pitfalls introduced by using such indicators is a policy decision for the stakeholders’ discretion. As described by the NRC’s so-called red book, risk characterization is based on an analytic-deliberative process. Its aim is “to describe a potential future situation in “as accurate, thorough, and decision-relevant [emphasis added] a manner as possible, addressing the significant concerns of the interested and affected parties.” (National Research Council, 1996)

For the excerpted set of perturbations and change options shown in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, respectively, an example application of the perturbation coverage mapping activity is presented in . For example, CO8 (i.e., the possibility of adding an extra UAV given by the coexistence of workforce buffer, a spare UAV, and common communication interfaces) is a good option in terms of addressing an increase in boat arrival in the area of interest. Perturbation Coverage assessments here have been performed on a [0 1 3], where 0 indicates no coverage, 1 indicates coverage, and 3

\[40\] If the ordinal scale used for \( p_c \) is not Boolean, then the total risk considered for \( NRR \) can be multiplied by the maximum ordinal assessment of \( p_c \), as done for calculations for the example provide in
indicates great coverage of perturbation. An example calculation of the three risk attenuation metrics proposed above is also shown in the table. In this case, $R_{TOT}$ was taken to be the sum of all risks multiplied by the highest possible ordinal level of coverage (i.e., 3).

Table 7-4: Example of perturbation coverage matrix for an excerpt of the MarSec SoS case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Option</th>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_2$</th>
<th>$P_3$</th>
<th>$P_4$</th>
<th>$P_5$</th>
<th>$R_{TOT}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_1 \land \varepsilon_5 \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_1 \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_2 \land \varepsilon_{10} \Rightarrow \delta_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO4</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_2 \land \varepsilon_{10} \Rightarrow \delta_6$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO5</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_3 \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO6</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_3 \Rightarrow \delta_6$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO7</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_4 \land \varepsilon_6 \Rightarrow \delta_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO8</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_5 \land \varepsilon_7 \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_1$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO9</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_5 \Rightarrow \delta_4$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO10</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_7 \Rightarrow \delta_4$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO11</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_5 \land \varepsilon_7 \Rightarrow \delta_4$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO12</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_8 \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO13</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_9 \Rightarrow \delta_5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO14</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{11} \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_3$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO15</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{11} \Rightarrow \delta_5$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO16</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{13} \land \varepsilon_{14} \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO17</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{13} \land \varepsilon_{14} \Rightarrow \delta_6$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4.1.3 Opportunity Exploitation

The analysis of how well a certain ility-driving element enables the exploitation of opportunities that arise from the unfolding of uncertainty is symmetric to that for risk attenuation. The only difference is that the perturbation set is filtered by consequence (negative or positive); in this way, it becomes a representation of the opportunity space. Furthermore, the very concept of opportunity implies the possibility of acting to gain some extra value. This links it tightly to change options, and not so much to resistance properties. Hence, herein, it is assumed that opportunities can be seized by change options only, and not by resistance properties. In the case the perturbation set is a representation of the opportunity space, the perturbation coverage metric $PC$ becomes an indicator of opportunity exploitation. Similarly to risk, McManus and Hastings (2006) discuss how, in general, the ability to exploit opportunities “can be quantified by considering (probability of an event)×(value of the event).” Consequently, if weighted by the likelihood of occurrence ($P_j$) and the value added (i.e., positive impact) by exploiting the opportunity ($I_j$), it is possible to define the opportunity exploitation ($OE$) of a change option as:

$$OE(CO_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{S} p_{ci,j}(P_j \cdot I_j)$$

Continuing the parallel, the total opportunity induced by the entirety of the perturbation set considered is:

$$O_{TOT} = \sum_{j=1}^{S} (P_j \cdot I_j)$$

And the normalized opportunity exploitation ($NOE$) of a change option is:

$$NOE(CO_i) = \frac{OE(CO_i)}{O_{TOT}} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{S} p_{ci,j}(P_j \cdot I_j)}{\sum_{j=1}^{S} (P_j \cdot I_j)}$$

7.4.1.4 Optionability

In chapter 2, the work in Mikaelian (2009) has been introduced. Of notable importance here is her definition of optionability as the “ability to enable types of real options.” The latter, as pointed out in chapter 2, correspond to change mechanisms, as discussed in Ross (2006) and in the present document. She also introduces a metric for optionability, which can be summarized as the number of ways a change mechanism can be enabled.

---

41 As mentioned in chapter 5, relaxing this assumption could be an interesting area for future research.
It is possible, then, to extend this idea of optionability to both change options and resistance properties\(^{42}\) as a quality of their path enablers and path inhibitors, respectively. Given the set of \(M\) path enablers and the set of \(N\) mechanisms generated earlier (see section 7.3.5), the optionability of a path enabler \(\varepsilon_i\) is:

\[
Opt(\varepsilon_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} o_{i,j}
\]

Where \(o_{i,j}\) is a Boolean assessing whether a path enabler \(\varepsilon_i\) enables a change mechanism \(\delta_j\). Similarly, given the set of \(Q\) path inhibitors and the set of \(R\) resistance mechanisms generated earlier (see section 6.3.4), the optionability of a path inhibitor is:

\[
Opt(\iota_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{R} o_{i,j}
\]

The Change Option Formation matrix and the Resistance Property Formation matrix in Figure 7-7 can be used to assist the assessment of the above optionability metrics. This is shown in Figure 7-10 for a change option (and is identical for a resistance property): the optionability of a path enabler (inhibitor) is the sum of the change (resistance) mechanisms it is linked to – i.e., the sum across the columns of a COF (RPF) matrix. For example, relative to the space of possible change options shown in Table 7-3, the optionability of the path enabler ‘spare UAV’ has an optionability of 2.

\[\begin{array}{cccccc}
\varepsilon_1 & \varepsilon_2 & \varepsilon_3 & \cdots & \varepsilon_m \\
\delta_1 & o_{11} & o_{12} & \cdots & o_{1m} \\
\delta_2 & o_{21} & o_{22} & \cdots & o_{2m} \\
\delta_3 & o_{31} & o_{32} & \cdots & o_{3m} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\delta_n & o_{n1} & o_{n2} & \cdots & o_{nm} \\
\end{array}\]

\[
\text{Sum (Opt)} = \sum_{j=1}^{M} o_{i,j}
\]

\(o_{i,j} = 1\ or\ 0\) depending on whether \(\delta_j\) is enabled by \(\varepsilon_i\).

**Figure 7-10: Assessment of path enabler optionability using the COF matrix.**

Given these, it is possible to define a proxy metric for optionability at the IDE-level. The optionability of a change option \(CO\), whose change mechanism is enabled by a set

\(^{42}\) For which the term “optionability” is a bit of a misfit.
of path enablers $\tilde{PE}_{CO}$ (a subset of $M$ path enablers from the entirety of the $M$ path enablers generated earlier), is:

$$Opt(CO) = \sum_k Opt(\varepsilon_k) = \sum_k \sum_{j=1}^{N} o_{k,j}, \quad k \mid \varepsilon_k \in \tilde{PE}_{CO}$$

Similarly, the optionability of a resistance property $RP$, whose resistance mechanism is enabled by a set of path inhibitors $\tilde{PI}_{RP}$ (a subset of $Q$ path inhibitors from the entirety of the $Q$ path inhibitors generated earlier), is:

$$Opt(RP) = \sum_k Opt(\iota_k) = \sum_k \sum_{j=1}^{R} o_{k,j}, \quad k \mid \iota_k \in \tilde{PI}_{RP}$$

Figure 7-11 gives an illustrative example of the optionability of a change option. In this figure, three path enablers are linked to a change option (CO1), whose optionability score is the sum of all the options these three path enablers are linked to. For example, relative to the space of possible change options shown in Table 7-3, the optionability of CO14 (i.e., ‘satellite relay’ and ‘common network interfaces’ imply executability of ‘change [UAV] geographic segmentation) has an optionability of 5. It is important to stress here that this metric, like the ones for risk attenuation, is the outcome of the assessment of peculiar groups of domain experts. It, too, can be thought of as a fallible indicator.

**Figure 7-11: Computation of the optionability of a change option illustrated.**

### 7.4.1.5 Realizability.

In addition to the concept of optionability, Mikaelian (2009) also discusses that of realizability, which she defines as “the ability to implement a given type of real option.” In the terminology in Ross (2006) and the present document, this corresponds to the ability of a change mechanism to be enabled by more than one path enabler. As done for
It is possible to expand the concept of realizability to both types of ility-driving elements. Hence, given the set of $M$ path enablers and the set of $N$ change mechanisms generated earlier (see section 6.3.4), the realizability of a change mechanism $\delta_j$ is:

$$Rz(\delta_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} o_{i,j}$$

Where $o_{i,j}$ is the same Boolean discussed above, assessing whether a path enabler $\epsilon_i$ enables a change mechanism $\delta_j$. Similarly, given the set of $Q$ path inhibitors and the set of $R$ resistance mechanisms generated earlier (see section 6.3.4, the realizability of a resistance mechanism is:

$$Rz(\omega_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{Q} o_{i,j}$$

As for optionability, the COF and RPF matrices in Figure 7-7 can be used to assist the assessment of the above metrics. This is shown in Figure 7-12 for a change option (and is identical for a resistance property). Lastly, given the fact that an ility-driving element is associated with one (and only one) mechanism, the IDE-level assessment of realizability is the same as that at the mechanism-level. For example, relative to the space of change options shown in Table 7-3, a highly realizable change mechanism is 'change task assignment', scoring 6.

Figure 7-12: Assessment of change mechanism realizability using the COF matrix.
### 7.4.1.6 Dynamic Use

The ability to reuse an ility-driving element more than once across the lifecycle of a system may be of interest to decision makers. In light of this, two indicators of the dynamic use of the IDE are described here: reusability ($Reus$) and feasible epoch fraction ($FEF$). The former indicates the number of times an IDE can be used during the lifetime of the system. This is an ordinal assessment that can be performed using different scales (e.g., [once finite infinite]), and that is usually related to the path variable. For example, if one ‘spare UAV’ is available, the related change mechanism ‘adding UAV to fleet’ can be used only once. Similarly, having a ‘workforce buffer’ enables ‘increasing the number of operators per UAV’ only a finite number of times, while ‘resisting a physical attack’ with the use of ‘armor’ can be use for the entire existence of the system. If the IDE has a defined expiration time (that is likely going to be shorter than lifecycle), then it can't be reused an infinite amount of times. Feasible epoch fraction ($FEF$) relates to the epoch dependency of IDEs discussed in chapter 5. It is simply the ratio of the number of epochs in which the IDE can be used over the entirety of the epoch space considered.

The assessments of optionability, realizability and reusability for the options listed in Table 7-3 is illustrated in Table 7-5 below.

**Table 7-5: Example assessment of optionability, realizability and reusability.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Option</th>
<th>$Opt$</th>
<th>$Rz$</th>
<th>$Reus$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO$_1$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_1 \land \varepsilon_5 \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_1$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_1 \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_3$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_2 \land \varepsilon_{10} \Rightarrow \delta_1$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_4$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_2 \land \varepsilon_{10} \Rightarrow \delta_6$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_5$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_3 \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_6$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_3 \Rightarrow \delta_6$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_7$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_4 \land \varepsilon_6 \Rightarrow \delta_3$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_8$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_5 \land \varepsilon_7 \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_1$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_9$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_5 \Rightarrow \delta_4$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_10$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_7 \Rightarrow \delta_4$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_11$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_5 \land \varepsilon_7 \Rightarrow \delta_4$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_12$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_6 \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_13$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_6 \Rightarrow \delta_5$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_14$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{11} \land \varepsilon_{12} \Rightarrow \delta_3$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_15$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{11} \Rightarrow \delta_5$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_16$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{13} \land \varepsilon_{14} \Rightarrow \delta_2$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$_17$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{13} \land \varepsilon_{14} \Rightarrow \delta_6$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.4.2 Portfolio-level Meta Assessment

There are different ways one can go about choosing a set ofility-driving elements to include in the design of a system. One way is to consider the assessments of the different IDEs and pick the ones that are of interest, until a stopping criterion is reached. Another way is to compare different sets of IDEs – i.e., portfolio-level comparison. In order to perform the latter activity, there is a need for portfolio-level assessments.

Before introducing proxy metrics for portfolios of IDEs, it is important to note that a portfolio of IDEs always maps to a portfolio of mechanisms, which in turn maps to a portfolio of path variables. This is shown in Figure 7-13 for change options. The assessment of the portfolio of IDEs uses information from the latter two. Furthermore, the mapping of portfolios of IDEs to those of mechanisms is surjective – i.e., there is always at least one IDE per mechanism. The mapping of mechanisms to path variables can vary: usually the mapping of path variables to mechanisms is surjective, but it could also (rarely) be that a few number of path variables are linked to many mechanisms.

It is important to point out here that the portfolio-level assessment does not necessarily have to occur for portfolios of IDE. As mentioned in chapter 5, it can also be the case that a decision maker is interested in directly selecting a portfolio of path enablers and path inhibitors, or one of mechanisms. This may be because the analysis involves less information, or because one is interested in finding a good portfolio of mechanisms (that covers the risk space well), and build on that to find a portfolio of suitable path variables. In any case, what follows below is a discussion of portfolio-level assessment of portfolios of IDEs; however, the analysis for portfolios of path variables or mechanisms is very similar and foundational to that of IDEs.

![Figure 7-13: A portfolio of change options maps to one of change mechanisms, which in turn maps to one of path enablers (the same occurs for resistance properties).](image)
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The following portfolio-level assessments are described for a portfolio of illity-driving elements, \( IDE = CO \cup RP \). Given the fact that \( IDE \) is the union of a portfolio of change options and one of resistance properties, it follows that the assessment of portfolios of change options and resistance properties sometimes precede that of portfolios of IDEs.

Aggregating information from the proxy metrics introduced above, the cost of a portfolio of \( L \) change options is given by the sum of the costs associated with all the change options present in the portfolio. Mathematically, this can be summarized as:

\[
C(CO) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} C^{tot}(CO_i), \quad i \mid CO_i \in CO, |CO| = L
\]

Similarly, the total cost of a portfolio of \( P \) resistance properties is:

\[
C(RP) = \sum_{i=1}^{P} C^{tot}(RP_i), \quad i \mid RP_i \in RP, |RP| = P
\]

The cost of the portfolio of IDEs, then, is given by the sum of the costs of the portfolios of change options and the portfolio of resistance properties:

\[
C(IDE) = C(CO) + C(RP)
\]

As for risk attenuation, perturbation coverage at a portfolio-level can be approximated by the number of perturbations that are covered by the given portfolio. If that is the case, it is important to avoid counting “coverage” twice.\(^{43}\) Not taking this into account may result in portfolios with good perturbation coverage, but of the same few perturbations. In order to avoid counting twice, a simple flag must be set up in the counting. Consider a portfolio \( IDE \), composed of \( T \) IDEs mapped to the set \( A \) of \( S \) perturbations using a PC matrix (e.g., Figure 7-14). Also consider a Boolean, \( covered_j \), which indicates whether perturbation \( \lambda_j \) has already been covered (true, i.e.: 1) by one of the IDEs in the portfolio. Then, the perturbation coverage at the IDE-portfolio level is (e.g., Figure 7-14):

\[
PC(IDE) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{S} (\neg covered_j)(pc_{i,j})
\]

As for the assessment at the IDE-level, perturbation coverage at the portfolio-level is a sum of ordinal assessments. Hence, it is best to normalize it relative to the maximum possible coverage, as it is done for Normalized Risk Reduction below.

\(^{43}\) This is revisited in a few paragraphs.
Figure 7-14: Illustration of PC computation at the IDE portfolio level using a PC matrix.

Similarly to the proxy metrics for risk attenuation at the IDE-level, using assessments of perturbation probability and impact, it is possible to weigh the perturbation coverage by the risk of a perturbation. Doing so yields a risk reduction indicator at the portfolio level:

\[ RR(\text{IDE}) = \sum_{i=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{S} (\neg \text{covered}_j)(pc_{i,j}) (p_j \cdot l_j) \]

The normalized risk reduction indicator is then given by:

\[ NRR(\text{IDE}) = \frac{RR(\text{IDE})}{R_{TOT}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{T} \sum_{j=1}^{S} (\neg \text{covered}_j)(pc_{i,j})}{\sum_{j=1}^{S}(p_j \cdot l_j)} \]

Where \( R_{TOT} \) is the total risk associated with the entirety of the risk space. For example, drawing from the perturbation coverage in , the \( NRR \) of the individual options \( CO_3 \), \( CO_4 \) and \( CO_7 \) is, respectively: 0.27, 0.19, and 0.41. However, when considering the portfolio of the three (\( \text{IDE} = \{ CO_3, CO_4, CO_7 \} \)), the portfolio-level \( NRR \) becomes: 0.62. Lastly, the assessment of opportunity exploitation at the portfolio level follows the same rationale discussed above and is not discussed herein.

Because of the assumption of counting coverage only once, the above risk attenuation proxies leave out an important piece of information, which may be of interest to decision makers: the redundancy of coverage for a perturbation associated with a portfolio of IDEs. In order to obviate this problem and take this information into account, it is possible to either devise new metrics or introduce a new weighting factor in the calculation of perturbation coverage. Using information from the assessments so far, a possible indicator of the degree to which a portfolio of IDEs covers perturbations repeatedly can be realizability. In fact, if IDEs’ mechanisms are very “realizable,” it means that they are achievable in a variety of different ways. Hence, in these cases, it is more likely that the given portfolio of IDEs covers the same perturbation in different
ways. Proxies for the optionability and realizability at the portfolio level can be simple sums of their assessments at the IDE-level. Considering the same portfolio $\text{IDE}$ – which is the union of a portfolio of $L$ change options and $P$ resistance properties – optionability and realizability at the portfolio level are:

$$
\text{Opt}(\text{IDE}) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \text{Opt}(CO_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{P} \text{Opt}(RP_i)
$$

$$
\text{Rz}(\text{IDE}) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \text{Rz}(CO_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{P} \text{Rz}(RP_i)
$$

Aggregate metrics for the dynamic use of the portfolio of IDEs can also be derived using assessments at the IDE-level. For example, the reusability indicator ($\text{Reus}$) at the portfolio level can be a three-dimensional vector containing the percentage of IDEs in the portfolio that can be reused (1) once, (2) a finite number or (3) as many times as desired [once finite infinite] – e.g., $\text{Reus}(\text{IDE}) = [15\% \ 50\% \ 35\%]$.

7.5 Selection of IDEs

Once an extended list of ability-driving elements has been generated and evaluated, the next logical step is to select a portfolio of IDEs among them. This selection process may occur for two different reasons: (1) directly including the IDEs in the design of the system, or (2) carrying the selected IDEs forward for further analysis with more detailed modeling and simulation. In any case, in order to perform a selection activity, a comparative analysis must be performed.

The following two subsections describe possible analytical techniques and visualization tools that may be used for facilitating selection. The size of the space of possibilities (i.e., possible portfolios to choose among) grows in a combinatorial fashion with the number of IDEs considered. Hence, analysis and visualization can be used here for two different ends: (1) reducing the size of the space to one that can be explored by a decision maker, and (2) exploring such space of alternatives.

7.5.1 Analytic and Exploratory Techniques

For a set of ability-driving options, the space of possible portfolios to choose among grows large very fast. Given the limitations with regard to the amount of information that can be processed by a computer, exploring the entirety of the space becomes an intractable problem relatively quickly. For a set IDE of $N$ IDEs among which to choose a
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44 It is important to note that, depending on time constraints, the selection may already happen as IDEs are generated. I.e., all IDEs that are considered are automatically included in the system.
portfolio, its power set – the number of all subsets in IDE (i.e., all possible different portfolios) – grows combinatorially with \( N \):

\[
|\mathcal{P}(\text{IDE})| = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \binom{n}{k} = 2^n
\]

Hence, for a space of 50 IDEs, \( 2^{50} \) evaluations must be made. Assuming ad absurdum that each portfolio evaluation takes a microsecond, evaluating all possible portfolios would take over 35 years. On the other hand, under the same circumstances, a space of 30 IDEs would result in slightly over 15 minutes of computation. It follows that a complete exploration may be possible for problems that only consider a few IDEs. However, as it can be deduced from the applications shown in this chapter, the number of IDEs to be considered can grow very rapidly for a complex system (like the MarSec SoS). In fact, in this case, a small excerpt of all the IDEs considered in the larger application resulted in 17 of them.

When faced with such a large space, the usual approach is that of using an optimization algorithm to search for the most attractive solution(s). However, in this case, even this is difficult, as the optimization of some objective function (e.g., risk reduction) for such a space of alternatives is a set covering problem (SCP). Depending on the formulation of it (e.g., whether there is a constraint on budget), this problem can be NP-complete or NP-hard (Krause and Guestrin, 2007); meaning that, as \( N \) grows large, there are no guarantees on the minimum time a solution might take to find. Krause and Guestrin (2007) discuss a similar optimization problem (optimally placing underwater sensors so to monitor environmental phenomena and water distribution networks), and leverage its “submodularity property” to “efficiently achieve near-optimal selections.”

Although not discussed here, an application of this algorithm to the problem of selecting a portfolio of IDEs would be an interesting avenue for future work.

Hence, if the space of considered IDEs is too large (i.e., \( > \sim 30 \)), the human brain must be interrogated in order to constrain the problem, and make it suitable for further analysis. One approach for doing this could be constraining the problem within a subsection of the space, and then move forward from there. For example, in a space with 80 IDEs to be considered, \( \sim 1.27 \times 10^{24} \) portfolios are possible. However, if one decides to make a first down-selection only among combinations of 4-element portfolios, the space is reduced significantly: \( \binom{80}{4} = \frac{80!}{4!(80-4)!} = 1.5 \times 10^6 \). From that point on, then, one can decide to add other relevant IDEs to the optimal 4-element portfolio found. Furthermore, another avenue for decreasing the dimensionality of the problem can be considering only mechanisms – as opposed to IDEs – in the evaluation process. In fact, as described earlier (and shown in Figure 7-14), for a given portfolio the number of mechanisms is always smaller than that of IDEs. However, such an approach would limit

\[45\] In a submodular cover problem, a greedy approach that produces approximations to the solution can be implemented (Bar-Ilan et al., 1996).
the amount of info that can be used in the analysis – e.g., mechanism don’t have info related to IDE’s full cost or optionability. Lastly, another approach for constraining the problem – discussed more in depth in the in next subsection – is using visualizations. Through visualizations that allow the user to compare different IDEs, it is possible to trim the space by either selecting (before the analysis) IDEs that are considered indispensable or eliminating some.

When the problem of portfolio selection is reduced to a workable one in size, it is possible to use analytical techniques to explore it. Although one may intend to use optimization techniques, this is not advisable due to the nature of the data.\footnote{As discussed in chapter 2, the idea of identifying optimal portfolios of (financial) assets was first introduced by Markowitz (1952), who devised a multi-objective optimization solution that yields an efficient frontier (in the mean return vs. variance space) of portfolios of investments. This idea may seem attractive for the case of portfolios of IDEs, where one may want to find efficient portfolios in the cost vs. risk reduction space. However, the optimization problems are very different in these two cases. Among other things, unlike finance, there is often no historical data to rely on for the evaluations, and obtaining one optimal solution is somewhat meaningless. Even more robust optimization techniques – see discussion of (Tütüncü and Koenig, 2004) in chapter 2 – would suffer from the same problems.} Going farther away from the idea of “optimal,” it is possible to use iso-performance techniques (de Weck and Jones, 2006) to identify and evaluate performance-invariant sets of solutions. This way, given a threshold on attributes of interest (e.g., cost, risk reduction, realizability), it is possible to further reduce the space of possible portfolios to one that can be explored using techniques like MATE (discussed in 4.1.1). In MATE, it is possible to trade benefits versus cost on a tradespace, where the former is typically approximated with the use of a multi-attribute utility function (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976).

Lastly, it is important to reiterate that the results of any analysis performed here must be taken with great care because of the nature of the proxy metrics – which, as mentioned earlier, must be considered as “fallible indicators” (Hammond, 1993) – and that of the assessment process. The analytical techniques discussed above must be used as an augmentation for simplifying the (otherwise overwhelming) problem of selection. The space of possibilities is large, and these techniques are a way of structuring the problem or placing constraints on what a decision maker wants to explore and compare.

### 7.5.2 Visualization Tools

As mentioned above, an effective way of choosing ility-driving elements may be through the aid of visualization tools. Tradespaces in MATE are one example of condensing multiple dimensions into a visual that is intelligible for the human brain. There, analytical transformations like the computation of a multi-attribute utility score (the most commonly used) condense multiple dimensions of benefit into one, which is then traded against cost. In this section, other ideas for comparing IDEs (and portfolios thereof) are discussed.
One approach to identify IDEs that are of relevance to stakeholder could be to actuate a “greedy” algorithm, whereby one starts by picking the best performing IDE, then the next best, and so on. One way of visualizing all the IDEs generated across all dimensions of interest to stakeholders can be parallel coordinates plots. These are common for visualizations of high-dimensional geometry and analysis of multivariate data. A parallel coordinate plot is composed of as many parallel lines as the dimensions of interest. To show a set of points in this multi-dimensional space, these parallel lines are drawn next to each other, typically vertically and equally spaced. Then, a point in this multi-dimensional space (e.g., an IDE) is represented as a polyline with vertices on the parallel lines; the position of the vertex on a given line corresponds to the score of a given IDE in that dimension. Using such visualization, one may be able to discern IDEs that perform outstandingly as compared to the rest of the set (according to his or her preferences). Starting from those, it is possible to build a portfolio “greedily” in a step-by-step fashion. An example of such plot is given for the set of change options considered so far in Figure 7-15. This figure considers 5 different dimensions: Cost (randomly generated), Opt, NRR, Rz, and U (from and Error! Reference source not found.). In this plot, no single change option stands out, but, for example, CO₁₁ and CO₁₄ both score quite well in terms of both Opt and NRR, which are arguably among the most important attributes a decision maker may be interested in when choosing an IDE over another. It is interesting to see how CO₁₃, the best in terms of NRR, does poorly in most of the other dimensions, and might not be the best one to consider for selection.

Figure 7-15: Parallel coordinates plot for the options considered thus far. Each option is colored differently and the best three in terms of NRR (CO₁₁, CO₁₃ and CO₁₄) are labeled.

Interestingly, such an approach is also at the basis of the submodular algorithm for analytically searching a set covering problem.
Another useful visualization technique is an alluvial diagram. Alluvial diagrams are used to represent flows and to see correlations between categorical or ordinal dimensions, visually linking the number of elements sharing the same categories. It is particularly useful for exploring the nature of the space. For example, Figure 7-16 shows an alluvial diagram for the change options considered in the application to the MarSec SoS so far. The diagram shows that, for the space of options generated, few have good optionability, while about half of the set has the highest realizability.

![Alluvial Diagram](image)

**Figure 7-16: An example of an alluvial diagram for the space of change options generated for the running application.**

When it comes to portfolios of IDEs, as pointed out earlier, the dimensionality of the space rapidly explodes. In such cases (given it is feasible for a computer to process), a parallel coordinates plot may be useful insofar as focusing on the portion of the possibilities that dominate the rest. When the comparison is reduced to a few portfolio alternatives and the focus is on risk, risk matrices (discussed in chapter 5) can be a useful visualization tool. In fact, these can be used to visualize and compare the risk reduction profile of a given portfolio of IDEs. For example, using the risk matrix in NASA (2012), a comparison of four small, randomly selected portfolios of change options (among the ones generated in Table 7-3) is shown in Figure 7-17. From this figure, it evinces, for example, that CO_8 and CO_{13} (related to the mechanisms of ‘add asset’ and ‘change authority distribution’) would work very well together in terms of mitigating the
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According to chapter 5, a great resource for scripts that enable the creation of alluvial diagrams, parallel coordinates plots, as well as many other effective visualizations is: [http://d3js.org/](http://d3js.org/).
risk induced by the given uncertainty space considered. Other combinations (e.g., CO_1, CO_5, CO_{10} and CO_{15}) are not as efficient and they leave some perturbations unaddressed. It is important to note that some important dimensions are missing from the risk matrices in Figure 7-17: e.g., cost and reusability. These can be incorporated through color, shape, or other visual indicators. The dimension of reusability is particularly important in this case because, if a perturbation is likely to occur many times, one may be interested in highly reusable IDEs to address it. For example, CO_8 could be used only once to address an increase in boat arrival rate (\(\lambda_1\)).

**Figure 7-17:** Comparison of risk reduction profiles of four portfolios of change options selected at random. Small and big circles indicate \(PC=1\) and \(PC=3\) on a [0 1 3] scale.

### 7.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced the IDE Analysis, a structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of IDEs. IDE Analysis is performed with a baseline system design in mind, and with the goal of selecting a set of relevant IDEs for either (1) further, more detailed analysis or (2) direct inclusion in the system.
The approach starts with the generation of an extensive list of ility-driving elements. In order to perform this task, different techniques are discussed (design principle to perturbation mapping, cause-effect mapping, etc.), among which the user can choose the most appropriate/affine (or perform all). Then, a number of possible proxy metrics (listed in Table 7-6) are introduced in order to evaluate the different IDEs. Lastly, the problem of selection has been discussed, for which analytical techniques are seldom efficient. As an alternative, several visualization techniques (as well as some alternative usages for analytical techniques) that can facilitate the process of comparison and selection (both at the IDE- and portfolio-level) are presented.

Table 7-6: Summary of metrics introduced in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Good for (at IDE- and portfolio-level):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Assessment of cost, including: acquisition, carrying, execution and disposal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perturbation Coverage</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Assessment of the extent to which perturbations are covered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Reduction</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Assessment of the extent to which risk is reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized Risk Reduction</td>
<td>NRR</td>
<td>Assessment of the extent to which risk is reduced, as relative to the entirety of the risk space considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity Exploitation</td>
<td>OE</td>
<td>Assessment of the extent to which opportunity is seized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized Opportunity Exploitation</td>
<td>NOE</td>
<td>Assessment of the extent to which opportunity is seized, as relative to the entirety of the opportunity space considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optionability</td>
<td>Opt</td>
<td>Assessment of the degree to which more than one mechanism is associated with the IDE (or portfolio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realizability</td>
<td>Rz</td>
<td>Assessment of the degree to which more than one path variable is associated with the IDE (or portfolio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasible Epoch Fraction</td>
<td>FEF</td>
<td>Assessment of the epoch-dependent unavailability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability</td>
<td>Reus</td>
<td>Assessment of the extent to which an IDE (or a portfolio) can be reused over time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alongside the introduction of then theoretical material, a case application to the MarSec SoS is run. Although only an excerpt of the larger application to the case, the
small demonstrations of the techniques (and metrics) introduced are intended to help the reader ground the abstract concepts in more concrete examples.
8 Discussion

“Que sçay-je?”

Michel de Montaigne (1595)

This chapter presents general discussions around three main topics: applicability of research; general considerations with regard to the main research contributions; and possible areas for future research.

8.1 On the Applicability of Research

The domain applicability of this research is complex system design. As discussed in chapter 2, complex systems are those featuring high degrees of structural, social and dynamic complexity. Hence, anything from the design of an aircraft to that of the next regulation on CO₂ emissions is a valid target for the application of ideas and frameworks discussed in this thesis.

In particular, the research takes a dynamic system perspective for design. It first describes the inherent exploratory nature of such design efforts in the realm of complex systems. Then, it discusses ways to characterize uncertainty around such systems, as well as ways to characterize and enable responses to this uncertainty. These responses (i.e., the ility-driving elements) can be used to purposefully drive the emergence of ilities over time. Therefore, the content discussed in this thesis is very applicable to those domains that are specifically interested in designing systems that display ilities across their lifecycle. For example, this research may be particularly relevant for the design of complex DoD systems, which “tend to be designed to deliver optimal performance within a narrow set of initial requirements and operating conditions at the time of design.” (Dashmukh et al., 2012) Other examples may be the design of large commercial enterprises (e.g., a constellation of satellites providing a service like Iridium) or of public infrastructure systems (e.g., the design of a large mass transportation system). In general, this work is relevant to those systems that require much effort and resources to be put into use, and which are expected to endure and continue to deliver value for a long time.

Furthermore, it has been discussed how the concepts put forth in this thesis can be applicable to the field of policymaking for planned adaptation efforts. Designing a regulatory system that is able to adjust to meet emerging requirements and knowledge is
an attractive idea (McCray et al., 2012), and this research could perhaps help in structuring the actual process underlying the delineation of such adaptive systems. Similarly, with the right path inhibitors, it could help build regulatory systems that would resist the influence of undesired behaviors (e.g., big corporations buying off a politician).

Lastly, as mentioned in the very first lines of this thesis, design pervades every aspect of human life. With enough degrees of abstraction, the frameworks and approaches produced in this thesis are applicable to the decision-making processes of all human beings that like to think strategically about the unfolding of their future. For example, the time and effort dedicated to writing this thesis are opportunity costs associated with the inclusion of some path enablers in the life of the author (e.g., knowledge accumulated, two Masters degrees, meeting of smart and driven individuals, etc.). Hopefully, at some near or remote point in the future, these path enablers will allow for a transition from the then current to a preferred state of affairs (e.g., the obtainment of a PhD degree, a better job, the same job in a preferred city, no job and continuing to think and build on knowledge acquired while sipping on a cup of coffee and absently staring at the gorgeous landscape surrounding his hometown of Vallata, etc.).

8.2 On Research Contributions

In this section, the most important contributions of the thesis are discussed. First, a recapitulation and discussion of the characterization of uncertainty in complex socio-technical systems is presented; then, the modeling of illying-driving elements is discussed, as well as their analysis for inclusion in systems.

8.2.1 On Uncertainty and Perturbations

In chapter 2, a literature overview of possible types of uncertainty – as well as ways to model and identify it – has been discussed for both the field of policymaking and that of complex system design. Starting from a discussion on the complexities that permeate such systems, it was concluded that designing in these circumstances is a very difficult task. In fact, apart from structural complexity, social and dynamic complexities make it impossible to consider such systems as closed. Hence, modeling uncertainty in the way that is done in other fields (e.g., finance or business) becomes a large oversimplification. Among other reasons, in the case of complex systems, the objective functions aren’t always clear and can change over time (Rittel, 1969). Furthermore, the pronounced social component makes it impossible to draw generalizations across different cases, and “situational analysis” (Popper, 1967) becomes the only rational approach. Hence, in the remainder of the thesis, the traditional systems engineering perspective that freezes requirements early in the conceptual phase was abandoned, and a dynamic system perspective for design was embraced.

Chapter 3 has stressed the fact that modeling uncertainty in this context is an exploratory endeavor (Bankes, 1993): i.e., a way of testing possible hypotheses about
the unfolding of uncertain events, thereby enabling the design of systems that are able to display capabilities in the modelled uncertainty space. The modeling effort discussed starts with a formal characterization of three important spaces system designers deal with: design, context, and needs. These are mapped onto the performance space and value space through performance and value models, respectively. In this modeling approach, design space, context space and needs space become the backbone for structuring and thinking strategically in the design effort. The variables from which these spaces are derived (design variables, context variables, and needs variables) are the essential elements that constrain the design effort within a subspace of possibilities (i.e., of hypotheses) that is deemed relevant. Where to draw the line of such a subspace is a policy decision for the designers and the decision makers.

The space of uncertainty in this setting, then, is modelled as the possible unintentional\(^{49}\) (from the perspectives of designers and stakeholders) transitions in design, context, or needs. Any trace in the diagram in Figure 8-1 is a possible state of affairs (i.e., hypothetical scenario) a system might find itself in, and corresponds to a level of value delivery (since value is a function of the design instance, context instance, and needs instance). Perturbations with negative consequence push the system into a trace that corresponds to less value delivered; perturbations with positive consequence push the system (or give designers the opportunity to push the system) to a trace that delivers more value.

\(^{49}\) The use of this word for the case of variations in needs is a bit off. However, it must be considered unintentional from the present perspective on the design effort.
The perturbation set in Figure 8-1 represents the uncertainty space a designer needs to consider, and is given by the set of variables that can be affected (by perturbations) as well as allowed transitions. It is important to note that, in the modeling of the uncertainty space proposed here, it is possible for a design instance to be pushed outside of the instantiated design space, but not for a context instance or a needs instance. There are two main modeling assumptions behind this. First, the design space is considered to be all the potential alternatives a designer may want to consider. Hence, a design instance with a UAV with a broken wing is conceivable, but outside the enumerated design space. Second, the context space and needs space are those conceivable at the time the conceptual design is taking place. Anything beyond these is either deemed irrelevant (or impractical) for the purposes of the design process, or is an unknown unknown (McManus and Hastings, 2006). If the system at hand undergoes systematic redesign efforts (e.g., large military SoS like the Ballistic Missile Defense System discussed in chapter 6), then these spaces may change over time, as new information is revealed. For example, for the Iridium satellites system briefly discussed in chapter 1, the advent of ground-based wireless telephony might have been an unknown unknown at the time of conceptual design.

An important source of uncertainty that has not been discussed or modeled in the current research is related to the modeling of performance and value-delivery of a system. In fact, uncertainty can lie also in the assumptions behind the performance model and the value model. While assumptions behind the performance model can be captured to a certain extent by context variables (e.g., modeling varying technological levels), it is very difficult to conceive and represent uncertainty associated with assumptions underlying value models. As a matter of fact, the process of eliciting and constructing preferences over future prospects is plagued by unavoidable variance: normatively equivalent methods of elicitation often give rise to systematically different responses (Slovic, 1995). Even when confined within one manner of eliciting values from stakeholder (i.e., one value model), cognitive biases – e.g., representativeness, availability, anchoring, contamination, compatibility, confidence, optimism (Gilovich et al., 2002) – may undermine the trust in and veracity of the model outputs (Ricci et al., 2014).

In short, uncertainty is modeled as unintentional and exogenous operators on a set of possibilities (i.e. scenarios), given by the product of design, context and needs spaces that are deemed relevant by the designer (as mapped by performance and value models). It is important to point out, then, that perturbations enable the formation of networks (as opposed to static sets) of possibilities. Furthermore, the modeling of perturbations in this way is preparatory for the modeling and conceptualization of the elements that enable to respond to uncertainty: ility-driving elements. While perturbations are unintentional operators on the system state, IDEs are intentional operators that enable responses to the uncertainty modeled. When thinking about perturbations and IDEs from this perspective, a dynamic network-centric view on design may be taken. This is discussed in further detail in section 8.3.3.
8.2.2 On Responding to Uncertainty and IDEs

Chapter 2 also discusses how, in the context of complex system design, the presence of such irreducible uncertainty makes it unwise to design for a very specific set of objective functions and disregard the dynamic outer environment or the fact that such objective functions can change. In these cases, robust or changeable (Ross, 2006) systems are better suited than those designed using optimization strategies that work well only when finely tuned to precisely known environments (Simon, 1996). In this scenario, systems that are able to exhibitilities across their lifecycle are desirable, which is why chapter 5 attempts to define and model ility-driving elements in system design.

As conceptualized in chapter 5, ility-driving elements can be of two types: change options and resistance properties. The former imply an ability to make a change in the system that is executed by an agent (internal or external). The latter does not imply an executable change, but rather the ability to resist undesired changes in the system. With regard to the occurrence of a perturbation, both types of IDE can be preventive (avoiding the occurrence of the perturbation) or reactive (mitigating or recovering from the impacts of the perturbation). An important subtlety with regard to this way of modeling ility-driving elements arises: resistance properties, unlike change options, are considered to be passive, as they require no execution decision by a human agent (i.e., no decision rule implemented by a human-created logic, internal or external to the system). As discussed in chapter 2, the word “option” implies the “power of deciding” (i.e., of executing, in this case), which is not present in the case of resistance properties. Hence, in this view, any type of active adjustment, however small, is considered a change event. This is very much a philosophical standpoint that can be revisited in the future. In fact, the idea of a resistance property has come to life when thinking about impulse perturbations, as opposed to graceful degradation. An alternate view might be that, in the case of graceful degradation, small adjustments that enable the system to maintain the same state are a resistance property. However, this would imply a definition of resistance property that rests on small changes by an executive agent. As briefly discussed in chapter 5, this issue relates closely to a long philosophical debate: “Theseus’ paradox.” This is a thought experiment that raises the question of whether an object that has had all its components replaced over a long period of time (the ship of Theseus in the original puzzle) remains fundamentally the same object. The standpoint taken in the formalization of resistance properties and change options presented in this thesis is that it doesn't remain the same object: every time an adjustment is made, an intentional change by an agent has occurred (most likely to sustain value delivery).

8.2.2.1 Dynamic System Perspective for Design

The dynamic system perspective discussed first in chapter 4 implies the awareness of the fact that, for large and long-lasting complex systems, operational contexts and expectations will inevitably change over time. Furthermore, the system itself may undergo forced transitions to new instances or spontaneous ones, due to, for example,
the malfunctioning of the inner workings of the system. Hence, the need for modeling the epoch space in addition to that of the design space (Ross and Rhodes, 2008). From such modeling, two layers of exploration (Bankes, 1993) evince: (1) an exploration of the design space and the way it maps to the performance and value spaces, and (2) an exploration of the outcomes of (1) under different assumptions about the outer environment and the objectives pursued (i.e., the epoch space).

Perturbations and ility-driving elements are the essential units behind this dynamic system perspective. They are, in fact, the operators that allow (or impede, in the case of resistance properties) transitions from one state (a trace in the space in Figure 8-1) in the space to another. Figure 8-2 shows all the spaces and operators involved in this view of the design effort. With no path enablers or path inhibitors, the dynamic performance of the system would be in the hands of unintentional operators: perturbations. The inclusion of path enablers and path inhibitors in the design of the system allows for the emergence of two other types of operators: change mechanisms and the resistance mechanisms. These are intentional and enable the system to address the occurrence of perturbations. In this way, they drive the emergence of ilities over time.

Figure 8-2: Spaces and operators in the dynamic system perspective for design. Perturbations can operate on design, context and needs space; change mechanisms on design space only; resistance mechanisms on design, performance and value spaces.

8.2.2.2 Static vs. Contingent Value

The identification of suitable ility-driving elements for inclusion in the design under the dynamic system perspective is not aimed at the enhancement of near-term value delivery of the system. That is, it is not geared toward the fulfillment of static functional requirements. Rather, ility-driving elements drive the emergence of contingent value – i.e., value that materializes only upon the occurrence of perturbations. For example, if a system component fails, having a spare component, as well as the ability to replace the faulty component, delivers contingent value to stakeholders. This value is contingent upon the failure of the component (i.e., if the component never fails, the value never materializes).
It is important to point out that there are systems for which dealing with certain critical contingencies is a primary functional requirement. This occurs especially for those systems that are built for a one-time (or few-times) mission. For example, in the building of a spacecraft, a launch abort system that enables the crew to get off the shuttle in case of an emergency (like a rocket suffering a catastrophic failure) is included in the system. This system changes the design of the spacecraft significantly, but it is yet geared toward an unlikely contingency. Within the context of the IDE Analysis proposed in chapter 7 (geared at the identification of relevant IDEs), the abort system would be a (quite important!) latent path enabler that is part of the baseline system architecture on which the analysis is performed.

8.2.2.3 Robust Systems vs. Antifragile Systems

In the best-seller book *Antifragile: Things That Gain From Disorder*, Taleb (2012, pp. 3-4) discusses the concept of antifragility as different from that of robustness:

Some things benefit from shocks; they thrive and grow when exposed to volatility, randomness, disorder, and stressors and love adventure, risk, and uncertainty. Yet, in spite of the ubiquity of the phenomenon, there is no word for the exact opposite of fragile. Let us call it antifragile. Antifragility is beyond resilience or robustness. The resilient resists shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better... Antifragility makes us understand fragility better. Just as we cannot improve health without reducing disease, or increase wealth without first decreasing losses, antifragility and fragility are degrees on a spectrum.

The purpose of introducing an array of ility-driving elements in a system is not only that of sustaining value delivery, but also that of enhancing value delivery. The former is related to robustness (“value robustness” in the lexicon of SEAr), the latter with antifragility. An antifragile system is one that benefits from perturbations in the outer environment. This can happen either by actively exploiting opportunities (e.g., demand increases and flexible production line enables the increase in production – one of the classic change options in business) or passively benefitting from an exogenous shock (e.g., a taxi company that operates only electric cars benefits from a sudden increase in gasoline price – which would be a resistance property with respect to performance). Hence, including a variety of different change options and resistance properties in a system (e.g., using IDE Analysis) has the potential of designing systems that, across their lifecycle, are both robust and antifragile.

8.2.3 On Designing for the Emergence of Ilities and IDE Analysis

Chapter 7 has proposed IDE Analysis as a structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of ility-driving elements during the conceptual phase of system design. Using this approach, it is possible to formally think about the introduction of design- and enterprise-level elements that can drive the emergence of ilities in complex systems. For complex sociotechnical systems, although it is impossible to control
uncertainty, the inclusion of such elements in the design can enable better management of uncertainty. IDE Analysis is performed with a baseline design of the system in mind. IDE Analysis is scalable in effort, and, as for many tasks performed in conceptual design, its completion involves much creativity and expertise. Lastly, it is important to point out that, rather than being a prescriptive method, IDE Analysis discusses several ways of generating, evaluating and selecting IDEs for inclusion in the system. The user, then, can judge the most relevant and efficient use in his or her case.

The goal of IDE Analysis is not to identify and focus on one or two change options (or resistance properties), as is done, for example, in Real Option Analysis (discussed in chapter 2). Rather, it is intended for generating a broad variety of possibleility-driving elements, from which to choose a set to either include in the system or carry forward for further and more detailed analysis. The generation part is aimed at creating an extensive list of possible relevant IDEs. A few techniques for generating IDEs were proposed, among which of particular relevance is the design principle to perturbation (and perturbation cause) mapping. This technique differs from some of the techniques in the literature (like Change Propagation Analysis or Sensitivity DSM, discussed in chapter 2) as it enables full creativity and IDE search outside of the current design concept. Several proxy metrics intended to inform the comparison (and ultimately selection) of IDEs have also been discussed. Given the scarcity of data for most complex systems of the future, the assessment of these metrics often occurs by the hands of domain experts. Lastly, the problem of selecting a portfolio of IDEs, given an extensive list of IDEs, has been discussed. In particular, given the nature of the space to search (and of the assessments), it is unadvisable (often impossible) to opt for full exploration or analytical optimization of possible portfolios. Rather, the better way to proceed is through the use of visualizations and human-in-the-loop decision making, which enable the interaction of the decision maker with the information about the differentility-driving elements.

8.2.3.1 The Assessment Process and Cognitive Biases

Any assessment process is inherently impacted by biases that the assessor carries with him or her. The assessments in IDE Analysis are no exception, of course. Naturally, if historical data or market data exist for the cost of certain path enablers or inhibitors, then a degree of objectivity exists in the assessment (assuming the data is still relevant to the current problem). However, the assessment of the likelihood and impact of perturbations that rarely occur and for which scarce data exist (e.g., earthquakes, next world wide war, etc.) can be considered an art. Chapters 5 and 7 have highlighted how risk characterization is a decision-relative effort, and is based on an analytic-deliberative process. Its aim is “to describe a potential future situation in “as accurate, thorough, and decision-relevant [emphasis added] a manner as possible, addressing the significant concerns of the interested and affected parties.” (National Research Council, 1996)
These interested and affected parties that assess the risk induced by a perturbation (or the extent to which an IDE covers the perturbation, or nature of the uncertainty space) unavoidably carry with them certain cognitive biases that originate both in their past experience and the ideologies they embrace (Layton, 1976). In particular, below are some salient cognitive biases that have been found to occur frequently in the cognitive psychology literature (Gilovich et al., 2002) and about which the practitioner of IDE Analysis must be aware:

• **Representativeness.** When making judgment using the representativeness heuristic, people estimate the likelihood of an event by comparing it to an existing prototype that already exists in their minds. This prototype is what they think is the most relevant or typical example of a particular event or object, and this may be wrong. Kahneman and Tversky (1972) define this heuristic formally as “the degree to which [an event] (i) is similar in essential characteristics to its parent population, and (ii) reflects the salient features of the process by which it is generated.”

• **Availability.** When using this heuristic to judge, people rely on examples and information that comes immediately to mind, i.e.: what is promptly available to them. More precisely, they judge an event as likely or frequent if instances of it are easy to imagine or recall. Its underlying logic is that, if something can be readily recalled, it must be important or common. An outcome of using this heuristic is that people tend to use the most recent information when making judgments, or information to which is given more attention in media.

• **Anchoring.** Anchoring is one of the most well-known biases, often used in marketing strategies. Anchoring occurs when people rely too heavily on the first piece of information that is given to them in their decision making process and then subsequently interpret further information relative to that anchor.

• **Contamination.** This cognitive bias is defined as “unconscious or uncontrollable mental processing that results in unwanted judgment, emotions, or behaviors.” (Wilson et al., 2002) It occurs when a judgment made rationally is in contrast with a deep ideology or set of values of the person judging, and is therefore subsequently reevaluated.

• **Overconfidence.** This bias consists in the fact that people’s subjective confidence in their judgments is greater than the objective accuracy, especially when confidence is relatively high.

• **Optimism.** This is related to overconfidence, and it can be described by the fact that people tend to assign higher probabilities to their attainment of desirable outcomes than either objective criteria or logical analysis warrants. This bias is in turn linked to the planning fallacy (often observed in complex system design): the people overestimate their rate of work or underestimate how long it will take them to get things done.
8.3 On Possible Future Research Efforts

Research toward a systematic definition and treatment ofilities in system design is still in its early stages. This research is built on the strong foundations coming from the work in MIT SEAr and the whole systems engineering community, and it presents a structured way of beginning to think about the design of systems that display desirable lifecycle properties (relative to a space of uncertainty one can conceive and deems relevant). In the following subsections, some opportunities for future research efforts that build on this one are discussed.

8.3.1 Periodic Redesign

In the modeling of the uncertainty space, the perturbation set (Figure 8-1) does not include possible transitions into new context or needs spaces. In fact, although this thesis does acknowledge the existence of $C'$ and $N'$ (as representative of the fact that the modeling of the relevant context space and needs space is subject to change over time, as new information arises), it does not include them formally in the modeling of the dynamic impact of perturbations (and IDEs) over time, and in the IDE Analysis. This is because it is assumed that, at the moment of design, all that is modeled in the context and needs spaces is what is relevant to designers and stakeholders. However, many systems do undergo periodic redesign (e.g., SoS or regulatory systems, as discussed on chapter 6). In fact, as discussed in chapter 2, most systems of systems do not appear fully formed: their development and existence is evolutionary with functions and purposes added, removed, and modified with experience, over time. For these, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of modeling changing epoch spaces over time, as new information is revealed and gathered. This would result into a dynamic IDE Analysis, wherein the carriage and switching of portfolios of IDEs is also taken into account as the plausibility of new epochs becomes worthy of consideration.

8.3.2 Relationships Among the Epoch Variables

The combination of possible contexts and possible expectations a system may face forms the epoch space. Although the two sets of context and needs variables are modeled as separate, strong couplings may exist among them. For example, the technological improvements in wireless communications have led people to change their preferences on the use of cell phones (from voice communication, to textual communication, to browsing the internet). Furthermore, the literature on cognitive psychology discusses extensively the context-dependent nature of preferences (Tversky and Simonson, 1993). These considerations lead to an interesting opportunity to model the potential coupling effects between contexts and needs, and take that into consideration in the IDE Analysis.

50 Except for unknown unknowns that may be relevant.
Furthermore, modeling the conditional probabilities among all the conceived epoch variables may be an interesting piece of information to incorporate in the IDE Analysis. The Epoch Syncopation Framework (ESF) (Fulcoly et al., 2012) can be a starting point for considering the uncertain sequence of epochs experienced by a system. Using Monte Carlo analysis and Markov probability matrices, ESF analyzes the execution of potential change mechanisms as synced to respond to possible epoch shifts. Information coming from the application of this framework may be used for deciding the number or type of IDEs to include in a system during IDE Analysis. In order to make probabilistic information about these events more grounded in reality, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of using empirical indicators that inform the likelihood of an epoch variable to shift to a different level (as it is often done for informing risk analysis in financial companies and hedge funds).

8.3.3 Informing VASC and other Methods

In chapter 2, some techniques for the evaluation and valuation of certain lifecycle properties have been discussed. For instance, Real Options Analysis (ROA) attempts to quantify the value of the flexibility given by an option by assigning a monetary value to it (e.g., option to increase production). Another, less prescriptive, method for the valuation of changeability in systems is Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability (VASC) (Fitzgerald, 2012). This method is designed to “capture the multi-dimensional value of changeability while limiting the number of necessary assumptions.” VASC originates under the same dynamic system perspective discussed in this research, and at its core is a conceptualization of uncertainty akin to that provided in chapter 4. VASC specifically targeted at the valuation of different change options for inclusion in the system. A very interesting avenue for future research and applications can be to couple IDE Analysis with VASC. In fact, IDE Analysis would provide for the brainstorming and initial down-selection of possible change options to include in the system that could then be valuated more in depth through the application of VASC. In a similar fashion, IDE Analysis could be coupled with the more recent work by Schaffner (2014) on Multi-Era Analysis, wherein a set of change options is also the starting point. More generally, any method or techniques geared toward the quantification of any ility (from changeability to robustness) in systems could benefit from the coupling with IDE Analysis.

8.3.4 Interactive Visualization for IDE Selection

The last section in chapter 7 has discussed some visualization techniques for easing the task of processing a lot of information about many different alternative IDEs (or portfolios, at the portfolio-level) in support of selection. The visualization tools briefly discussed in this work are mainly static. However, interactive visualization can be an efficient and effective method for enabling stakeholders to make better decisions (Ricci et al., 2014). Hence, an interesting area for future research and application is the design
of interactive visualization tools that are able to augment the cognitive experience of the decision maker when dealing with such large and diverse data.

### 8.3.5 Modeling in the Dynamic System Perspective for Design

Research opportunities exist for building upon and enhancing the current model of the spaces and their operators (i.e., perturbations and mechanisms) involved in the dynamic system perspective for design. For example, it is possible to imagine a fully connected network that encompasses the design space, context space and needs space – let us call it the *system space*. At every point in time, a system exists as an instance in this space, i.e.: a trace in the diagram in Figure 8-1, for example. Each instance then can be imagined to be in a potential well in the system space.\(^{51}\) This way, a network of local potential wells forms, with each arc in the network having a certain escape energy\(^ {52}\) associated with it. In such a picture, a perturbation is an operator that provides enough energy for a system instance to escape its current potential well and land into a new one. Similarly, mechanisms are operators at the disposal of designers that can either provide the escape energy to go from one instance to another in the system space (in the case of change mechanisms), or modify the amount of escape energy required (in the case of resistance mechanisms). Some resistance mechanisms may provide more “escape energy increase” than others. In this view, depending on the presence of path enablers and path inhibitors, the energy required for transitions is either provided or increased (respectively).

---

\(^{51}\) In physics, a potential well is the region surrounding a local minimum of potential energy. Energy may be released from a potential well if sufficient energy is added to the system such that the local maximum is surmounted (except in quantum physics, where potential energy may escape a potential well by the tunneling effect).

\(^{52}\) Which could be in terms of any resource including cost, time, effort, and actual physical energy.
9 Conclusion

“Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.”

– Ludwig Wittgenstein (1922)

The starting point for this thesis and the larger research effort was the need of a method for designing systems capable of revealing desirable lifecycle properties – i.e.,ilities. Designing for ilities is a strategic effort that involves not only technical knowledge, but also creativity. The general contributions of this thesis research are with regard to structuring the process of thinking about possible ways of embedding ility-driving elements in the design of a system. In order to do so, this thesis first discussed a formal means of modeling uncertainty and its responses, based on a specific view of the design effort: the dynamic system perspective. In this perspective of design, the designer faces three key spaces of possibilities (Figure 9-1): the design space, the context space, and the needs space. Where the system exists in these spaces determines the amount of performance and therefore value (however measured or conceived) it delivers to stakeholders. Each space in Figure 9-1 is a collection of instances, i.e.: of possibilities that may materialize at future points in time. As such, under this perspective, any modeling activity in the design effort must be conceived as an exploratory one (Bankes, 1993). This dynamic system perspective on the design effort, then, laid the foundation for modeling uncertainty and its responses, as well as a way of coming up with them.

Figure 9-1: System design under the dynamic system perspective.
9.1 Key Contributions

The main domains for which this thesis has provided contributions are (1) the modeling, characterization and identification of uncertainty in system design and (2) the modeling, characterization and identification of ility-driving entities. The following paragraphs discuss the key contributions of this thesis, as viewed by the author. The organization and flow reflect that of the scoping questions in chapter 1:

1. The nature of uncertainty in system design
   a. How can uncertainty be modeled effectively?
   b. What can the dynamic impact of uncertainty be on the system?
   c. In what ways can the modeling of uncertainty be useful?

2. The nature of responses to uncertainty in system design
   a. What drives the emergence of ilities throughout the lifecycle?
   b. How can one model these ility-driving elements?
   c. What can the dynamic impact of these ility-driving elements be in response to the unfolding of uncertainty?
   d. How have ility-related behaviors emerged in systems of the past (and the present)?

3. Approach for identifying ility-driving elements
   a. Can there be a structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of such elements?

   **Modeling uncertainty:** Based on the dynamic system perspective for design and the description of the spaces involved in it, a formal way of modeling uncertainty in system design was proposed, whereby perturbations are operators on the design, context and needs space. An example for a perturbation in design is shown in Figure 9-2, and described below:

   \[
   \lambda^D : \begin{cases} 
   d_i \mapsto d_j \mid d_i, d_j \in D \\
   d_i \mapsto d'_i \mid d_i \in D, d'_i \in D'
   \end{cases}
   \]

   ![Figure 9-2: Perturbation as an operator on the design space.](image)
Impact of perturbations: The impact of perturbations in design context or needs on performance and value delivery has been analyzed in all the possible circumstances:

1. Unexpected or imposed changes in the design instance cause the performance (i.e., performance instance) of the system to change (e.g., car's windshield breaks), thereby changing the value delivered.

2. Changes in the context (i.e., context instance) in which the system operates cause the performance (i.e., performance instance) of the system to change (e.g., car goes from asphalt to dirt terrain), thereby changing the value delivered.

3. The expectations (i.e., needs instance) of the system change (e.g., need car to be more fuel efficient, as new job requires longer commutes), thereby changing the value delivered.

For example, for a perturbation in design, the impact of a perturbation on value delivery is shown in Figure 9-3.

![Figure 9-3: Impact on value of a perturbation in design.](image)

Identification of perturbations: An array of techniques and heuristics that can be used for the identification of general uncertainty categories, as well as the parameterization of these into perturbations, have been introduced and applied to the MarSec SoS case. Among these are, for example, enterprise boundary analysis and structured stakeholder interviews.

The nature of ility-driving elements: The thesis research has provided an in depth discussion of the mechanisms through which a system can cope with uncertainty: (1) change mechanisms and (2) resistance mechanisms. These are possible only due to the existence of path enablers and path inhibitors in the design of the system. Iility-driving elements are the union of a path variable and a mechanism.

Modeling ility-driving elements: The modeling of ility-driving elements was three layers deep. First, a set of path enablers and one of path inhibitors was defined; then, change mechanisms and resistance mechanisms were modeled as operators on some of the spaces in the dynamic system perspective for design; lastly change options and resistance properties were modeled as a combination of the two.
Path enablers and path inhibitors form spaces that, like the design space, are controllable by the designer. It is their inclusion that eventually results in change or resistance mechanisms at later points in time. Furthermore, they can be in or on the system, and potentially (for those in the system) latent in the baseline design.

A change mechanism is an operator on the design space, as shown in Figure 9-4. It is very similar to a perturbation, as it enables the transition from one instance to another. Only, in the case of change mechanisms, transitions are intentional (from the designer’s perspective). A change mechanism can be used preemptively or reactively with respect to perturbation occurrence.

A resistance mechanism is an operator on the design, performance or value space. Its function is that of impeding an undesired transition from one instance to another. Figure 9-5 illustrates the anatomy of a resistance mechanism on the design space. Similar to change mechanisms, resistance mechanisms can be preventive (only in design) or reactive with respect to the occurrence of a perturbation.

Change options and resistance properties, then, were defined in the form of two logical implications (the first, unlike the second, implying executability):

\[
CO : \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N} \varepsilon_i \Rightarrow Poss(\delta)
\]

\[
RP : \bigwedge_{i=1}^{N} \iota_i \Rightarrow \omega
\]
Impact of ility-driving elements: The impact of ility-driving elements on the value delivery of a system under all possible circumstances was investigated. A distinction between preventive vs. reactive use of IDEs was made. For example, Figure 9-6 shows a reactive use of a change option upon the occurrence of a perturbation in design.

Figure 9-6: Reactive use of change option upon occurrence of perturbation in design.

Characterization of ility-driving elements: A set of descriptive fields for the characterization of ility-driving elements has been proposed. The proposed descriptive fields are: decision type, execution agent, epoch-dependent unavailability, reusability, lifecycle, target, cost, execution time, optionability, realizability, risk reduction, and opportunity exploitation.

Investigation of change options: Chapter 6 discussed an empirical investigation of change options. It presented results from an investigation of evolvability in military SoS, as well as planned adaptation in the realm of policymaking (see Figure 9-7). In the case of military SoS, the array of change options found was linked to particular set of architect’s intents.

Figure 9-7: Change option related to planned adaptation in the PM regulation case.

IDE Analysis: A structured approach for the generation, evaluation and selection of ility-driving entities during the conceptual phase of system design (see Figure 9-8). Using this approach, it is possible to formally think about the introduction of design- and enterprise-level elements that can drive the emergence of ilities in complex systems. IDE Analysis, as intended in the thesis research, is performed with a baseline design of the system in mind. It is scalable in effort, and, as for many tasks performed in conceptual design, its completion involves much creativity and expertise.
Figure 9-8: General flow from the existence of uncertainty to the emergence ofility behaviors, due to IDEs identified through IDE Analysis.

Generation of ility-driving elements: The first activity in IDE Analysis concerns the generation of an extensive list of IDEs to carry forth for comparison and selection. DPP and DPPC matrices (Figure 9-9) are introduced for facilitating the brainstorming activity. An application to the MarSec SoS is illustrated.

Evaluation of ility-driving elements: The second major activity in IDE Analysis is that of evaluating the different IDEs generated for comparison and selection. A suite of proxy metrics for the evaluation of IDE is introduced: cost, risk attenuation ($PC$, $RR$, $NRR$), optionability, realizability, reusability, and feasible epoch fraction ($FEF$). A perturbation
Coverage (PC) matrix for the evaluation of risk reduction (or opportunity exploitation) was introduced. Similarly COF and RPF matrices were introduced for (1) the creation of IDEs and (2) the evaluation of optionability and realizability. In addition to IDE-level evaluations, portfolio-level evaluations were also discussed. For example, Figure 9-10 illustrates the evaluation of optionability at the portfolio-level.

Selection of ility-driving elements: The last activity in IDE Analysis is that of selecting a portfolio of IDEs for either (1) further analysis or (2) direct inclusion in the system. The problem of selection and the curse of dimensionality in the case of portfolios of IDEs were discussed, focusing on analytical and exploratory techniques, as well as some visualization techniques that may turn out useful in the selection process. For example, the use of risk matrices was proposed for comparing the risk reduction profiles of different portfolios of IDEs (e.g., Figure 9-11 in the case of the example application to the MarSec SoS).

Figure 9-11: Comparison of the risk reduction profiles of two different portfolios of IDEs.
9.2 A Final Thought

The opening quote for this chapter is the famous last proposition in Wittgenstein’s *Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus*: “Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.” Wittgenstein’s work was concerned with declarative logic, and specifically the relationship between language and reality to define the limits of science. Unlike science, design is concerned with imperative logic: i.e., *what should be*, not *what is*. In this context, a designer has no hard limits in speaking, thinking, and creating.\(^{53}\) The content discussed in this thesis lays the foundation for thinking about the design of systems with one goal in mind: the emergence of ilities over time. The modeling effort and the IDE Analysis discussed herein enable the designer with such goals in mind to think about, communicate, and creatively generate possible alternative courses of actions, among which to choose the one that *should be.*

\(^{53}\) Subject to the constraints imposed by time, resources, physics, and imagination.
List of Relevant Acronyms and Symbols

Acronyms

AHP: Analytic Hierarchy Process
AOI: Area Of Interest
BMDS: Ballistic Missile Defense System
C2BMC: Command and Control Battle Management System
CASAC: Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee
COF: Change Option Formation
CONOPs: Concepts of Operations
CPA: Change Propagation Analysis
DCF: Discounted Cash Flow
DISA: Defense Information Systems Agency
DPP matrix: Design Principle to Perturbation matrix
DPPC matrix: Design Principle to Perturbation Cause matrix
DSM: Design Structure Matrix
DSP: Defense Support Program
EEA: Epoch-Era Analysis
efNPT: fuzzy effective Normalized Pareto Trace
eNPT: effective Normalized Pareto Trace
ESD: Engineering Systems Division
fNPT: fuzzy Normalized Pareto Trace
FOD: Filtered Outdegree
FPS: Fuzzy Pareto Shift
IDE: ility-driving element
JIE: Joint Information Enterprise
MarSec: Maritime Security
MATE: Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration
MAU: Multi-Attribute Utility
MAUT: Multi-Attribute Utility Theory
MPT: Modern Portfolio Theory
NPT: Normalized Pareto Trace
NPV: Net Present Value
PAA: Phase Adaptive Approach
PC: Perturbation Coverage
PMPT: Post-Modern Portfolio Theory
QFD: Quality Function Deployment
REM: Rule-Effects Matrix
ROA: Real Options Analysis
RPF: Resistance Property Formation
SAI: SoS Architecting with Illities
SEAr: Systems Engineering Advancement Research Initiative
SoS: System of Systems
SoSE: Systems of Systems Engineering
SSRC: Sociotechnical Systems Research Center
TAUL: Time-weighted Average Utility Loss
TDN: Time-expanded Decision Network
THAAD: Terminal High Altitude Area Defense
UAV: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
VASC: Valuation Approach for Strategic Changeability

Symbols

\(A\): attribute set (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(C\): context space (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(C\): cost (metric)
\(CM\): change mechanism set
\(CO\): change option set (and instance)
\(CV\): context variable set (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(D\): design space (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(DV\): design variable set (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(E\): epoch space (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(EV\): epoch variable set (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)
\(FEF\): feasible epoch fraction (metric)
**IDE**: ility-driving element set (and instance)

**N**: needs space (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)

**NOE**: normalized opportunity exploitation (metric)

**NRR**: normalized risk reduction (metric)

**NV**: needs variable set (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)

**OE**: opportunity exploitation (metric)

**Opt**: optionability (metric)

**P**: performance space (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)

**PC**: perturbation coverage (metric)

**PE**: path enabler set

**PE\text{in}**: set of path enablers in the system

**PE\text{latent}**: set of latent path enablers

**PE\text{on}**: set of path enablers on the system

**PI**: path inhibitor set

**PI\text{in}**: set of path inhibitors in the system

**PI\text{latent}**: set of latent path inhibitors

**PI\text{on}**: set of path inhibitors on the system

**Reus**: reusability (metric)

**RM**: resistance mechanism set

**RP**: resistance property set (and instance)

**RR**: risk reduction (metric)

**Rz**: realizability (metric)

**V**: value space (and instance: not bolded, in small caps)

**δ**: change mechanism

**ε**: path enabler instance

**ι**: path inhibitor instance

**Λ**: perturbation set

**λ^C**: perturbation in context

**λ^D**: perturbation in design

**λ^N**: perturbation in needs

**ω**: resistance mechanism
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